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ABSTRACT
The vast amountof scientific and technical information available
in the United States has created a critical need for computerized
technical information centers such as those operated in the NASA Regional
Dissemination Prozram. The combination of highly skilled literature
specialists and an electronic computer is employed by the centers to
search various information sources for two basic services, retrospective
search and selective dissemination.
While the operating characteristics of a center are highly analogous
to those of a typical business firm, management currently does not possess
relevant cost information concerning the literature searching activity.
This condition creates a critical problem since the objective of a NASA
Regional Dissemination Center is to operate as a self-supporting entity.
In order to accomplish the financial objective, relevant cost information
is essential for such managerial functions as planning, controlling,
performance evaluation, pricing, reporting, and general decision-making.
A two-fold solution to the cost information deficiency problem is
pro_sed in this study A formal managerial cost accounting system is
designed expressly i.or the two i'nformation services of a NASA Regional
D_.ssemination Center, retrospective search and selective dissemination.
The syst('.m was employed during a trial per.iod at the Aerospace Research
A_]ieat_ons Center to test _ts effectiveness in a technical information
center. Once appropriate service cost data are available, the statistical
cost mode] developed in this study can be used in lleu of the formal
cost accounting system and will orovide an efficient and economical cost
control technique.
xiv
@
The managerial cost accounting system consists of a collection
of source documents, forms, records, computer programs, computer print-
outs, and managerial reports that are designed specifically for a
technical information center's operation. Responsibility accounting and
service costing are accomplished concurrently since the production costs
are charged to the appropriate cost center and information service.
A computerized data processing function is employed to convert cost
data recorded during the production process on various source documents
into relevant managerial cost information. The appropriate "software"
used for the computer capability is an integral part of the managerial
cost accounting system. A combination of Job order and process costing
is employed during the production process and for the electronic data
processing function. A job order costing method is used to record the
costs consumed for the Retrospective Search Service, but a Selecti_
Dissemination Service contains relatively homogeneous production units so
a process costing technique is utilized to calculate weighted-average
profile charges for each SDS performance. Development and maintenance
costs also are accounted for and are charged to the individual searches.
The statistical cost system is founded on the theory of statistical
quality control. Representative values are established on statistical
control charts for the direct search cost mean (X) and the direct search
cost range (R). The _ chart measures the central tendency of the unit
search cost data, and the R chart discloses changes in the dispersion of
the unit charges. Probabilistic control limits are established to define
the acceptable search cost perfo_imance in relation to the predetermined
targets.
xv
A randomsample of five searches is selected every month for both
information services, and the direct costs consumed for each sampled
search are registered on a single record. The mean and range are
calculated for each sample and are recorded on the appropriate cost con-
trol chart. The null hypothesis which is tested with the sample informa-
tion is that the direct unit search costs are "in control" when compared
with the representative values. If the sample observations are within
the control limits, the hypothesis is accepted, but immediate managerial
action is required if a value is recorded outside the desirable limits.
xvii_
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM AND PROPC6ED SOLUTION
INFORMATION CRISIS
An explosive research and develo_ent effort has generated a
tremendous growth in science and technology in the United States over
the past decade. In 1967, a record $24 billion was forecast--a five
per cent increase over the preceding year. 1 A product of this inten-
sive program is an increasing volume and complexity of information
available to the scientific and technical community. The determination
of a feasible system for disseminating the vast amount of information
presents a complex problem. Without such a system, a waste of human
resources, time, and money may result from a duplication of research
endeavor since prior relevant findings are not available.
Several organizations are contributing toward a solution to the
problem by developing information systems. Among the agencies of the
federal government concerned are the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the Atomic Energy Commission, the Department of
Defense, the Science Information Exchange, and the Department of
Commerce. The National Science _Foundation estimated that the federal
government spent $259 million in fiscal year 1966 Just to process the
2
reports of past research and development. Similar work is being
Ivictor J. Danilov, "1967 I-R Forecast: $24 Billion for Research,"
Industrial Research, (January, 1967), p. _.
2Richard L. Lesher and George J. Howick, Background, Guideline_s, ____
Recommendations for Use in Assessing Effective Means of Channelin_
Ne__wwTechnologies in Promisin_ Directions, Report prepared for the National
Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress (November,
1965), p. 38.
2performed by private industrial firms, trade associations, professional
societies, and various indexing publications.
Despite these efforts, a lack of systematic organization of the
research information still persists. An abundance of information is
distributed over a wide range of publications and, as a result, readers
find it increasingly difficult to remain well informed. For example,
the amount of scientific information published in the world every 2A
hours would fill seven complete 2_ volume sets of encyclopedias or a
total of 61,320 volumes per year. 3 As the store of information becomes
more voluminous and specialized, there is a growing requirement for
larger collections and better trained subject specialists to more
adequately serve the user's needs. _ Leake summarizes the present status
oF the information crisis in the following way:
Something has to give in our current crisis in documen-
tation. Like an overblown balloon, science is ready to
burst its conventional bounds. If something does not give,
we are going to be drowned in the flood of our scientific
knowledge. 5
NASA REGIONAL DISSEMINATION PROGRAM
General Purcose
The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 charged the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration with the responsibility "to provide
31bid.
AJohn Sherrod, "Functions of a Technical Information Center," In_
formation Retrieval Management, ed. Lowell H. Hattery and Edward M.
McCormick (Detroit, Michigan: American Data Processing, Inc., 1962), p. 3_.
5Chauncey D. Leake, "What Must Give in the Documentation Crisis?"
Information Retrieval Management, ed. Lowell H. Hattery and Edward M.
McCormick (Detroit, Michigan: American Data Processing, Inc., 1962), p. 15.
3for the widest practical and appropriate dissemination of information
concerning its activities and the results thereof. ''6 One of the programs
initiated to accomplish thls objective and to contribute toward a
solution to the overall information crisis was the establishment of
several Regional Dissemination Centers _. Nine information centers have
been instituted since 1962 in various sections of the United States to
disseminate the unclassified results of past research and development
to interested parties. The centers, currently operating at varying
stages of development, are located at Midwest Research Institute, Indiana
University, Wayne State University, University of Pittsburgh, North
Carolina Science and Technology Research Center, Southeastern State
College, University of New Mexico, University of Southern California,
and University of Connecticut. While these centers are not exact
replicas, they offer the same type of services and operate under a
common set of policies and standards which are administered by the
Office of Technology Utilization of NASA.
Man-machine Linkage
The Regional Dissemination Centers are staffed with engineers and
scientists who possess diverse educational backgrounds. For example,
the staff of the Aerospace Research Applications Center (ARAC) at
Indiana University consists of personnel with training in aeronautical
engineering, ceramics engineering, chemical engineering, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, metallurgical engineering, chemistry,
geology, l_fe sciences, and physics. For purposes of this dissertation,
6U. S., Statutes at _, L_XII, Part i, p. _.
*The term "NASA Center" is used as a synonym for NASA Regional Dis'
semination Center in this study.
&the term "engineer" is used to refer to an engineer or scientist who
is a literature searcher in a NASA Center. The engineers are informa-
tion specialists, capable of understanding the information needs of the
c]iente]e of the center. A substantia] amount of technical training is
necessary to pre_-erly evaluate the complex literature. With a thorough
understanding of the literature, _ the engineers can search efficiently
for information relevant to a user's technical problems and interests.
The other major factor in the operation of a Regional Dissemina-
tion Center is an electronic computer. All of the centers have access
to computerized information searching, either at their own location or
from one of the other NASA Centers. With its vast memory capacity and
h_h speed retrieval capability, the computer provides better search
service to the clientele than that attained from a manual effort. The
computer system uses a complex of information retrieval programs to
search s_multaneously for information that is relevant to several re-
quests. Perry and Kent suggest that computerized information centers
have made it possible to undertake literature searches which previously
required so much time and persona] effort that they seldom could be
justified.7 ' "
] nf,_rmati on Services
\
The NASA _{egiona I Disseminatio_ _Qenters .primarily are concerned
w_th inh_rmation management which, as used in the context of this study,
_s the management of the rece[_pt, storage, retrieval, reproduction,
7James W. Perry and Allen Kent, Tools for Machine Literature Searchin_
(New York: Interscience Publishers, Inc., i-_8), p. 50.
dissemination, and inventor?/ control of scientific and technical informa-
tion. A number of other necessary functions are provided by external
sources at no cost to the centers. Among these are the original research,
processing, indexing, and abstracting.
The services of the centers can be grouped into two broad categories:
current awareness and retrospective search. A Current awareness service
aids a user in keeoing abreast of information as it is generated. The
clientele are informed regularly of relevant developments in their
specialized fields through information searches performed at a center so
that their own investigation of books', periodicals, and reports is mini-
mized. Specific interest areas are established, and the current informa-
tion germane to each topic is identified for the clientele. An example
is the Aerospace Research Application Center's Selective Dissemination
Service (SDS). Interest profiles, which represent the continuing interest
of a user or a group of users are developed in the form of terms that
match the descriptors utilized to categorize information in the NASA
technical information file. A computer tape containing entries of the
latest information in the NASA f'_le is made available periodically to the
center so that the interest profile terms can be matched by computer
against the descriptors on the tape. The service provides the user with
a means of continuol_s updating in his interest area. 8
Retrospective searches are designed to aid a user in investigating
r_rev':_us research that has been _rformed in a given area. The user
of the information can execute an exhaustive historical search for
8Richard L. Lesher and George J. Howick, o_. ci__t., p. 121.
literature pertaining to a well-defined problem by submitting the
topic to the center. An engineer develops a computerized or manual
search strategy, and the information sources available to the center
are searched for relevant documents. The information sources include
literary work that originates in a wide range of publications over
a period of several years. For example, Weimer describes the infor-
mation available for retrospective searches at ARAC in the following
@ay:
Computerized information sources include various research
papers and scientific reports that are available through
NASA's Scientific and Technical Information Facility which
are indexed and abstracted in Scientific and Technical Aero-
Reports (STAR) as well as articles published in more
than 600 worldwide technical journals which are abstracted
_n Internationa] Aerospace Abstracts (IAA). Some 150,OOO
documents are involved and additions are currently being
made at a rate approaching 1OOO a week.
The Center also has access to materials published by
the Atomic Energy Co_mdssion and through arrangements with
the Department of Co_aerce, to a substantial p@rtion of
the unclassified documents of the Department of Defense. 9
6
STATEMenT OF THE PROWLS4
Cur_'ent Status of Cost Information
The management function of a NASA Regional Dissemination Center is
analogous to that of a typical manufacturing concern. Managerial cost
accounting represents the major quantitative information system in the
9Arthur M. Weimer, The Programs of th__eeAerospace Research Applica-
tions Centez, Excerpts from a speech presented at the CIC Conference
on "The Flow of Innovation and the Management of Research" at Wing-
spread, Wisconsin , October 26, 1965, p. 3.
?latter type of operation as it provides essential data for planning,
controlling, and decision-making purposes. One does not have to ponder
long to imagine the utter chaos that would exist if the management of a
Froduction firm were to find itself without the benefits of cost
accounting information. The effectiveness of such managerial functions
as pricing, inventory evaluation cost-profit-volume analysis, budgeting,
operational effectiveness evaluation, and cost control undoubtedly would
be restricted. However, a deficiency of relevant cost information appears
to exist in the operation of most NASA Centers, and the management process
is dominated by qualitative factors. In numerous cases, reliance on cost
estimates, based on experience and Judgment, has characterized management
.•
lO
practice in technical information centers.
The dependence on cost estimation appears to stem from the lack of
theoretically sound cost accounting applications in the information
retrieval field in general. Most libraries are a segment of a larger
organization such as a government or corporation, and their operating
costs normally are considered as overhead expenses of the parent opera-
tion, with little effort exerted to calculate itemized service costs, ll
Instead, the emphasis is on the amount budgeted for various cost
classifications such as salaries, equipment, documents, supplies, and
trave]. Although the costs are incurred so that various information
1CThis statement is based on the results of the author's literature
review presented in Chapter 2 and an analysis of the research question-
naire disclosed in Exhibit II.
!iBernard K. Dennis, "Financing a Technical Information Center," In_
formation Retrieval Management, ed. Lowell H. Hattery and Edward M.
McCormick (Detroit, Michigan: American Data Processing, Inc., 1962),
p. 69.
8servicos can be _rformed, the lack of a cost accounting system pro-
hibits a reliable association of the costs and services. McCormick
hyL_thesizes that this problem stems from the fact that, "Conventional
information activities normally do not sell their product, hence, are
not in a position to be as cost conscious as they might otherwise be."12
The term "library" is used in this study to refer to all information
retrieval o_mrations except technical information centers. Examples are
public libraries, university libraries and business firm libraries.
However, the NASA Regional Dissemination Centers are in operation
to sell their services to various clientele, and their objective is to
be completely self-supporting from service revenue after an initial
subsidy grom NASA. This goal implies that accurate information is
available concerning service costs so that a corresponding price schedule
will generate a breakeven level of revenues. Dennis summarizes the
policy of the Technical Information Center of General Electric's Flight
Pro;mlsion Divislon by stating, that, "The Technical Information Center
must act to a certain extent as a business entity, complete with con-
tinuing Iroblems of customer satisfaction, sales .volume, and seeking
,_ut new markets. "13
Fixed Cost Factor
The operating conditions of a NASA Center complicate the determina-
tion of itemized service costs due to the large proportion of fixed
12Edward M. McCormick, "The Management Process and Science Information
Systems," Information Retrieval Mana_.ement, ed. Lowell H. Hattery and
Edward _. McCormick (Detroit, MiChigan: American Data Processing, Inc.,
]962), _. 13_.
• 13[)ernard K. Dennis, op. ci___t., _. 68.
9costs incurred by a typical center. Most manufacturing concerns
employ a sizable labor element Which is classified as a variable cost
since it changes proportionate!_ with the operation's volume of activity.
Also, raw material costs, Which !are variable expenses, usually con-
stitute a large percentage of total product costs. However, most of the
operating costs of a NASA Center are relatively fixed since they do not
vary with volume. The very nature of the work force is the major cause
of the phenomenon since skilled engineers and scientists are not the type
of personnel that can be hired and discharged or laid off as the
activity level changes. Instead, long lead times usually are required
to employ the individuals with the desired special training. This,
together with the fact that they are generally in short supply, requires
offering them stable employment in order to acquire them at all. For
purposes of this study, the ass=mption is made that the information
centers must contend with the fixed labor factor for an annual period
only. Thus management cannot vary the staff level significantly once
an annual operating cycle is in process.
Another operational feature that contributes toward the high per-
t
centage of fixed costs is the need for specialized equi_nent. Repro-
duction machinery and computer equipment are necessary and, if purchased,
produce fixed costs through depreciation charges. Leasing arrangements,
if available, often include a fixed usage guarantee. Also, the lack of
raw materials in the information production process contributes sub-
stantially toward the sizable fixed costs. The final product, a deck
o_ r_levant information abstracts, is the result of information
searching and processing, so the majority of the total costs is labor
10
expenses. Only a minimum quantity of miscellaneous supplies is used in
the production flow. Therefore, the critical problem is one of determining
a feasible cost system with which to allocate objectively the fixed costs
that often are con_on to several services and to distribute the relatively
small portion of variable costs. Most cost accounting information ad-
mittedly represents approximate measurements rather than precise facts. IA
This condition is especially true when an extensive allocation of Joint
costs is necessary, which is the case in the operation of a NASA Center
with its large proportion of fixed costs. Nevertheless, a cost system
based on a set of theoretically sound decision rules should produce
information that is consistent and defendable as being objectively
determined. Such a system should generate a scientifically determined
service cost structure.
Potential ManaKement Applications
A wide range of managerial applications appear most likely if
reliable cost and related operational information is available. The
following list illustrates some management techniques, dependent on
accurate cost accounting informa'_ion, that should contribute toward an
efficient information center operation:
I. Performance evaluation
R_sponsibility is given to various staff members to
accomplish certain objectives within given time and
monetary constraints. Realistic physical quantities
and related costs are determined for the expected pro-
duction volume, and the employees responsible for the
various work activities also are accountable for the
_obert N. Anthony, Management Accountin_ (3rd ed.; Homewood,
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., i96&), p. 7.
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controllable costs of their operations. Periodic
performance reports are generated from the managerial
cost accounting system to evaluate how effectively
the targets are achieved.
2. Planning the operation
Planning is the proqess of determining what
action should be taken in the future. This activity
must be performed at all levels of the organisation
since it establishes the operational targets that
reflect management objectives. Projected work
activity, manpower needs, space requirements,
equipment expenditures, and available funds all are
considered in the planning process. An example is
the budget which represents a plan showing how the
the resources needed for a given period will be
acquired and utilized. Consumer demand for the
information services is forecast, and the resources
required in the various departments of a NASA Center
are budgeted as realistic estimates of what can be
expected during the period.
3. Controlling the operation
Control is the process through which management
insures that actual operational activities conform
favorably with the targets established in the
planning function. Rep)rts indicate any deviations
from the targets so that materially unfavorable
variances can be investigated and appropriate correc-
tive active can be taken. Managerial cost accounting
information is necessary to establish realistic tar-
gets and to measure the actual performance.
4. Managerial Decision-making
Management of a NASA Center often is required
to make decisions by choosing between several alterna-
tive courses of action. When relevant managerial
cost accounting data are available, the decision
can be reduced to a quantitative basis, and a consid-
erable amount of subjectivity is eliminated from the
process. Since the objective of a NASA Center is to
operate as a self-supporting, breakeven organization,
alternative courses of action should be evaluated in
quantitative terms, whenever possible, to insure that
the relevant economic factors are considered. Examples
of such decisions are: (i) Equipment purchases;
(2) Capacity expansion; (3) Information service feasi-
bility analysis; (A) Service pricing, and (5) Make-buy
decisions concerning docmments.
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5. Pricing the services
Since the objective of a NASA Regional
Dissemination Center is to operate at a break-
even revenue level, service cost information should
be available to serve as the basis of the prices
charged to clientele. _All operating costs of a
center must be distributed objectively to the
information services if this full-cost pricing
basis is to be determirled. A managerial cost
accounting system is necessary to employ effective
decision rules for the calculation of the cost of
producing and distributing the information services.
6. Reporting to various internal and external sources
Internal reporting will be a regular occurrence
to insure that the appropriate management informa-
tion is available at the right time. Such reports
should represent an accurate description of a
center's operating performance during a given period.
Also, external parties such as sponsoring agencies,
universities, and clientele may have an interest in
the operation and require similarlreports of the
financial performance of a center.
MANAGERIAL COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
General _
The first major objective of this study is the development of a
computerized managerial cost accounting system that the author proposes
_s appropriate for the NASA Regional Dissemination Centers. The system
is designed to account for the costs of the two basic types of service,
current awareness and retrospective search. Although the various NASA
Centers may ot'fer slightly different services, they should be able to
classil'y any given service as one of the two types and use the related
cost accounting philosophy. Since all of the centers operate under a
common set of policies and standards, any service variations should be
minor.
/
The system is based on elesent_ from the following: (1) generally
accepted accounting theory; (2) a review of the rellvant literature from
such disciplines as accounting, library science, _magement science, and
information retrieval; (3) information collected on a research questionnaire
that was distributed to the managers of the various Regional Dissemination
Centers. _ A glossary is presented in Exhibit I to define the major cost
terminology used in this study. The components of the system--ranging
from source documents such as work orders, time tickets, and computer
printouts to reports such as income statements, labor performance reports,
and service cost reports---are designed specifically for an information
t
center. An electronic computer .performs the major data processing
operations required in the managerial cost accounting system. Three com-
puter programs provide the necessary operating instructions and are
presented in the Appendicies,
The overall costing techniqze employed in the system is a combina-
tion of job order and process co_ting methods. A current awareness
service such as ARAC's Selective _issemination Service requires a pro-
duction process that generates relatively homogeneous products. As an
engineer periodically services the interest profiles, he may spend only a
few minutes on each one so it would not be feasible to attempt to measure
finitely the exact amount of tim?. expended on each profile. Also, the
output of several profiles may be interrelated, and the engineer may work
on the corresponding units concurrently. Yet, information concerning
the cost of servicing the individual profiles is necessary to calculate
the unit S_ costs• Such inform_,tion is acquired in the system by a
process costing technique throuEh which all costs consumed during a specific
time period in a given cost center are collected but are not related to
individual units of output. A weighted-average distribution process
generates unit cost data as the total SDS production performance costs
are divided by the service output. A specific decision rule is developed
in Chapter 5 to determine the proper numerator and denominator of the
averaging method.
Each retrospective search represents a unique Job that is accounted
for as a heterogeneous unit. Every search is identifiable as a specific
job passing through the production process and requires larger work incre-
ments than those employed for t_e interest profiles. For example, the
production process consists of an engineer accomplishing several functions
such as problem evaluation, search strategy preparation, designation of
the computer terms which define the problem, and the edit of the computer
•printout that shows the identified references. A job order costing
technique is used to record these labor costs as the search is performed,
and all other related expenses are charged to the project.
Managerial Accounting Concepts
A managerial cost accounting framework is employed as a closed-loop
control system that is illustrated in Figure 1-1. Responsibility
accounting is utilized to appraise the performance of the controllable
costs consumed in cost centers established throughout the organization.
The manager responsible for the work activity of each cost center also
is accountable for the controllable costs of the operation. Budgeted
cost figures are selected as targets, and regular performance reports
indicate the relationship of the actual and budgeted costs. Corrective
action is initiated for unfavorable variances through managementby
exception to complete the closed-loop objective.
Figure I-i
Managerial Cost Accounting Process
I__puts to the
Operational
Transactions
_-Accountin_ Records
Cost Accoqntin_ i. Computer printout
System 2. Cost accounting ledger
i. Wage rates
2. Labor ho_rs
3. Other operating costs
4. Services performed
Corrective Action
via management
by exception
Accountin_ Reports
i. Income statement
2. Balance sheet
3. Cost performance report
4. Labor performance report
5. Cost center report
6. Service cost report
7. Overhead analysis report
Several cost classifications such as variable versus fixed, direct
versus indirect, controllable versus noncontrollable, and service versus
nonservice are essential for the managerial accounting process. The
numerous cost groupings can be determined from the output of the single
system and each has distinct advantages, depending on the reason the
data are requested. For example, due to the sizable fimed cost element,
c<_nvent_onal applications of the variable-fixed dichotomy are of minimal
imr_)rtance. A more significant classification is direct versus indirect
since many of the fixed as well as the variable costs can be traced to the
services and classified as direct charges for costing purposes. If a
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flexible budget is employed to establish a predetermined rate for the
application of the indirect operating expenses, unit service costs can
be calculated, based on a system that adjusts for periodic changes in
activity. A substantial amount of indirect labor will exist whenever
the service volume varies below the established production capacity be-
cause the relatively fixed work force cannot be adjusted during the
operating year. Since the staff level cara_ot be varied proportionately
with the information searching activity, unproductive time must be
accounted for as indirect labor. Therefore, whenever the production
volume is less than that forecast for the determination of the work force
level, a large amount of indirect labor costs is incurred. This deviation
is identified as an unfavorable variance in an overhead analysis report
which aids management in achieving more efficient manpower levels in
future operating periods. Without the stabilizing overhead application
procedure, the large portion of fixed costs would cause fluctuating
unit service costs as a constant amount would be distributed over various
activity levels.
Cost-volume comparisons are investigated critically, and the re-
lationship between marginal and average costs is examined to support the
use of average costs for pricing the information services. Once again,
the large proportion of fixed costs complicates the pricing problem since
volume changes will affect unit costs if the fixed costs are distributed
over different levels of activity. However, as suggested earlier, one
of' the features of the cost system is a flexible budget for the indirect
operating expenses that will tend to level what would otherwise be erratic
average unit costs. The budget should relate to a time period which is
lengthy enough that the irregular costs and activities tend to balance out.
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The predetermined overhead rate established in the flexible budget is
applied to some activity basis such as direct labor hours to include a
share of the indirect charges in the unit service cost. Thus, unit
service costs are computed on the basis of normal production activity
rather than the actual level. Horngren summarises the advantages of
this procedure in the following manner:
Such an approach has a logical foundation because
a normal product cost is more meaningful and repre-
sentative for inventory purposes than a so-called
"actual" product cost that is distorted by month-to-
month fluctuations in production volume and b_ erratic
or seasonal behavior of many overhead costs. 19
Verification of Results
A one way, fixed effects analysis of variance model is intro-
duced in Chapter 3 to test the consistency of the mean service costs
over different time periods. An analysis of variance model represents
a statistical technique which can be utilized to measure differences
between two or more sample means. Hoel explains the use of such a model
in the following way:
One of the most useful techniques for increasing
the sensitivity of an experiment is designing it in
such a way that the total variation of the variable
being studied can be separated into components that
are of experimental interest or importance. Split-
ting up the total variation in this manner enables the
experimenter to utilize statistical methods to eliminate
the effects of certain interfering variables and thus
to increase the sensitivit_ of his experiment. The
analysis of variance is a technique for carrying out
the anal_is of an experiment designed from this point
of view. _u
15Charles T. Horngren, Co__stAccounting- A Managerial _hhasis
(2nd ed.; Er_lewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentrce-Hall, Inc_, p. 8_.
16paul G. Hoel, Introduction to Mathematical Statistics (3rd ed.;
New York: John Wiley and Sons_ In_., 1962), p. 299_
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In Chapter 2, numerous intervening variables which influence the
unit cost of an information search are identified. Several of the more
important factors are:
1. The complexity and structure of the information
requests (for purposes of this dissertation, com-
plexity refers to a subjective estimate of how
difficult a given information request is to satisfy).
2. The number of relevant information abstracts dis-
covered during the search process.
3. The amount of potentially relevant information
available for searching.
_. The familiarity and knowledge of the literature
searcher concerning a specific request.
-L
5. The number of information searches performed per
computer run.
The effect of the intervening variables is a wide dispersion of
i_unit search costs as particular combinations of the factors contribute
to specific charges. For purposes of this study, the assumption is made
that the distribution of the multi-dimensional factors affecting indi-
vidual searches remains relatively constant between monthly periods
during a short duration when all searches of a given service are con-
sidered. For example, if 50 searches are performed during January, the
distribution of the nmlti-dimensional, intervening variables will be
approximately equal to that of the factors related to &8 searches executed
during February. Since the retrospective searches normally arrive
randomly and approximately the same SDS interest profiles are serviced
every, month, the assumption of the "averaging out" of the intervening
variables per unit between periods appears realistic. Consequently, if
the cost accounting system is operating effectively and the distribution
of the _ntervening variables remains relatively constant, the average
unit cost of a given service should be approximately the same from period
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to period, subject only to rando_ error. Literature searching efficiency
improvements may cause lower unit search costs over an extensive duration,
but their effect is unlikely to be significant in the short run. The
analysis of variance model can be used to test the hypothesis that the
mean unit costs are approximately equal with an "F" distribution of the
ratio of the _an square between columns and the mean square within
columns. If this ratio is not significantly greater than one, the
hypothesis is accepted as being true. If the hypothesis is rejected,
further investigation is warranted to determine the exact nature of the
variat] on.
Summary
The first objective of this study is the development of a
managerial cost accounting system that is applicable to a NASA Regional
Dissemination Center's operation. Information service costing is per-
formed within a managerial accounting framework, and the resulting cost
data should be relevant for planning , controlling, and decision-making
purposes. The direct costs are traced to specific services during the
production process, and the indirect charges are applied on the basis of
a predetermihed overhead •rate. Cost performance is evaluated throughout
a center's operation by the responsibility accounting process, and the
average service costs provide a realistic basis for a pricing policy.
An analysis of variance model is employed to examine the average costs
for cQ,nsistency, thus testing the proposal that they are representative
!
costs of the service production processes.
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STATISTICALCOSTCONTROL
Basi___cConcepts
The second major objective of this study is the development of a
statistical cost control model that can be used, if management prefers,
after reliable unit service costs are established. Statistical cost
control, based on probability sampling theory, also provides valuable
managerial information although it will not be as exhaustive as that
generated by a complete cost accounting system. However, considerably
less contribution from the operating personnel is required in the
statistical model since the foundation of any formal cost accounting
system is a detailed reporting process concerning the consumption of
labor, materials, and overhead for every product. Source documents such
as labor time tickets, supplies requisitions, and work orders must be
completed for each cost transaction performed during the production pro-
cess. Such detailed accounting requires a substantial amount of time
and effort on the part of the operating personnel. The use of the
statistical model minimizes the reporting function since a relatively
small number of service units are sampled for cost control purposes.
Most business f_rms employing formal cost accounting systems
exercise rigid control checks to insure that the information reported
by the employees is accurate. However, the majority of the personnel
concerned with the completion of the source documents are "blue collar
workers" who are accustomed to su6h routinism. 17 Cummings says that,
]7Ely Chinoy, "The Tradition of Opportunity and the Aspiration of
Automobile Workers," The American Journal of Sociology, LVIII (March,
1952), p. 453.
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"Unskilled, semiskilled, and even some managerial incumbents are 'taught'
the proper procedures and rules'which sustain the character or personality
of that particular organization..18 However, in a technical information
center, most of the operating personnel are highly educated engineers
whose training and work demands a great deal of independence if they are
to search the relevant literature efficiently.
Hamberg hypothesizes that independence is a dominant trait among
creative scientists. He defines independence as the desire to follow
one's own interests without direction or interference from management
controls. 19 A study conducted by LaPorte •to examine the sources of
strain that affect research scientists revealed that one of the two main
conflicts is the perceived restrictiveness of administrative procedures.
Such measures as equipment control and budget allocations are major
sources of irratation since the scientists believe the measures unduly
constrain their activities. 20 Another study by Friedlander and Walton
disclosed that one of the primary reasons government scientists remain
for extensive periods on the same Job is technical freedom from admini-
strative control. 21
18Larry Cummings, "Organizational Climates for Creativity," Journal
of the Academy of Management, VIII (September, 1965), p. 225,
• 19Daniel Hamberg, _ on the Economics of Research and Develop-
m_2ent(New York: Random House,-_9_6_, p. I00.
2OTodd R. LaPorte, "Conditions of Strain and Accomodation in
Industrial Research Organizations," Administrative Science Quarterly, X
(June, 1965), p. 27.
21Frank Friedlander and Eugene Walton, "Positive and Negative
Motivations Toward Work," Adminietrative Science Quarterly, IX (September,
196&), p. 202.
Consequently, it is hypothesized that a burdensome organizational
effort and/or possible behavior problems may limit the usefulness of
a formal cost accounting system if it is used for an extensive period.
However, if the personnel are ccnvinced, by the managers responsible
for the installation of the system, of the overall benefits to the
center from reliable cost and operational information, it is proposed
that they will be willing to contribute dependably for a short time
period. The cost data should provide useful information for them as
they periodically interact with the clientele since the users are
charged for the services on the basis of actual costs.
22
Sampling
If the management of a technical information center judges that
a sustained utilization of the formal cost accounting system is un-
realistic due to these or other reasons, it may choose to switch to
statistical cost control after dependable cost targets have been
established. The analysis of variance model will provide an objective
test with which to determine the reliability of the mean costs.
Once the cost data are determined to be valid, representative
parameters can be calculated for a statistical Cost control model. A
random sample of service units is selected each month, and the statisti-
cal parameters are computed to insure that the cost targets are being
achieved. Vance and Neter list the following advantages of using
sampling, methods rather than considering the entire, population of
data :
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.
.
_e
Timeliness
The results from sampling usually are available
faster than those pertaining to the entire universe
due to the required computational time.
Econom_
Less human effort is required to record the costs,
and less processing time is necessary since fewer
products are considered.
Accuracy
Since the personnel realise that they do not have
to record and collect a complete set of information,
they should be more accurate when handling those items
included in the sample.
More detailed analysis
More time is available for the responsible personnel
to interpret and report the data than if they were
concerned with the additional computational effort of
the entire universe. 22
Relevant Costs
The direct service costs of the sampled information searches are
recorded on a single cost record as each unit progresses through the
production process. Direct costs are such items as the labor, computer
time, telephone calls, and reproduction supplies that are identified
readily for a given service. Indirect costs are excluded from the model
since they are distributed to the services in a formal cost accounting
system by a predetermined rate that is applied to some activity basis
such as direct labor costs, direct labor hours, or units produced. A
simplifying assumption is made in the statistical cost system that the
actual indirect costs are absorbed completely, and the total search costs
are considered as a linear combination which is dependent only on the
24. L. Vance and J. Neter, Statistical Sampling For Auditors and
Accountants (New York: John Wiley and Sons, rn_-_5_, p. 12. --
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random variable--direct costs. Since the purpose of the model is to
determine whether or not the information production process is "in
control" in relation to predetermined cost targets, this assumption
appears reasonable.
Statistical Cost Control Charts
The sample results are recorded on two statistical cost control
charts that distinguish between random deviation and significant
variances which require investigation. The statistical cost model re-
quires a minimum amount of work since corrective action is not necessary
as long as the sample parameters are within the allowable variation from
the cost targets. If the sample results are outside the control limits,
corrective action should be initiated to determine the cause since it
is unlikely that the situation is produced by random error.
The two parameters of interest in the statistical cost control
model are X, the average unit search cost, and R, the range of unit
search costs. The former statistic is utilized as a measure of the
central tendency of the production cost data, and the latter is employed
to discover changes in the dispersion of the unit costs. Representative
amounts for both parameters are established as the targets of the two
control charts, and the characteristics of a normal probability distribu-
tion are used to set the upper and lower control limits which define the
acceptable cost results. For example, given a distribution o£ measure-
ments that is approximately bell-shaped, the mean of the distribution
plus and minus one, two, and three standard deviations contains approxi-
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mately 68%, 95%, and 99.7% of the measurements_ respectively. As long
23paul G. Hoel, op. cit., p. I01.
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as the sample observations behave in accordance with the probability
limits, the search cost process is "in control." Trueblood and Cyert
explain the use of a statistical control model in the following way:
The theory of the contrel chart is based on the
behavior of the sample means. As long as the universe
can be reasonably approxin_ted by a normal distribution,
it can be safely assumed t_at the distribution of
arithmetic means will be normally distributed. Even
when the universe is abnormal, the distribution of sample
means will usually approach a normal distribution if the
sample is sufficiently large.2A
Thus, probability sampling techniques are employed monthly to
estimate the unit direct costs of the information production process.
Representative values of the average unit search cost (X) and the dis-
persion of the unit costs (R) are established as targets on two control
charts prior to the initial sampling procedure. The values of X and R
are calculated for each monthly sample and plotted on the control charts
to determine the extent of any deviation from the targets. If a value
is outside the acceptable control limits, management action is necessary
to determine the cause of the material deviation. Otherwise, the null
hypothesis that the cost process is "in control" is accepted. The model
provides an efficient cost control technique with a minimum contribution
from the center personnel.
SUmmARY OF SURVEY RESULTS
A research questionnaire was distributed to the directors of the
nine NASA Regional Dissemination C_nters to investigate their opinions
2_Robert M. Trueblood+ and Richard M. Cyert, Sampli,_ Techniques in
Accountin_ (Er_lewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957)_-
p. 145.
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concerning the current status of cost information in their operations.
A personal interview also was conducted by this author to clarify any
ambiguous replies recorded on the questionnaires. Seven of the managers
responded to the request, and th_ results are presented in Exhibit II.
The three major research objectives of the survey were the following:
1. To analyze the current status of cost accounting
practices employed in the NASA Centers.
2. To evaluate whether or not the existing cost
accounting capabilities could be improved.
3. To give the managers an opportunity to disclose
their opinions of cost accounting concepts that would
be beneficial to the operations.
The results of the survey indicate that a definite deficiency of
relevant cost information exists in the NASA Centerl. Only one center
possessed a cost accounting system, and that case represented a project
performed earlier by this author for the determination of a feasible
fee schedule. The other centers obtained cost information from several
sources, ranging from rough estimates to a statistical cost system. Also,
only two of the centers attempted to utilize actual costs for the
determination of the service prices charged to the clientele.
All of the responding directors reported a willingness to install a
formal cost accounting system if it were available, and six of the
managers believed that a need existed for improved cost information.
Most of the directors felt that relevant cost data would be beneficial
for such management functions as planning, controlling, performance
evaluation, scheduling, pricing, and decision-making. Numerous suggestions
e
concerning the nature of appropriate cost information and reports also
were disclosed and are presented in Exhibit II, Appendix IV.
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The research questionnaire results substantiate an inference
drawn by this author from a literature review pertaining to the subject
of cost accounting applications in information retrieval operations.
The details of the literature review are discussed in Chapter 2, but
the most essential discovery was the consistent opinion of various
authors that relevant cost data are needed but not available in informa-
tion centers. The directors of the NASA Centers indicated that they
recognized the importance of relevant cost information but also dis-
closed its absence in their present operations.
CHAPTER ORGANIZATION
This study is organized into seven chapters. The present chapter
contains a brief description of a NASA Regional Dissemination Center's
operation, a definition of the cost information problem, and the con-
ceptual framework upon which a proposed solution is developed. In
Chapter 2, a review of past literary work that is potentially relevant
to the cost information problem is presented and analyzed.
Chapter 3 contains a detailed description of the basic managerial
cost accounting concepts underlying the proposed cost system. In
Chapter A, the mechanics of the managerial cost accounting system are
applied to the Retrospective Search Service. Chapter 5 describes the
essential features of costing a Selective Dissemination Service.
In Chapter 6, a statistical cost control model is developed. The
statistical system can be employed in lieu of formal cost accounting to
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determine whether or not the information search costs are "in control"
when comparedwith a predetermined target. Chapter 7 contains the
summaryand conclusions of this study as well as inferences related to
the utility of the research in the general area of information retrieval.
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CHAPTER 2
LITEHA_mE HEVIE_ AND CRITIQUE
t
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to identify and analyze past literary
work that is germane to the design of a cost system for a technical in-
formation center. The choice of the relevant publications presents a
difficult problem because most of the cost literature in the information
retrieval field is concerned specifically with such functions as indexing,
documentir_, copying, data processing, and reproduction, and usually is
based on cost estimation _ocedures so its contribution to the design
of an appropriate cost system is marginal.
The relatively small body of relevant cost literature is probably a
function of the fact that library expenditures normally are considered
as overhead costs (See the discussion of Chapter I). Most libraries are
funded by an indirect source such as a governmental agency, a trade
association, or an industrial firm, and detailed cost information is not
mandatory since the customers do not pay for the services. However, with
the computerized technical information centers established in the NASA
Program, this philosophy is not applicable. Publications which are
directed at the topic of Cost control for technical information centers
as well as libraries in general are reviewed so that any pertinent con-
cepts are considered in the system design of this study.
Instead of attempting to review the voluminousbody of accounting
literature related to cost syste,_ and their managerial applications,
the analysis is limited to that pertaining to the research and develop-
ment function. The rapid technological advances in most industries have
3o
made extensive research and development programs a necessity. The in-
creasing costs of such projects have generated a substantial amount of
interest in the determination o_ suitable cost _control techniques. Since
a research and development operation is highly ana_ous to that of a
technical information center, a corresponding cost system appears realis-
tic. A comparison of the two functions indicates that both employ
technically-oriented personnel, utilize similar operating procedures,
and in essence are concerned with the same type of results.
COST LITERATURE - INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Evidence of Inadequate Cost Information
Kent, who currently is on the staff of The Knowledge Availability
Systems Center, surveyed the managers of several specialized information
centers to investigate the status of cost data available for the various
information activities. 1 The results show that a lack of actual cost
information definitely existed at the centers. Kent presents a summary
of the opinions of the managers regarding cost factors in information
retrieval but admits that the views may be biased due to the inadequate
cost information. Nevertheless, the Study discloses the managers'
experience with such elements aslthe cost of input materials, systems
costs, and the determination of a fee schedule. However, the emphasis
on cost estimation rather than cost measurement appears to have created
a wide range of opinions and practices.
IAllen Kent, Specialized Information Centers (Washington, D. C. :
Spartan Books, 196_, p. 26A.
McCormick, a member of the National Science Foundation staff,
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asserts that the precedent for the operation of a technical information
center is the traditional libra_ function which normally is a part of the
2
overhead costs of a sponsoring organization. However, the revenue-
generating objective of a computerized technical information center
nullifies this philosophy and creates a need for management information.
The author summarizes the problem in the foB@wing way:
In order to close the management control loop, it is
necessary to collect and organize information about the
operating system that will permit further evaluation, modifi-
cation of goals, and revision of the system if necessary.
Again the problem is familiar to management. Further A the
need for obtaining valid cost information is obvious._
McCormick hypothesizes that one of the critical problems underlying
the current status of cost control in a technical information center is
that, in most cases, many of the costs are hidden. For example, the costs
of the information retrieval function and the original research projects
may be combined so it is difficult to determine realistic costs for the
operation of a center. In order to solve this problem, records should
be kept separately for the various functions.
An example of a cost study of an _information center in which the
author included such input costs as those of the original research pro-
ject and the documentation expenses was that performed by Mueller at the
Operations Research Division of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. _
2Edward McCormick, "The Management Process and Science Information
Systems," Information Retrieval Management, ed. Lowell H. Hattery and
Edward M. McCormick (Detroit, Michigan: American Data Processing, Inc.,
1962), p. 135.
31bid.
ax W. Mueller. "Time, Cost, and Value Factors in Information Re-
triev_," ueneral Information _anua±: Information Retrieval Systems Con-
__erenc___eS__eptember_, l__,R_lghkeepsie (White Plains, New York:
International Business Machines, 1960), p. 12.
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In assessing the value of Mueller's study, Newman suggests that the
inclusion of the input cost items only obscures the normal operating
costs of an information center a_£nce they will be incurred regardless
of how the resulting information is utilized. 5
Peters states that, "Technical information centers need the same
kind of cost control that industrial plants and research laboratories
have found essential in their operation. ''6 He suggests that the lack of
cost data in the information retrieval field is a result of the fact
that the centers only recently have been organized as independent units
that sell their services since library costs traditionally have been
treated as overhead items.
Langenbeck hypothesizes that library operating costs will continue
to increase as the volume of scientific literature grows. 7 He believes
that the critical problem concerning library cost control stems from the
past practice of analyzing feasible information retrieval methods with-
out adequate cost analysis techniques. He concludes that if the in-
creasing volume of engineering and scientific material is to be handled
economically, more efficient systems will have to be discovered or the
handling costs will be prohibitive. However, if an objective analysis
5Simon M. Newman, "Economic Justification - Factors Establishing
System Costs," Information Retrieval Management, ed. Lowell H. Hattery
and Edward D. McCormick (Detroit, Michigan: American Data Processing,
Inc., 1962), p. 118.
6Alex Peters, "Cost Accounting/Allocation," Technical Information
Center Administration, ed. Arthur W. Elias (Washington, D. C.: Spartan
Books, Inc., 196_), p. lO_.
7Earl H. Langenbeck, "A Plan to Reduce Costs of Technical Library
Operations in the Department of Defense," American Documentation, XIII
(July, 1962), p. 295.
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of the various systems is to be accomplished, accurate cost data will
be mandatory.
Berul, in a research project performed for the Auerbach Corporation,
states that, "Very few information centers have adequate cost accounting
systems and, as a result, there is not much data available on the cost
of information center operations. ,,8 Perry and Kent also assert that
information center expenses usually are treated as an overhead item since
present accounting methods are not applicable for such an operation. 9
Over_er, a staff member it the Center for Documentation and
Communication Research of Western Reserve University, suggests that,
"Despite its apparent importance, there has been very little written in
the field of information retrieval which will answer the question, 'How
much does it cost?'"lO He concludes that the probable reason for this
is that very few centers have cost accounting systems so there is nothing
to report.
Cost Control Applications
Dennis discusses the problems connected with the financing of a
technical information center operated by General Electric Company. II He
8Lawrence Berul, Information Storage and RetrieVal - A State of the
Ar_ttRe_rt (Philadelphia, Penn.: Auerbach Corporation, 19_&5, p. 7-1.
9james W. Perry and Allen Kent, Tools for Machine Literature Searchin_
(New York: Interscience Publishers, Inc., 1-_8), p. _9.
lOLaVahn Overmyer, "The Dollars and Cents of BasicOperations in In-
formation Retrieval," Information Retrieval in Action (Cleveland, Ohio:
The Press of Western Reserve University, 1963--_, p. 199.
llBernard K. Dennis, "Financing a Technical Information Center,"
Information Retrieval Management, ed. Lowell H. Hattery and Edward M.
McCormick (Detroit, Michigan: American Data Processing, Inc., 1962), p. 61.
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summarizesthe problems by stating that, "To plan and direct the center's
programs and activities, one musk be a professional in the technical
information handling field and a business manager at the same time. ,,12
The center's workload is forecast annually on the basis of expected
service activity, and a corresponding cost structure is established so
management can determine the required funding. A summary of the center's
cost structure reveals the hea_ committment for labor costs since
salaries amounted to 55.7 per cent of the total operating costs in
1961. Other major cost items were data processing (11.5 per cent),
acquisitions (5.6 per cent), overhead (12.2 per cent), and office
services (3.6 per cent).
Dennis suggests that a center has a distinct advantage if it can
sell its services directly to clientele since it will be able to broaden
its funding sources and not be limited to financing as an overhead item.
The latter method may produce a precarious situation in times of a
"monetary squeeze" on the part of the funding organization. Management
subsidy, direct sales within the company, and direct sales externally
are employed by the center, but the organisation intends to increase the
pro_Drtion of the latter two methods in the future. However, Dennis
does not discuss whether or not cost accounting methods are utilized for
the determination of realistic service costs although prices ,,,st be
designated in some manner for the direct sales. It appears that the
cost control measures for General Electric's center are applied only to
thc amount of the actual cost items, without any attempt to distribute
scientifically the expenses to the information services.
12Ibi___dd., P. 75.
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Overm_er discusses the cost and operational experiences of the
American Society for Metals Documentation Service. 13 The costs of
conducting two types of literature searches, bi-weekly (current aware-
ness) and retrospective, are examined. Each search is divided into
the following five steps for cos:ting purposes:
I. Analyzing the question.
2. Structuring the questidn in a Boolean algebraic form.
3. Automatic encoding and searching on the computer.
4. Reviewing the output of the system.
5. Transmitting answers to the subscribers.l_
The unit search costs were computed on the basis of a series of
average hourly rates applied to the labor hours recorded for the indi-
vidual searches. A portion of the engineer's salary, a charge for the
use of incidental equipment, and a share of overhead were included.
Unit costs were deter_ned for three categories of searches that differ
depending on the complexity of the problem involved. However, the
author does not disclose the criberia used to define the complexity, so
the classification is limited fo_ comparison with the performance of
other centers. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 illustrate the unit costs that were
calculated for retrospective and bi-weekly searches, respectively.
13LaVahn Overmyer "An Analysis of Output Costs and Procedures for
an Operational Searching Service," American Documentation, XIV (April,
1963), p. 123.
l_bid., p. 126.
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Figure 2-1
Unit Retrospective Search Costs
Low complexity
Average complexity
High complexity
$1o5.31
$129.1S
$150 .AS
igure 2-2
Unit Bi-weekly Search Costs
Low complexity
Average complexity
High complexity
$ 7.90
$ 31.77
$ 53.07
Overmyer hypothesizes that a wide range of unit search costs is
inevitable due to the nature of the activity. Among the factors re-
s ponsible for this variation are:
i. The complexity of the question and the structure required
to describe the request.
2. The number and distribution of "hits." (A hit is defined
as a relevant source of information.)
3. The number of tapes to be searched. 15
Overmper suggests that the uncertainty concerning the number and
complexity of the searches requested from an information center creates
a critical problem. The issue is compounded by the fact that the labor
I
costs are relatively fixed during a particular time period. He summarises
the result of this phenomenon in the following manner:
Obviously the total fixed costs will change very little
in relationship to the volume Of work, but the fixed costs
per search will decrease as the number of questions to be
answered increases.
Personnel requirements loom as the greatest concern. We
cannot afford to be overstaffed, nor do we want to run the
15Ibid.
, -- , p. 136.
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risk of weakening our service by a lack of well trained
personne I.16
Dougherty, head of the Acquisitions Department in the University
of North Carolina Library, conducted a study to evaluate the operating
efficiency of the Chemical-Biological Coordination Center. 17 He admits
that accurate cost studies were not conducted so the analysis reveals
conflicting estimates. Retrieval costs were estimated at $150 per re-
quest, based on a proportional share of total operating costs. However,
the author does not disclose the costing technique involved or the costs
that are included in this unitary figure.
Berul conducted a study to compare the operating costs of two
unidentified technical information centers. 18 Only one of the centers has
a computerized searching capacity so a comparison of the two sets of
service costs reveals wide variations. However, the expenditures for
labor, reproduction, equipment rentals, postage, and administrative
charges are approximately equal. Another interesting disclosure is the
fact that the labor costs for both centers comprise approximately 60 per
cent of the total operating costs. This relationship compares closely
with the figure of 55.7 per cent that was disclosed by Dennis for
General Electric's technical information center. Consequently, both
studies reveal the heavy labor committment required to operate a center.
161bid., p. 126.
17Richard M. Dougherty, "The Scope and Operating Efficiency of In-
formation Centers," College and Research Libraries, XXIV (January_ 196_),
p. 7.
18Lawrence Berul, op. cit., p. 7-1.
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Berul hypothesizes that the cost of information searching is
sensitive to several independent factors such as the timeliness of a
required response, the size and structure of the information file, the
complexity of the question, and the processing speed of the equipment. 19
Another interesting feature of Berul's analysis is his comparison of the
cost of a search of average complexity at the American Society for
Metals with the average cost of a retrospective search at the computerized
information center that he examined. The two figures compare favorably
since the former, as reported in the Overm_er article, amounted to $129
while the latter was $105. However, Berul does not define a measurement
of complexity, ao both studies are affected by the same deficiency.
Marrow and Snyderman describe a technique used by the Science Infor-
mation Exchange for the distribution of computer storage and retrieval
costs in the information searching process. 20 Computer activities are
grouped into three categories for costing purposes. Batched Jobs are
performed when several searches _re executed concurrently during a
single pass through the information file, and the cost of each search is
computed by distributing the total computer time proportionately with
the number of subject terms _dentified. Single jobs are accomplished
when one search is performed at a time, and all of the computer costs
incurred are charged to the single Job. The third category is mainte-
nance time which improves the quality and current status of the
}
191bid., p. 7-6.
2OHarvey Marrow and Martin Snyderman, Jr., "Cost Distribution and
Analysis in Computer Storage and Retrieval," American Documentation,
XVII (April, 1966), p. 89.
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information file. Since these costs are incurred so the information
searching process operates efficiently, they _,st be charged to the
other two types of Jobs.
The authors develop the following mathematical framework to use
for a systematic distribution of the computer costs:
i. T=B*S+M
where: T = total computer time
B = total computer time for batched jobs
S = total computer time for single runs
M = total computer time for maintenance
2. d = D/T
where: D = total computer costs for a time period
d = average hourly computer cost for the period
3. CB = Bd = cost of running batched Jobs
CS = Sd = cost" of running single jobs
CM = Md = cost of running maintenance
in proportion to the use of the file.
following:
CM
5.
nl = number of batched Jobs
n2 = number of single jobs
The maintenance computer costs are distributed to the searches
Thenthe adjusted unit cost for hatched and single jobs is:
39
To do so, CM is divided into the
A0
cb = cB + B__
B+S
n I
cs = CS + S
n 2
The authors hypothesize that the main advantage of this procedure
is that the adjusted unit costs are a function of the following independent
variables:
1. The total monthly computer usage.
2. The ratio of the number of hours spent on maintenance,
batched, and single Jobs.
3. The number and type of batched and single Jobs. 21
Proposed Cost Control Concepts
Peters suggests that a cost accounting system should provide the
management of a technical information center with three types of infor-
mation: (1) a quantitative evaluation of the work in progress; (2) data
for cost control; (3) data for deciding such matters as changing the
price or dropping an unprofitable activity. 22 He presents the framework
oi" a job order cost system which he believes is feasible for information
retrieva]. The costs incurred for each job are recorded on a job order
cost sheet which may be a computer print-out if the center has an
electronic data processing capacity. All direct materials and labor
traceable to a specific Job are recorded on the sheet, and overhead is
applied to the job on the basis of a standard rate.
21Ibi____d., p. 9&.
22Alex Peters, op. ci___t., p. 107.
Each staff member records his work activity on a weekly time sheet
that is the source document for the labor charged to the job order cost
sheets. An overhead rate is determined prior to the beginning of a
period by dividing the estimated overhead costs by the estimated activity,
and materials are recorded on requisition forms. When a Job is finished
and distributed to the client, a summation of the three classes of
expenditures represents the total cost of that particular service. At
the end of each month, the expenses of the various Jobs are transferred
to a monthly ledger which represents a summarized accounting of the
work performed by the center.
Peters stmmmrimes the validity Of cost control techniques for a
technical information center in the following way:
I believe that a technical information center should and
Can be run financially like any research laboratory consider-
ed as a unit in a large research complex. From the point of
view of the control system and budget, there is no essential
difference •between the functions of a technical information
service and those of a research laboratory, a management
consulting service, or an engineering consulting service.23
Bryan and Carroll discuss various accounting and budgeting concepts
applicable in library operations. 2A They suggest a fund accounting
system consisting of such records as a general ledger, payroll ledger,
fixed asset ledger, and cash receipts book. 25 Each account in the general
• °
23Ibi.__._d.d., p. IOA.
2_W. W. BrYan and B. W. Carroll, "Public Library Budgeting and
Accounting," Illinois Libraries, XXXXII (June, 1960), p. 38&.
25The term, fUnd, is defined as, "A sum of money or other resources
segregated for carrying on specific activities or attaining certain ob-
jectives, in accordance with special regulations, restrictions, or limita-
tions and const_ituting an independent fiscal and accounting entity."
National Committee on Governmental Accounting, Municipal Accountin_ and
Auditing, No. 14 (Chicago, Ill.: National Committee on Governmental
Accounting, 1951), p. 234.
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ledger reflects the current status of the budgeted versus the actual
expenditures. The other two ledgers are used to record the transactions
connected with the payment of wages and salaries as well as any invest-
ment in property, buildings, and equipment. The use of the control
system presents information for cost performance evaluation at the end
of a given time period and insures that the funds appropriated for the
library are accounted for accur@tely. However, since the system is
oriented solely toward financial accounting, it does not facilitate the
distribution of costs to the services.
Nitechi presents two cost accounting forms designed to provide
"a simple guide to aid the libraries to determine the unit cost of
technical services of a library. ''26 However, the costs recorded on
these forms are estimated figures rather than amounts generated from
service cost measurement. The first form provides a classification of
the various direct costs such as professional salaries, clerical salaries,
and supplies based on their estimated use in the ordering, cataloging,
and processing services. A more detaiied functional breakdown within
these services also exists.
Such indirect costs as personnel overhead, depreciation, rentals,
maintenance, and miscellaneous expenses are distributed on the second
form. Since these items are indirect charges, the estimated amounts are
allocated only to the various departments (ordering, cataloging, and
processing) without any further _lassification.
26Andre Nitechi, "Cost Accounting Forms," Michigan Librarian,
XXIX (December, 1963), p. 19.
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Brutcher, et. al. attempt to integrate theoretically sound cost
accounting principles with the information retrieval function. 27 They
hypothesize that library budgeting, which has dominated past cost' con-
trol practice, is only as good as the basic costs upon which it is
established. They further suggest that the use of cost accounting is
mandatory for reliable cost information. A comparison of an informa-
tion retrieval function and a typical business firm is made to defend
the use of cost accounting techniques in the former type of operation.
If we consider the functions of a profit-making firm,
the operations consist of (i)acquiring the material,
(2) processing the material, and (3) delivering the process-
ed material. In simpier terms, the main functions are
purchasing, production, and selling. The library also
performs such• functions. In the library, these •functions
are called acquisitions, cataloging, _lysical preparation,
and circulation.28
• Brutcher, st. al. conclude that generally accepted cost accounting
principles should be applicable in a library operation. Beth process
costing and Job order costing are examined and shown to be appropriate
for particular library functions. Process costing is defined as a
technique bywhich the direct costs of material and labor as well as a
fair share of overhead costs are charged to various cost centers during
a specified time period. 29 Job order costing is a method through which
all of the costs consumed during the production process are charged to
specific Jobs. 5.
/
,..
27Constance Brutcher, Glen Gessford, and Emmet Rixford, "Cost
Accounting for the Library," Library Resources and Technical Services ,
VIII ( Fall, 196&), p. A13.
281bid., p. _15.
29Ibi__._dd.,p. &16.
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The authors develop a process costing framework with cost centers
for ordering, cataloging, preparations, circulation, book selection,
reference, and literature searching. Once the total costs are accumu-
lated for a given time period, average unit costs are computed by
dividing the total by the productivity of the function. The computation
procedures of the average unit costs of the services performed in the
seven cost centers are illustrated in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3
lJ
Average Service Costs
Unit cost of ordering =
2. Unit cost of cataloging
Total ordering cost
Volumes ordered
Total cataloging cost
Volumes cataloged
3. Unit cost of preparations = Total preparations cost
Volumes processed
_. Cost per loan = Total circulation cost
Volumes loaned
5. Cost per title selected
= Total selection cost
Titles selected
6. Cost per reference question
_ Total reference cost
Number of questions
7 Cost per search
= Total search costs
Number of searches
The authors admit that the biggest disadvantage of the process costing
technique is that differences in the service units are disregarded in the
averaging process as the costs are not charged specifically to the re-
lated production. For example, the cost of all literature searches per-
formed during a particular period would be the same even though the com-
plexityof the individual problems normally will cause varying unit
costs.
_5
Job order costing is recommendedwhen the different service units
are readily identifiable. Each unit is accounted for as a unique Job,
and the usage of direct materials, labor, and overhead is recorded on a
job order cost sheet. When a job is finished, the total cost is calcu-
lated by summing all the costs that have been incurred either directly
or indirectly for that particular unit. The end result is more nearly
precise than the average costs which are computed by process costing and
reveals any cost differentials that exist. The authors suggest that
the literature searching , acquisition, and cataloging functions are all
suitable for Job costing, A hypothetical Job costing model is developed
to illustrate the use of the method in a library operation.
Bourne and Ford developed a computer program that simulates the
expected operating costs of an information system. 30 The program con-
tains descriptions of the operating performance, costs, and the inter-
action of all the components of _ proposed information system. An in-
formation retrieval operation is_'simulated over a specified time period
to determine the required equipment, personnel, and operating costs.
The greatest advantage of the model is the fact that a complete informa-
tion system can be analyzed without an actual investment in the process.
Such cost data as labor wage rates, equipment purchase or lease
costs, supplics, and miscellaneous expenses are determined for a pro-
posed information •system. However, the authors admit that the reliability
of the simulation results is highly dependent on the selected cost figures.
30Charles P. Bourne and Donaid F. Ford, "Cost Analysis and Simula-
tion Procedures for the Evaluation of Large Information SystemI,"
American Documentation, XV (April, 196_), p. iA2.
In the article, the cost information is based strictly on estimates so
a lack of valid data ma_ restrict the model's effectiveness.
_6
COST LITERATURE - RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMmqT
Fundamental Concepts
Villers suggests that, '_ghile it is desirable to give the research
people and their supervisors freedom of action, it makes sense only if
adequate recording shows that the time spent in one or another direction
has been within the expected limits. ,,31 An accurate recording of the
actual expenses consumed for the various research projects is necessary
to achieve this objective. However, the author stror_ly advocates that
the two extremes of labor cost control must be avoided due to the nature
of the work force .32 One adverse situation occurs when the engineers
and scientists are required to report the time they "think" they have
spent on various projects during a given period. The result is a cost
estimation system which is of marginal value for managerial purposes
because of the inexact nature of the cost data. The other extreme is to
require the research personnel to account for every minute for which they
are paid. The author believes that the latter approach may satisfy
the bookkeeping function, but will be a continual source of annoyance
for the staff. The most salient feature of this analysis is that a
particular operation should find a labor control system that generates
reliable cost information somewhere between the two extremes.
3_aymond Villers, Research and Development: Plannin_ and Control
(New York: Financial Executives ResearcH Foundation, Inc., 19--_), p. 81.
/
321bid., p. I_. /
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McFadden contends that the unique nature of research work demands
a specialized accounting system. 33 An efficient cost control system
must be realistic in terms of th_ operating conditions, yet it must
assist in the achievement of org _nizational goals by providing accurate
cost information. The author hypothesizes that the required specialized
accounting will necessitate a revision of generally accepted cost
accounting principles
Certainly it is not possible to say to a scientist:
"Here are 'X' dollars. Within thirty days you must
discover a new drug to cure cancer, invent a telescope
which will employ no lenses, create an automobile to
operate efficiently on wate r instead of gasoline, o_.
find a cheap and plentiful uubstitute for uranium. ,,J4
Due to the uncertainty of the research results, it is impossible to
establish realistic standards through normal industrial engineering
methods. While management may b_, able to estimate realistical_ the
time and expenditures necessary for desired results, unfavorable
variances may be tolerated if their occurrence permits goal achievement.
Shillin£1aw asserts that due to the lack of normal manufacturing cost
standards, the principal control technique is management' s regulation
of the annual appropriation. 35
Quinn conducted an extensive study of the research evaluation
systems used by several large industrial firms. 36 The results indicate
33james A. McFadden, Jr., "Cost Accounting for a Research Laboratory,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, XXXII (March, 1951), p. 823.
3AZbid.
35Gordon Shillinglaw, Cost Accounting - Analysis and Control
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961), p_-_IO.
36james B. Quinn, "Study of the Usefulness of Research and Development
Budgets," N.A.A. Bulletin, XL (September, 1958), p. 79.
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that research and development costs cannot be controlled strictly through
the use of a budget. The research budget is valuable mainly as a
technique for planning the estimated costs of the individual projects.
However, the author believes that the validity of the budgeting process
terminates with the planning phase since any attempt to measure actual
versus budgeted cost figures for control purposes is meani_less due to
the subjective evaluation of the research results. In most manufacturing
concerns, the units of output are well defined so such standards as
price, rate, and efficiency can !be determined objectively. Qulnn ex-
plains the fallacy of this approach for the research and development
function in the following way:
Ana]ysis of variances from the budget, _s ordinarily
practiced in accounting, requires definition of the units
to be produced and development of a predetermined cost
standard for each unit. Unfortunately, units of knowledge
output cannot be defined before the knowledge is obtained,
nor can the cost of producing an increment of new knowledge
be predicted accurately enough to allow the use of the pre-
diction of a cost standard.37
Horngren lists the following factors as Being "peculiar" charac-
teristics of research and development accounting:
i. The over-all amount to be spent is appropriated by
top management much as is done for advertising.
2. The details of execution are in the hands of the re-
search director, who necessarily must be a manager, an in-
dividual who sees that his personnel work effectively. This
effectiveness is difficult to measure but is essential for a
successful research program. Put another way, research must
be managed, and yet research workers need a stimulating, un-
fettered environment accompanied by a minimum of red tape.
3. The central problem in appraisir_ research performance
is measuring effectiveness and benefit. 38
371bi__d., p. 8&.
38Charles T. Horngren, Cost Acgountin_ - A _@nageria! _p_asis
(2nd ed.; Englewood Cliffs, _ Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 389.
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In another article, McFadden asserts that cost control of research
and development is restricted by the lack "of certainty concerning the
research results. 39 He suggests that the benefits from the various
projects actually may increase with the passage of time as more knowledge
is collected. Standard accounting methods, with an emphasis on cost
comparisons by individual project, do not _ontribute useful management
information because of the uncertainty related to the quality of the
final product.
Harbrecht advocates a different role for the accounting function
in the research and development process. AO He suggests that the
accountant's job is to provide the appropriate financial information,
without even attempting to Judge the effectiveness of the projects by
the cost variances. Management has the responsibility to compare the
actual versus budgeted cost relationshi p with a critical analysis of
the quality of the research results. When the two aspects are evaluated
simultaneously, management has a objective criteria with which to
appraise the effectiveness of the research process. Harbrecht's approach
mlnimizes the problem mentioned by other authors concerning the true
meaning of unfavorable cost variances. If the project results are con-
¢
sidered valuable enough, any unfavorable variances may be worthwhile.
McFadden also states that, 'qghether or not it is possible to plan
industrial research is perhaps the most controversial of all the
39james A. McFadden, Jr., "New Concepts of Information for Manage-
ment Decisions - Research and Development," N.A.A. Bulletin, XL
(August, 1959), p. 19.
40Robert F. Harbrecht, "Designing a System for Control of Research
Cost," N.A.A. Bulletin, XLV (June, 1964), p. 3.
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managementquestions facing moddrn industry. ''&l Nevertheless, he believes
that the proper planning of res_ arch expenditures is mandatory if a
business is to survive in the technically advanced business world. The
cost control procedures, however, should differ considerably from those
employed in other types of business endeavor due to the fixed labor cost
factor which McFadden summarizes in the following manner:
With the shortage of scientific personnel in this country,
the problem is to find adequate talent to staff the research
effort. This element of cost, therefore, in the aggregate
cannot fluctuate appreciably during a normal fiscal period. _
Since the fixed labor costs dominate the total cost structure,
the primary contro] technique is one of forecasting the number of
research personnel necessary for the established objectives and comparing
the actual usage with the targets. The main benefit of euch a system is
that management dictates which projects and scientific problems will be
worked on and then analyzes the relationships of the actual versus
budgeted costs of the jobs.
McFadden also believes that a fundamental difference in objectives
may limit the use of the control system. Management normally is profit-
motivated in terms of goal achievement. However, the researchers often
are concerned primarily with such factors as professional recognition
and _intc]lectual freedom. Changes in personal attitudes, business
philosophies, and measurement criteria are necessary to reconcile the
opposing, objectives. &3 Otherwise, rigid cost control may be achieved at
@
Aijames A. McFadden, Jr., "Industrial Research Must Be Planned and
Controlled," The Controller, XXIX (November, 1961), p. 527.
&2Ibi.____d.,p 529.
A3Ibi____d.,p. 531.
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the expense of the technical quality of the research results or, con-
versely, a completely control-free operation may achieve satisfactory
research objectives but at a prchibitive cost level.
Research and Development Cost Accountin_
Research and development costs can be classified several ways,
depending on the use of the infcrmation. AA AI_r_ the possible groupings
are the nature of the expense, research activity, responsibility, project,
or product. When the costs are classified according to the nature of
the expense, such items as salaries, supplies, materials, and equipment
expenditures are presented in detail. Accounting for research costs by
work activity enables management to measure the cost of operating a
particular department.
When the expenditures are classified by responsibility, the manager
who is accountable for the research results of a particular cost center
also is responsible for the controllable costs incurred in the operation.
Classification by project can be accomplished through a project cost
card that discloses the actual versus estimated costs of an individual
Job. Product classification provides an analysis of the amount of
research effort being exerted foF the various products.
McFadden asserts that a Job order or project order cost system
usually is utilized for research and development cost control. _5 All of
the direct costs such as labor, materials, supplies, technical services,
_AAccountants' Cost Han_dbook , ed. Robert I. Dickey (2nd ed.; New
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1960),_ _ 2-7.
45James A. McFadden, Jr., "Cost Accounting for a Research
Laboratory," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, XXXII (March, 1951), p. 824.
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professional services, traveling expenses, and equipment costs are
charged to the appropriate projects as they are incurred. The indirect
costs are distributed on the basis of a predetermined overhead rate which
is applied to a realistic activity basis. All of the costs are recorded
on a project cost sheet, one of _hich is established for each research job.
The research personnel register their activity on a monthly time
sheet according to the hours wolked on the various Jobs, and an average
hourly cost is determined each month for every employee by dividing the
number of hours worked into the monthly salary. The average rate is used
to distribute the individual's salary to the research projects performed
during the month. The averaging procedure and the monthly time sheet
obviously represent a departure from the rigid control system used in
most manufacturing operations, but once again the accounting process is
justified by the nature of the p_rsonnel.
McFadden proposes the following set of cost reports which are de-
signed to provide a scientist with cost information that he can under-
stand and use intelligently:
I. A cost summary on a current month and year-to-date basis,
expressed in numerical characters, of all the projects
embodied in the research.
_. Summary of the same year-to-date costs and appropriations,
expressed in chart or graphic form.
3. The various costs, in chronological sequence, incurred
on a particular project.
4. The same information as that presented in number 3 except
that the cost elements are charted since this form of prEsenta-
tion is more easily understood by scientific personnel.@
461bi._d.,p. 836.
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Villers describes a research labor reporting system that requires
an hourly increment as the smallest unit of measurement. _7 The
scientists record their time on a weekly time sheet which the author
believes generates sufficient precision, yet does not demand minute de-
tail. The costs recorded on the time sheets are charged along with
materials and overhead to the corresponding research projects. Periodic
financial reports provide the responsible managers with detailed informa-
tion concerning the costs of their projects, and the exact timing and
nature of these statements will be a function of a particular organisa-
tion 's requirements.
A similar system is proposed by Harbrecht who hypothesizes that
the cost control function should accomplish the following objectives:
i. The assignment of responsibility for all costs.
2. Authorization of all work before it is started.
3. Estimated and budgeted time and cost for each _ha_e
of the research projects.
_. Cost reports that show a comparison of actual and
budgeted costs.
5. Charging of all research department personnel to work
order numbers for research projects.
6. Charging of all other research costs directl_ to the
projects or to an overhead account.
7. Allocating a share of the overhead costs to the pro-
Jects on some reasonable basis.
8. Reports for management that are designed to help achieve
the objectives of the research program._
_7Raywond Villers, o__. cit., p. lhS.
_SRobert F. Harbrecht, o__.cir., p. h.
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In order to accomplish these goals, Harbrecht recomnends a project
cost system in which cost centers are established throughout the research
department. A work order number is assigned to each phase of the research
projects and, whenever possible, the costs are charged directly to the
work orders and cost center accounts. The indirect costs consumed during
the operation are charged to overhead accounts, one of which is established
for each cost center. A predetermined rate is utilized to distribute the
indirect costs to the projects in a manner analogous to normal manufacturing
overhead application. Since labor represents the largest cost element in
most cases, a reliable time re_rting system is mandatory, and Harbrecht
suggests that the exact nature of the time card will be a function of a
particular firm's requirements and capacity. Many companies utilize
weekly or monthly labor reporting, but daily time records may be necessary
in cases where rigid labor control is compulsory. _9
Additional R & D Cost Control Applications
Carlisle characterizes cost systems for research and development
as "more flexible, more effective in extracting management-oriented
cost information from extremely complex situations, and more comprehen-
sive in assimilating and synthesizing the vast amount of cost data con-
nected with these projects. ''50 He offers a cost system that has two
basic characteristics: (i) It is a project cost system; (2) Cost centers
are organized throughout the research department.
&9Ibi___dd.,p. 6.
5OHoward M. CarLisle, "Cost Accounting for Advanced Technology Pro-
grams," The Accounting Review, XLI (January, 1966), p. 117.
Cost codes are established _onthe basis of the work increments
performed for each research proj_.ct, and a responsibility accounting
framework is utilized to achieve cost performance reporting in the
organization. All costs related to the various work activities are
charged to the appropriate cost center as well as a specific project.
The source documents which confirm the different cost transactions are
the traditional type found in ma mfacturing operations (Examples are
labor time tickets and material requisitions).
Uniform cost codes should be established, whenever possible, so
cost comparisons of the various projects can be performed effectively.
However, the system should be flexible enough to provide the required
cost control for any special projects undertaken by the organization.
Carlisle concludes that the R & D cost system will be beneficial to
management for cost identification and collection, performance evalua-
tion, and cost control. 5]
Pflieger presents a cost ledger system that is designed to account
for sponsored research contracts. 52 A work order number is assigned to
each research project, and the costs incurred during a period are traced
to the related job. Once again, cost centers are established, and a
shop order cost ledger is utilized in each center to record the expenses
of the individual research projects. At the end of every month, the
billable costs of each project, determined by the terms of the research
511bi____d.,p. i19.
52john H. Pflieger, "Control Accounting for Sponsored Research Con-
tracts," N.A.A. Bu]letin, XXXIX (March, 1958), p. 77
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agreement, are charged to a cost of sales account and credited to the
appropriate cost center. The cost of sales account reflects the current
status of the expenses incurred for all chargeable projects. The cost
of any services performed by one organizational function for another cost
center also is charged to the latter operation. The author suggests
that cost performance efficiency is measured by the difference between
the total costs of an individual cost center and the amount charged as
billable costs.
A general ledger is organized on a responsibility accounting basis
with a set of credit and expense accounts for each cost center. Since
the individual centers are charg_d for all the labor, material, and
overhead consumed during the operation and credited for the billable
charges and work performed for other functions, a profit and loss state-
ment can be prepared from the control ledger account. Such managerial
functions as work load distribution and efficiency analysis are assisted
by the profit and loss information which is generated for each cost
center.
Schmieg describes a flexible budget that is similar to one used to
control overhead costs in regular manufacturing operations (See Exhibit
VIII for an example of a flexible budget). 53 Since management cannot
predict accurately the annual research volume, the use of a fixed budget
for overhead application may produce wide discrepancies. A flexible
budget should minimize such prob_.ems since it can be adjusted for changes
53H. J. Schmleg, "Control of Overhead with a Variable Budget in a
Research Operation," N_.A.A. Bulletin, XL (August, 1959), p. _5.
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in volume, and overhead objectives, at any activity level, are reflected
realistically in the budget. Schmleg explains the procedure in the
following way:
In a research and development operation, the overhead
expenses are incurred solel_ as a result of supporting direct
engineering effort on all current projects. This application
of direct labor effort depeluds on technical objectives and
schedule end dates, both of which are subject to change at
an_ time. In short, the variable type of budgets will not
only provide an insight into how overhead expenditures react
under extreme fluctuations of volume, but will also assure
constant and consistent control under changing conditions.5A
A predetermined overhead rate is selected from the flexible budget
for the number of direct labor hours expected to be employed in the
research function during a specified period. The rate is applied to
each recorded direct labor hour so that overhead is charged to the pro-
jects. Monthly indirect expense reports, showing any variation between
the actual and budgeted overhead, are used by management for control
purposes. The resulting overhead variances are identical to the type
calculated in a traditional cost accounting system. For example, a
two variance analysis can be used to divide the total overhead variation,
for explanatory purposes, into a budget and volume variance. The budget
proportion is computed by relating the budgeted costs at the attained
research activity level with the actual overhead expenses. The volume
variance is calculated by comparing the budgeted overhead at the attained
level of operations with the amount applied through the predetermined
rate. Corrective action can be taken, whenever necessary, by the research
director to determine the cause of unfavorable variances.
5_Ibi__dd.,p._6.
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Gauss reports on the system used by the UpJohn Company to control
the cost performance of several research departments. 55 Each project
is assigned • code number when it is approved, and the research personnel
register an approximate accounting of their work on a monthly time card.
The cost sheets are recapitulated at the end of each month, and per-
centages of time expended for the various projects are used to distribute
the total labor. Purchase requisitions are employed to charge materials
directS7 to the projects, and overhead is distributed on the basis of
the manpower assigned to each Joo. A monthly report is issued to pro-
vide management with a detailed analysis of the costs of each research
project.
CRITIQUE OF THE LITERATURE
The limited body of literature that was considered potentially
relevant for the design of a feasible cost system is reviewed in detail
in the preceding sections of this chapter. The two main subsets of the
literary work are the cost control concepts of information retrieval
and those of the research and development function. The purpose of the
final section is to summarize the pertinent results and limitations of
the review in relation to the objective of this stuD.
55D. B. Gauss, "Reporting Departmental Costa of Research Projects,"
N.A.A_. Bulletin, XL (September, 1958), p. 32.
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Pertinent Results
An overwhelming majority of the authors believe that cost control
in a technical information center is essential. Furthermore, several of
the writers opine that a center should be operated as a business en_er-
prise with the usual applications of managerial cost information. Com-
parisons of information centers with other service functions that employ
cost control techniques support these beliefs. For example, the research
and development cost literature indicates that requiring scientific
personnel to record their work activity is realistic and Justifiable as
long as a preoccupation for minute detail does not dominate the procedure.
All of the suggested cost systems include a labor time sheet that is
used to record an objective classification of the research work. The
proper form of labor reporting is shown to be a critical feature due to
the large portion of labor costs required fQr such operations. Also, due
to the character and scarcity of scientific personnel, the labor costs
are relatively fixed since the labor force cannot be varied in proportion
to service volume. Cost and operational information is mandatory if
personnel requirements are to be forecast efficiently.
Most of the systems that are discussed contain the capacity to
charge the costs to the appropriate service activity as well as the
proper cost center. As a result, product costing and responsibility
accounting are accomplished simultaneously. Another interesting feature
is the utilization of either Job order or process costing. Both techniques
appear applicable £or information retrieval costing, depending on the
nature of the service. The product costs always are direct materials,
Q6O
direct labor, and overhead. Most authors suggest charging the first two
costs directly to the services and allocating the overhead on the basis
of a predetermined rats.
Also, the emphasis in R & r accounting is on the comparison of
budgeted and actual costs. Project costs are forecast at the time of
approval and the actual costs are accu_lated for each Job through a
project cost system which is a form of Job order costing. Periodic
reports enable _nagement to analyze ar_ cost variances.
All of these characteristics are based on sound cost accounting
theory and parallel those used i_ most manufacturing concerns. As a
result, it appears that cost accounting for a technical information
center will not require a completely new cost accounting philosophy, but
merel_ a revision and alteration of generally accepted cost accounting
principles.
Limitations
The predominance of cost es%imation in the information retrieval
field creates the most serious limitation found in the literature.
While the need for actual cost measurement is recognised repeatedly, it
seldom is attempted. Also, in those studies in which service cost data
are presented, the authors fail to reveal the cost philosophy and
techniques that are employed. The result is an inability to generalise
concerning the costs of operating a technical information center. For
example, several unit retrospective search costs are mentioned that
appear to be approximately the same. However, one Mat be cautious in
drawing this conclusion without information concerning the methodological
approach used by the different centers in calculating the unit costa.
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Until several centers--using a similar costing philosophy--reveal their
cost accounting experiences, the limitation will continue to handicap
the ability to generalise regarding information service costs.
Another limitation is the fact that none of the authors actually
suggest a complete cost accounting system that could be installed and
be functionally operational in a technical information center. Instead,
they are concerned with more limited concepts such as the type of
relevant information, costing philosophies, source documents, reports,
or records. None of the literature reviewed attempts to integrate the
current state of appropriate cost accounting concepts into an effective
system.
Also, the uncertainty pertaining to the quality of the research
results exemplifies a problem that also is prevalent for cost control in
a technical information center. This issue has constrained R & D cost
accounting from becoming as effective as the cost procedures employed
in regular manufacturing where a well defined production quality level
usually exists. When the quality level is known and fixed, cost
variances provide an objective measure of operating efficiency. Even
if the information retrieval process is operating efficiently, un-
certainty still exists as to the client's benefits from the final
!
product. However, as is suggested by several authors, the uncertainty
of production quality should not prohibit the use of a cost system for
such functions, but should only qualify the use of any variances between
actual and budgeted costs. If an efficiency measurement of the informa-
tion retrieval operation is desired , the costs and the quality of the
final product must be evaluated simultaneously, as was suggested for
the research and development function.
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CHAPTER 3
MANAGERIAL COST ACCOUNTING CONCEPTS
II_TRODUCTIOH
The research questionnaire survey presented in Exhibit II and an
analysis of the literature review chapter disclose numerous perceptions
of cost procedures for information retrieval operations. The purpose of
this and the two succeeding chapters is to extend the conceptual frame-
work into a computerized managerial cost accounting system which this
author proposes is appropriate for a NASA Regional Dissemination Center.
It is assumed that the centers already possess a financial accounting
capability, sufficient to record and disburse such expenditures as PaY-
roll, computer time, travel, equipment rental, and supplies. An objective
distribution of these expenses to the information services or the time
period is achieved with the proposed cost accounting system, the records
of which are controlled by and subsidiary to the financial accounting
system. Consequently, the proposed managerial cost accounting system is
designed as a subset of the overall accounting effort. Essentially the same
principles and procedures are valid, however, if management elects to
operate the cost system independent of the general financial accounting
system.
Neuner and Frumer state that a cost accounting system "is made up of
a series of io_._ms,journals, ledgers, accounting entries, and manage-
ment reports integrated into an efficient series of procedures so that
unit costs can be determined promptly and used in managerial decisions. ,,1
ijohn J. W. Neuner and Sa_mlel Frumer, Cost Accountin_ - Principles and
Practice (Tth ed.; Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. I-twin, Inc., 196_), p.--_.
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In the present chapter, the essential components of the system and
the related cost accounting techniques are developed. Specific examples
of the necessary forms and records are utilized for illustrative
purposes on_v since, in most cases, they have no unique content. The
managerial framework shown in Figure i-i represents the basic foundation
of the system, the major objective of which is to provide management
with relevant and timely cost information for planning, controlling,
and decision-making purposes. Matz, et. al. suggest that cost accounting
in general is charged with the responsibility for:
i. Determining costs and profit for an accounting period.
2. Creatir_ inventory values for costing and pricing purposes
and, at times, controlling p_sical quantities.
3. Aiding and participating in the creation and execution of
budgets.
A. Establishing methods and procedures that permit control and,
if possible, reduction or improvement of costs.
5. Providing management with information in connection with
problems that involve choice from among two or more
alternative courses (analytical processes). 2
A thorough discussion of the actual utilization of the managerial
cost accounting system for service cost measurement is deferred to the
following two chapters. Chapter _ contains an explanation of the pro-
cedures used to record and process all costs accompanying the Retro-
spective Search Service. In Chapter 5, the techniques associated with
the Selective Dissemination Service are developed.
2Adolph Matz, Othel J. Curr r, and George W. Frank, Cost Accounting
(_th ed.; Cincinnati, Ohio: Sou_h-Western Publishing Company, 1967),
p. 13.
6_
The model system was operated at the Aerospace Research Applica-
tions Center (ARAC) to test the service cost data for consistency between
monthly periods. An analysis of variance model, which was used to test
the differences between the monthly average search costs of the trial
period, also is presented in this chapter. The results of the test
period are disclosed in Exhibit III, Appendix IV.
RESPONSIBILITY ACCOUNTING
Basic Concepts
Responsibility accounting provides a mechanism by which the con-
trollable costs of a NASA Cente_ not only are charged to the related
-o
information service but also are traced to the person accountable for the
performance of the work activity. A center's organizational structure
is divided into a group of responsibility units, commonly referred to as
cost centers. The National Association of Accountants defines a
responsibility unit as, "an organizational unit engaged in the performance
of a single function or a group of closely related functions having a
sin_]e head accountable for the activities of the unit. "3 Shillinglaw
suggests that a responsibility unit may be a department, a section of a
department, or even a group of departments. _
The moat critical feature of responsibility accounting is a well-
defined organization in which each responsible person knows what is
3National Association of Accountants (formerly National Association
of Cost Accountants), "The Analysis of Manufacturing Cost Variances,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, XXXIII (August, 1952), p. 15&9.
&Gordon Shillinglaw, Cost Accounting- _ _ Control (Home-
wood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, inc., 1961), p. 37.
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expected of him and possesses the authority to accomplish his objectives.
Cost centers are established to coincide with the organizational
structure, and each manager responsible for a given work activity also
is accountable for the related controllable costs. Horngren defines the
controllable costs as those items that may be directly regulated or in-
fluenced by a responsible manager during a given time period. 5 The
responsibility accounting concept is extended up through a center's chain
of co_and, and managers who maintain authority over the work activity of
subordina_ cost centers also _-e responsible for their controllable
cost performance.
The most feasible division of a given NASA Center into a set of cost
centers depends on such factors as size, services, capacity, operating
procedures, and organization. For example, Figure 3-1 shows the responsi-
bility units organized for the trial application of the man&gerial cost
accounting system at ARAC. Cost centers are established for the four
F.._._____.
Asst. Man_er
Engineering
Section
(Cost Center)
_, Staff 1
Figure 3-1
Responsibility Accounting Organization
Manager of
i Operations
I (Cost Center)
.... | Asst. ManagerAsst. Manager I [ Asst" Mar_ger i ......-i I ........
Clerical _ _ Reproduction | Computer
Section _i I Section | Section
(Cost Center) I !(Cost Center)J ,(Cost Center)
......................... L ....................
," Computer
aE-"_ '_.._. Staff .) k,._ Staff ,'
5Charles T. Horngren, Cost _ccounting -A Managerial Emphasis (2nd
ed.; Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 273.
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major _unctions of the information production process--engineering,
m
clerical, reproduction, and computer. The assistant manager responsible
for a given section's work performance is charged with the cost center's
controllable costs consumed during a monthly period. Since the manager
of operations is accountable for the job performance of the four sections,
he also is answerable for the controllable costs of the subordinate
responsibility units as well as those incurred in his own cost center.
Budgeted Cost Targets
Cost targets are established by estimating the consumer demand for
the information services during a given period and converting these data
into budgeted costs as described below. Service activity is forecast on
the basis of management's evaluation of such factors as past Performance,
current clientele acceptance, the number of customers, general economic
conditions, and service acceptance trends. Forecasting the magnitude and
.Pl
assortment of information servlces provides an objective basis for planning
the _-roduction resources required for the selected activity volume. Past
_n_'c_rmation from the cost accounting system can be utilized effectively
to predict the requirements for such resources as manpower, supplies,
computer time, travel, and equipment. The budgeted quantities are
established as the cost performance targets of the managers responsible
for the related cost centers.
Cost Performance Information
The managerial cost accounting systemgenerates a monthly computer
printout which indicates the actual cost .performance of each responsibilit::
I
unit. Cost data are summarized and presented in a monthly performance
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reF_rt that reveals a comparison of the actual and budgeted costs for
each cost center. The budgeted costs represent the targets forecast for
the expected service activity volume during the planning stage of the
o_ration. If the actual cost K_rformance relates unfavorably with the
predetermined targets, managerial action is required to determine the
cause of the variance. The monthly performance report is designed to
emphasize any deviations from the budgeted costs. (See Exhibit XI for
an example of such a report.) Consequently, cost control is achieved
throughout a technical information center on the basis of management by
exception which Anthony describes as follows:
A management control system operated on the exception
princiF!e is one in which management's attention is focused
on the relatively small number of items in which actual
performance is significantly different from the standard.
When this ]s done, little or no attention need be given
the relatively large number of' situations where performance
is satisfactory. 6
In a sense, cost performance data are more essential for a success-
t
ful operation in a NASA Center t aan that of a typical business firm
wh_ ch employs the responsibility accounting concept to measure deviations
from a predeterndned profit plan. The financial breakeven objective of
a NASA Center prevents the possibility of absorbing, adverse operating
cost _rformances w_th a share of the profit margin or prior years'
accumulated earnings. Instead, an operating deficit will result when
actual exi_nses exceed those budgeted since costs provide the most
objective basis for prices and revenues must be equal to costs for long-
run survival. _anag_ement of a NASA Center must estimate future costs
6Robert N. Anthony, Management Accounting (3rd ed.; Homewood,
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., "196-_, p. 373.
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accurately and insure that a s_ficient amount of revenue will be
available. Historical cost dat_ are projected to the expected future
service volume during the planning process for a given year, and the
service prices should be calculated to cover all operating costs. The
essential features of a proposed pricing policy are discussed in a later
section of this chapter. If the actual cost performance relates favorably
with the budgeted figures, the breakeven objective of a NASA Center
should be accomplished. However, unfavorable cost variances must be
investigated immediately to avoid the possibility of incurring an
operating deficit. The responsibility accounting process provides a con-
tinuous and timely procedure for detecting potential_y unfavorable cost
performances.
c_T__ A_MEASUREMm_
General Nature
The purpose of this section is to describe the most essential cost
elements incurred by a typical NASA Center and the fundamental accounting
procedures employed to accumulate, for computerized data processing, the
expenses related to the information searching operation. In the following
section, a computerized mechanism is developed through _ich the cost
data can 0be processed and reported so the cost accumulation methods must
be designed to provide efficient input devices to the electronic data
processing function.
The total operating costs of a NASA Center can be dichotomized into
two main segments, service and nonservice costs. The costs consumed
during the information productior process represent the service costs
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since they are charged, either directly or indirectly, to the final
products. Most of the cost accounting concepts developed in this study
are directed toward objective service cost accumulation, processing,
and reporting procedures. The second major cost classification is that
of the selling and administrative functions. Formal cost accounting
techniques are not employed to relate the nonservice expenditures to a
work activity measure due to their nature, but they _st be included in
the study because of their relative magnitude and corresponding impact
on the cost basis of service prices.
Direct Labor
Direct labor refers to the work elements employed during the in-
formation production process tha_ can be traced realistically and
economically to the services. The primary labor expense is the engineering
function which is responsible for designing an appropriate search strategy
and evaluating the information citations identified by the computer.
Assistance is provided the engineers by other labor such as clerical,
reproduction, and computer. In many cases, the nonengineering work can
be traced to specific information services, and if it represents a
significant cost item it should be recorded as direct labor. Consequently,
direct labor reflects the segment of the work performance that is an
integral part of the information products.
Work activity that cannot be associated realistically with the
services should be classified as indirect labor for reporting purposes.
Supervisory work, attendance at meetings, maintenance, reading by the
engineers to update their current awareness of the literature, idle
time, and janitorial labor are examples of the indirect category.
7O
A variety of recording procedures are possible for the labor
reporting function at the source of the work activity, ranging from a
simplified labor time ticket to a sophisticated computerised reporting
system. 7 The choice of a feasible proce@_re depends on the required
detail and accuracy of the labor data. The primary objective of time
reporting in a NASA Center_ for purposes of this stu_, is to achieve a
feasible balance between realistic cost data and the possibility of a
burdensome reporting function. It is hypothesized from the literature
review and research questionnaire survey that a dai]_ increment pro-
vides sufficiently accurate detailwithout undu_ annoying the engineering
staff .8
A daily time ticket that s_ould provide an efficient and economical
i
accounting of the labor performance is illustrated in Exhibit IV. The
_orm has the advantage of showing a complete description of an employee's
daily work performance, and furnishes sufficient detail for the com-
puterized data processing function of the cost s_tem to print an
exacting classification of the reported labor performance for each cost
center. The essential features of the time reporting record are the
t
individual's name, date, cost center, set of cost codes, and time scale.
A coding system is used to identify the various work activities of the
information center, and the employees simply line across the sheet when
they begin a different Job. The work activity coding system employed for
7See the following reference for a detailed description of a range
of labor reporting techniques: John J. W. Neuner and S-_,el Frumer,
o__o.cit., p. 171.
8The opinions of several managers of NASA Centers who were inter_
viewed during the research stage of this study support the proposal of
a daily labor reporting system.
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the test period at ARAC is illu:Jtrated in Appendix I. The electronic
data processing function performs the essential operations for a
summarization, classification and presentation of the relevant labor
cost information so the human inputs to the system are m4n4_1. The
computer charges the direct labor costs reported on the time tickets to
the related information services and the indirect expenses to overhead
accounts.
Direct _ Expenses
The term "direct sundry expenses" is used in this study to define
a variety of service costs incurred in a typical NASA Center. These
costs compose a major portion of the total operating expenses, and when
they can be identified with specific services they should be treated as
direct service costs. The most essential items are computer time,
telephone calls, reproduction costs, and travel. In a typical manu-
lacturing firm, the incurrence of such expenses normally would be treated
as overhead without attempting to charge the items to the products since
they are miscellaneous costs in relation to the overall production pro-
cess. The importance of the expenses in an information searching
operation, however, demands their treatment as direct service charges if
accurate unit costs are to be attained.
Several source documents are necessary to record the direct sundry
expenses as they are consumed during the operation. Examples of the
records used to accumulate such costs during the test period at ARAC are
L
discussed in this section. A production work order, shown in Exhibit V
performs a dual function for the reproduction operation as it represents
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the source document through which the costs are charged to the services
and also furnishes an efficient work scheduling device. Examples of the
reproduction charges are equipment rental costs and copying supplies.
The reproduction operation is analogous to a mamafacturing Job shop which
functions as a mechanized assembly llne so the work order form should
minimise the possibility of queueir_ problem in the sequential usage of
the equipment.
Computer time represents a major expenditure for a NASA Center so
an objective distribution to the services is essential. The total computer
time can be divided, for record[_ purposes, into the direct and indirect
segments. The former element is incurTed to search the information file
for relevant citations for both the Retrospective Search Service and the
Selective Dissemination Service. The other segment of computer time
is required for maintenance _and develo_nt purposes in the information
retrieval system. A computer program, presented in Appendix II, pro-
vides the necessary operating instructions for the machine to record
the time required for the various runs of a given month. A set of codes
should be established for the different types of computer operations
employed by a center, and the machine will record the time spent on the
different Jobs concurrent_ with their performance,
Long distance telephone calls usual_ are required to clarify the
exact nature of an information request submitted by a client. A form
such as the one illustrated in Exhibit VI provides a detailed record of
the reason for each call o and furnishes the necessary information for
charging the related costs to the services or to operations overhead.
Travel expenses often are incurr@d as the engineers interrelate with
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clientele. Whenever the travel is related to a specific service, it
should be charged accordingly. A travel voucher such as the one shown
in Exhibit VII supplies the necessary information for the costing pro-
cess.
All of the source documents suggested in this section are designed
to facilitate computerized data processing. The source information is
accumulated on a monthly basis and transferred to punched cards as in-
puts to the computer. A computer program, which is discussed in a later
section, provides the necessary operating instructions to the machine for
an objective classification and distribution to the information services.
The result of the process is a monthly computer printout which identifies
the direct sundry expenses consumed during the period for the information
services. The exact classification of the costs by service on the com-
puter printout depends on whether Job order or process costing is
employed during the production process. The costing methods utilized for
the Retrospective Search Service and Selective Dissemination Service are
described in Chapters _ and 5, respectively.
Operations Overhead
All indirect service costs are included in the operations overhead
classification which comprises such items as depreciation, rent, indirect
labor, idle time, staff meetings, engineer reading of the current
literature, supervision, insurance, and postage. Anthony describes the
J
Justification for an overhead category as follows:
Some costs are classified as overhead because it is
impossible to associate them with products. Who can say
how much of building depreciation or of a factory
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superintendent's salary actuall_ belongs %o each unit of
product manufactured? Other costs are classified as over-
head because it is not conYenient to trace them directly to
products, even though it would be possible to do soJ
Despite the fact that the _0erations overhead costs cannot be
associated directl_ with the pr¢duction process, a reasonable portion
must be charged to the information services for the calculation of
realistic search costs. The use of a predetermined overhead rate calcu-
lated from the forecast service activity level of a flexible overhead
budget provides an objective te4hnique for the distribution of the in'
direct costs. A work activity measure such as direct labor cost, direct
labor hours, or service units is selected as the basis of a flexible
budget which consists of a series of overhead budgets for varying service
volumes. The flexible budget concept adjusts for the fact that a portion
of total overhead is a variable cost which changes in proportion to the
work activity. The anticipated service activity is forecast for an
annual period, and the corresponding budget level is utilised for the
selection of a predetermined overhead application rate.
The choice of a realistic service activity level is extremely
critical since the predetermined rate will vary as the fim_d overhead
costs are distributed over different volumes. An abbreviated segment of
a flexible budget Is shown in Figure 3-2 to illustrate this relationship.
Figure 3-2
Flexible Operations Overhead Budget
Direct Labor Costs
Variable Operations Overhead
Fixmd Operations Overhead
Total Operations Overhead
Predetermined Rate
$ 80,000 $IOO,OOO $120,000
i60,o00 200,000 2As,sos
200,000 2o0.000
360,000 4DO,OOO 440,000
$ A.50 $ _.00 $ 3.67
9Robert N. Anthony, o p. cir., p. 426.
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}{orngren suggests that the normal activity represents a satisfactory
pr_.d_ction of capacity utilization since it refers to the average con-
sumer demand over a span of time long enough to reflect expected
iO
seasonal, cyclical, and trend factors. The use of the same rate over
a lengthy time _riod (normally _ year) eliminates many deviations in
unit costs from variations in service activity or total overhead expenses.
As _s mentioned in Chapter l, the fixed cost committment of a NASA Center
creates a basic need for a stabilizing process. When the service activity
is less than that forecast for t!he establishment of the work force level,
increased indirect labor expense3 will result, thus changing the unit
cost if the actual overhead is allocated to the actual service volume.
The use of the predetermined rate from the flexible budget should minimize
the problem and stabilize the unit search costs from period to period.
A complete description of the procedures required for the calculation of
a predetermined overhead rate and an illustration of a flexible budget
for a NASA Center are presented in Exhibit VIII. The computer program
utilized for the data processing function in the cost system has been
designed to instruct the machine to calculate the applied operations
overhead on the monthly cost i_rformance printout. The predetermined rate
selected from the flexible budget is recorded on a punched card (see
Appendix I) for computerized processing. The activity basis employed
during the system's trial run at ARAC was direct labor costs due to the
nature of' the oI_ration and the importance of the engineering labor.
Consequently, the computer calculates the correct overhead concurrently
with the direct labor costs charged to the information services. The
10Charles T. Horngren, oD. cit., p. 23A.
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activity basis of the program c_n be adjusted, however, to coincide
with specific requirements of a _given center. A discussion of the pro-
cess required to analyze the difference bet_en the applied operations
overhead and that actually incurred is deferred to the "Managerial
Reporting" section of this chapter.
Sellin_ an__ddAdministrative Expenses
The selling and administrative expenses of a NASA Center must be
accounted for as period expenditures rather than service costs because
of their nature. The primary control technique for such costs is the
employment of the responsibility accounting process discussed earlier
instead of a specific unit cost measurement. Since the selling and
administrative expenses are not charged to the information services, they
appear on the income statement as a deduction from the gross margin
(revenue less service costs). The nonservice costs are not within the
control process of the proposed cost system operation, but nevertheless
must be considered in this study because of their impact on the total
operating cost structure.
Selling expenses result from advertising, promotion, meetings, and
direct selling to prospective clientele. Also, liason work with regular
customers often is required to explain new information retrieval methods.
Administrative expenses are incurred for the direction, control, and
administration of a NASA Center. Most of the administrative expenses are
fixed over a relatively wide range of service activity since the major
items are top level management salaries.
The selling and administrative expenditures should be budgeted for
each operating period and identified with specific cost centers. The
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responsibility accounting framework permits a periodic comparison of the
budgeted and actual cost items for each responsibility unit. Since the
objective of a NASA Center is to operate at a breakeven revenue level,
a share of the selling and administrative expenses must be included in the
cost basis of the pricing policy. Consequently, careful analysis must
be performed for any unfavorable variances in the related cost centers.
A technique for associating a fair share of the selling and administrative
expenditures to the average search cost for each information service,
retrospective search and selective dissemination, is presented later in
this chapter.
DATA PROCESSING FUNCTION
Design Considerations
The cost data collected on the various source documents during the
production process must be conve_rted into managerial information through
the data processing function. T_e author confronted a critical problem
during the design of the cost system concerning the most feasible utili-
zation of personnel and/or equipment for the data processing procedures.
In recent years, the employment of the digital computer in various stages
of an accounting system has become increasingly popular. The tremendous
speed and flexibility of a computer offer a variety of potential applica-
tions in a cost accounting system.
The primary advantage of a digital computer is that it performs a
data processing Job faster than a manual effort, thus speeding up the
paper-handling operation. Also, if great masses of data must be processed,
the computer may provide a clerical labor savings. Another potential
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benefit from an automated system is that the two advantages listed above
may allow an organization to retrieve managerial information that other-
wise would not be attempted.
The utilization of electronic data processing equipment, however,
necessitates substantial economic outlays for such items as equipment
acquisitions or leasing, skilled labor, maintenance, and software develop-
ment (programs, operating instructions , and procedural manuals). A
feasibility analysis of the use of mechanical versus manual methods for
the data processing requirements of a cost system depends on the cost-
benefit relationship of specific applications. Nelson and Woods summarize
the relevant considerations involved when they suggest that:
The last decade has witnessed the development of the
automatic computer as a business data processing device.
This device, together with punched card, punched tape,
and other data processing equipment now gives the
accountant some very powerful systems tools. The wise
use of such equipment is a tremendous challenge to the
systems man, particularly since manual methods and devices
have by no means been discarded. Even in the largest
companies, manual operations are the most efficient for
many accounting Jobs. The accountant , therefore, must use
a judicious blend of manual and automated methods in
setting up or revising an accounting system. II
Selected Application
Several data processing stages of the proposed cost accounting
system are potentially suitable for a computer application. Among the
most relevant phases are cost transaction measurement, processing the
source data, a permanent storage and periodic updating of the processed
l_scar S. Nelson and Richard S. Woods, Accountin_ _and Dat._._a
ProcessinE (Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing Company, 1961),
p. iV.
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cost data, and reporting the relevant managerial information. Each of
these functions was analyzed cr_'tically to determine if an automated or
manual effort should be employed. After considering the nature of a
NASA Center's operation, services, production procedures, and necessary
paper work volume, this author decided that an application of automated
methods to the source information processing requirement would provide
the most efficient overall data processing function. The majority of the
pa_er work is generated during the recapitulation of the source informa-
tion, and a low volume amount of clerical labor can satisfy effectively
the other data processing requirements.
The primary computer program of the proposed cost accounting system
provides the operating instructions to generate relevant cost data for
an efficient transmission from the source information recorded during
the production process to a manual cost accounting ledger. The program,
written in FORTRAN, is designed to permit the utilization of the elementary
set of source documents discussed in the preceding section. Since one
of the objectives of this study is a cost system which requires a minimum
amount of recording work by the operating personnel, the program's
efficient coordination with the prescribed type of source documents is
essential. Another feature of the program is that it will instruct the
computer to classify and report the cost data in a form that allows a
clerk to transfer the resulting cost figures to a cost accounting ledger
without additional processing. A minimum amount of monthly entries are
required due to the nature of the cost data presented on the computer
printout, thus necessitating a s_all amount of clerical labor.
It should be noted that the computerized capability can be extended
easily to the ledger segment of the cost system if a high volume file updating/ i
8O
o_eration exists in a given NASACenter. Instead of maintaining a
manual ledger, the record's essential features are built into the com-
.?uter oro'cesB. Nelson and Woodsemphasize this basic point as they con-
clude that the objective of any set of accounting records, regardless of
their form, is to permit per.iodic .file updating from a given set of
financial transactions,
This rather elementary ¥iew of the nature oT data
processing holds for. any level of clerical effort--
manual, mechanical, tabulating, or electronic. In_0ther
words, the basfc concept of what is done is: unchanged
by the nature of the personnel and equipment used to
accomplish the result. Transaction files may consist of
printed forms, punched cards, bunched tapes, or magnetic
tapes. "Ledger, or balance files may consist of looseleaf
pages, card f_les, tape. reels, or magnetic dlscs. 12
Figure 3-3 illustrates the essential features of the data processing
function of the cost system. The value of the computerized processing
capability.is dffficuit to assess in quantitative terms, but on the
basis of the trial period applicatio n "of the system at ARAC, some
interestii_ features should-be mentioned. " .The :totai'computer running
times for the monthly cost performance processing and re_rting were, as
follows :*
July
August.
Sep£ember
Total
2 minute_ and 16.seconds
2 mlnuteS and 12 seconds
2 minutes and 34 seconds
7._inutes and 2 seconds
Also, approximately 6 minutes of computer time were required for the
Weekly labor report se in about 13 minutes all of the relevant data for
121bi__/d.,p. 524.
*The weekly labor and monthly cost performance reports both were
printed during the specified running times.
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Figure 3-3
Data Processing Function
Source _ 1l_ComputerInforms- Punched II Run [_ormaoce] 17 _gerial
Cards ] _ [ Ledgertion , |
the cost performance of the th2ee month period were sorted, classified,
and rei×n'ted in the prescribed form. The total cost for the computer tixe
necessary to process the data that accounted for 6h retrospective searches,
978 pro_ile searches, and the other special services performed by the
center was :546.15. The author's estimate of the clerical time that would
have been requir'cd For the same output is 160 hours or $280.00 at a rate
,_.I.7) pe.r hour. Keypunching charges for the three month period were
about $]£.OO, and the other data _,rocessing functions required for the
c _g system (key?unch form preparation, recording, and reporting) were
;_rflormed by % Imrfi-tlme clerk who worked eight hours per week and was
paid _'1.75 p.er hour, thus receivihg wages of approximately $180.00 during
the three months. Therefore, the total data processing costs of operating
the c(;sb system for three months amounted to only $2_.15 or $81.38 per
month.
C_,mputerized S__ourc_____eInformation Processing
A complete description of the procedures required for processing
the som'ce inL'<_,-mation is presented _n Appendix I, and the purpose of this
section is to summarize the essertia] features of the system. Computerized
rrcccssing of the costs recorded during the production process on the
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source documents consists of three main phases: keypunching (recording),
sorting (classifying), and summarizing (reporting). The source informa-
tion is transferred manually from the source documents to the _eypunch
form shown in Appendix I, and is keypunched for computer processing with
a coding system prescribed for the computer program. The coding system
is illustrated and described in detail in Appendix I. The labor data are
recorded on the keypunch form at the end of each week as a summary of the
jobs reported on the daily time tickets. After the information is key-
punched, a computer run generates a weekly printout which classifies the
individual work increments performed by each employee in the various
cost centers.
At the end of the month, the same procedures are performed for all
the direct sundry expenses recorded during the period. A monthly computer
run is performed to generate a printout that represents the total direct
cost performance of the center during the period. Also, the proper
operations overhead rate is calculated onlthe monthly report so the
total production costs are included. Consequently, two essential reports,
weekly labor performance andmonthly cost performance, represent a con-
tinuous accounting of the production process of a NASA Center.
Weekly Labor Performance Report. 13 A three digit identification
number is assigned to each employee with the first integer indicating the
cost center in which the work is performed and the next two digits
signifying the individual involved. The coding system is the same as
that utilized in the preparation of the daily time tickets and is
13This report is defined for computer programming purposes as the
Time Card Audit.
./
! •
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illustrated in Appendix I. The weekly computer printout identifies
each employee by cost center and reports a complete listing of the work
increments performed by the personnel during the week. The result is an
itemized accounting of all information services performed during the
period with labor hours, rather than costs, providing the unit of
measurement. The managerial applications of the weekly report are
described in the "Management Reporting" section of this chapter, and an
abbreviated illustration is presented in Appendix I.
Monthly Cos____tPerformance Re_ort. 1A At the end of each month, the
information collected on punched cards for the previous weekly labor
performance reports is rerun on the computer by changing the program
control code number to two instead of one. The computer will printout
the final week's labor performance report and a monthly cost performance
report during the same run. The objective of the latter report is to
account for the production costs--direct labor, direct sundry expenses,
and operations overhead--consumed for all information services during
the month. Employee labor rates are established on control cards to con-
vert the labor hours shown on the weekly reports to labor costs. There-
fore, a different perspective fop the labor element is presented on the
monthly report from that of the weekly printout since the major classifi-
cation is an itemized listing of all costs consumed for each information
service or overhead account.
Another column is added to the monthly report to include a charge
_'or the applied operations overh,;ad. The predetermined overhead rate
l_This report is defined for computer prograrm_ing purposes as the
Labor Cost Report. 1
a_
selected from the normal capacity of a flexible budget is keypunched
onto a control card as an input to the computer. The computer calculates
the appropriate overhead charge for each Job concurrently with the
derivation of the direct labor costs. The direct sundry expenses (presented
in physical quantities) recorded during the month also are keypunched
on cards, using the same operating procedures as those employed for direct
labor and a code number that signifies the specific cost item. Proper
rates for each direct sundry expense element are keypunched on control
cards, and the computer classifies the expenses by the related informa-
tion service or overhead account. The result of the monthly computer run
is a printout that reports all production costs, categorized by the indi-
vidual cost increments. The monthly report provides the essential
information for the manual postings to the cost accounting ledger and the
derivation of several managerial reports. An abbreviated example of the
monthly cost performance report is illustrated in Appendix I.
cos__At.ccountingLe_er
As is mentioned earlier, the decision was made to utilize a ledger
file that requires a manual updating operation. Due to the nature of the
cost data presented on the cost performance printout, a minimum amount of
clerical work is necessary for the monthly posting function. The purpose
of this section is to discuss briefly the essential features of the
manual ledger employed in the cost system. 15 As is mentioned earlier,
15A variety of forms and contents are available for a cost accounting
ledger, and the reader is referred to the following textbook for a detailed
description: Adolph Matz, Othel J. Curry, and George W. Frank_ o__. cit.
Also, we assume for illustrative purposes that the only accoun_ r_rd
employed for entry to the cost accounting ledger is the monthly cost per-
formance printout. In practice, however, a formal cost accounting Journal
also may be utilised to supplement the computer printout.
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essentially the same principles _re applicable if a center decides the
i
required clerical labor volume warrants computerizing the ledger files
since the basic characteristics of a manual ledger can be set up on a
tape reel or magnetic disc.
An essential feature of a successful accounting system is a well
defined chart of accounts which provides the mechanism for an accurate
recording of the essential financial and operational transactions of a
NASA Center. Kean defines a chart of accounts as:
a uniform, systematic listing of assets, liabilities,
capital, income, and expenses in a logical order, giving
account names and numbers s,b that accurate financial
statements may be extracted and prepared in the sequence
that they will be shown on the balance sheet and statement
of profit and loss.16
As is mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the accounts of
the proposed cost system are assumed to be controlled by and subsidiary
to the general financial accounting system of a NASA Center. The chart
of accounts thus serves as the linkage between a center's financial and
cost accounting system, and the relationship between the two is
illustrated in the chart of accounts shown in Exhibit IX which was used
for the trial operation of the system at ARAC. Since the purpose of this
study is cost accounting oriented, we concentrate our discussion on the
essential features of the expense segment of the chart of accounts.
Matz, et. al. suggest that the following considerations are essential
in the design of a realistic set of accounts:
l_ilton J. Kean, "Some Suggestions for Preparing a Chart and
Manual of Accounts," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, XXXVII (April, 1956), p. 1002.
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1. Accounts should be arranged and designated to give
maximum information with the least need for supple-
mentary analysis consistent with a reasonable degree
of economy in performing the accounting function.
2. Account titles should reflect as far as possible the
purpose rather than the nature of the expenditure.
3. Manufacturing, distribution, and administrative cost
accounts should receive particular attention as these
accounts are used to bring efficiency variations to
management ' s attention.l_
The responsibility accounting framework of a NASA Center should be
incorporated into the chart of accounts, and a numerical coding system
should identify readily specific accounts with the related cost center
as well as the expense element. The dual relationship of the accounts
facilitates the dual objective of performing responsibility accounting
and service costing concurrently. In the chart of accounts employed for
the three month period at ARAC, a four digit number was used for each
expense account. The first two digits identified the cost center in
which the expense was incurred, and the last two integers denoted the
specific cost item involved. For example, account number 7010 signifies
the following information: ""
70 Engineering Section Cost Center
iO Engineering Labor Cost
The ledger represents a summary record of every account established
in the chart of accounts. As current financial transactions take place
during the production process, the ledger files mmst be updated
accordingly. The monthly cost performance printout provides an efficient
channel to the ledger for the cost accounting process since the computer
17Adolph Matz, Othel J. Cur_y, and George W. Frank, op. cit., p. 37.
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printout classifies the cost data recorded on the source documents by
the account to which they should be charged. The major clerical element
required in the cost system is the manual transfer of the reported costs
on the monthly printout to the ledger accounts to update the permanent
cost records. The ledger contains a perpetual record of the cost
accounting history of a center and provides a source of the information
required for managerial reporting.
Managerial Reporting
Managerial reports represent the results of the interaction of the
cost system components described in the preceding sections. The pro-
cessed cost data must be assembled and presented in a meaningful manner
before genuine managerial information is available. The overall ob-
Jective of the reporting procedui_ is to generate relevant and timely
information that will aid management in the planning, controlling, and
decision-making functions. In this section, we identify several reports
that should be applicable to a NASA Center for a quantitative measurement
of the operating performance.
i. Financial Statements
The balance sheet and income statement should be issued
monthly to inform management of the financial operating
condition of a center. A balance sheet represents a
statement of the financial position of the organisation as
of a given date, thus depicting a cumulative report of all
the accounting transactions recorded since an operation
was initiated. The income statement shows how a center
has progressed financially during a specific operating
period. A comparison of the appropriate share of revenue
and operating costs, service and nonservice, is reported.
Both of the financial s_atements are illustrated in
Exhibit X.
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. Labor Performance Report
J
The weekly computer iprintout described in the
previous section represents a labor performance report
and is illustrated in Appendix I. The historical
labor information should aid management in evaluating
the productivity of the employees since their actual
performance is summarized. Also, the report shows
the amount of productive time performed as direct
labor in relation to the total payroll. The com-
parison should be valuable in planning required
manpower levels and then measuring the actual versus
planned labor utilizatioll. The summary section of
the report also should be conducive toward the
plannlng function sinc_ it shows the total labor
hours, by employee classification, expended for
each information service category. The information
should facilitate future manpower planning and
scheduling by providing an estimate of the labor
necessary for expected service activity levels.
3. Monthly Cost Performance Report
The monthly computer printout discussed in the
previdus section represents an analysis of the costs
consumed during the information search process for
the different services. Responsibility accounting
also is facilitated as the cost increments are
identified with the cost centers in which they are
incurred. The percentage breakdown of the cost
elements of each information service should con-
tribute toward effective planning and controlling
functions. Thus, the report not only is useful for
file updating of the different ledger accounts,
but alsopresents relevant information for a
managerial evaluation of the financial operating
performance of a NASA Center. An abbreviated
example of the monthly cost performance report is
illustrated in AppendiX I.
h. Cost Center Performance Report
Exhibit XI illustrates a monthly cost center
report which compares the budgeted and actual
expenses for a particular responsibility unit. Since
the objective of a NAS_ Center is to operate at a
breakeven revenue level, any deviation from the
planned cost performance, upon which prices are
based, must be identified immediately for corrective
action. The cost center report presents regular
information for this objective by relating the cost
performance comparison 'to the responsible manager.
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5. Service Cost Report
The purpose of this report, illustrated in
Exhibit XII, is to list the production cost
increments recorded for each information service
completed during a month. Itemized detail of the
direct labor, direct s_ndry expenses, and operations
overhead is presented for each unit. The report
provides management with essential information
for an evaluation of the feasibility of the current
price schedule. The unit cost data also are
valuable for planning and controlling the pro-
duction performance.
6. Revenue - Cost Report
Another important comparison is that of the costs
expended for the different information services
performed for each client and the revenue generated
from the products. The report provides a periodic
review of the costs versus the benefits of serving
each customer and should contribute valuable informa-
tion for future pricing. An example of the report
is presented in Exhibit XIII.
7. Overhead Analysis Report
The purpose of the o_rerhead analysis report is
to identify the causes of any deviation between
actual and applied operations overhead. As is
mentioned earlier, a predetermined rate is applied
to an activity basis such as direct labor costs for
the distribution of the operations overhead to the
information services. _e difference between the
actual indirect costs consumed and those applied can
be divided into a budget variance and a volume
variance. The budget pgrtion of the overhead
variance is calculated by comparing the budgeted
costs at the attained activity level (referred to as
the adjusted budget level) with the actual overhead
incurred during the period. A volume variance is
calculated by subtracting the applied overhead
from the budgeted figure at the attained activity
level. The variances provide useful managerial in-
formation since unfavorable deviations signal a need
to determine exact causes of the actual overhead costs
exceeding those budgeted or the actual volume termi-
nating at a lower level than the predetermined normal
capacity. These features are illustrated in the
example presented in Exhibit XIV.
COSTBEHAVIOR-PRICINGPOLICY
9O
Fixed Cost Factor
The sizable fixed cost element of a NASA Center complicates the
calculation of a realistic price schedule for the information services.
The primary reason for the problem is the nature of the work force
required for the literature searching process. In a typical manufacturing
company, direct labor represents a variable cost since the number of
workers is increased or decreased to coincide with changes in production
activity. Certain seniority agreements with labor unions may create
exceptions to the policy, but in general the direct labor-variable cost
correlation prevails.
Also, the amount of equipment available normally determines an
operation's capacity in today's automated business world. The direct
labor element required for given machinery utilization levels is main-
tained, and as production activity Varies, the work force is adjusted
pro_ortionately. However, due t,) the nature of the work activity, the
capacity of an information center is regulated primarily by the number
of technical employees available. As is mentioned earlier, the engineers
cossess specialized education and training so they are not the type of
workers that can be hired and discharged or ].aid off frequently. Con-
sequently, an information center cannot vary these salaries in proportion
to service volume. The problem is magnified by the fact that the salaries
normally are high cost items due to the required skills and scarcity of
information specialists.
The term "fixed cost" represents a misnomer for the technical labor
if one adheres to its true definition which implies that the cost cannot
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be changed. Instead, different categories of fixed costs exist, depending
on the length of time a cost remains constant or the range of activity
over which the fixed factor persists. 18 For example, managementof a
NASACenter can alter the numberof technical personnel if allowed
sufficient lead time. The assumption is madeearlier that a yearly
period is required for this objective since an annual interval coincides
with a center's planning process (for example, the budgeting cycle) and
offers managementsufficient time to evaluate such factors as expected
labor turnover, available prospective personnel, the competenceof the
existing staff, and required manpowerlevels for the forecast service
activity. Consequently, the annual planning phase represents the only
material opportunity for staff level adjustment. Costs such as the
engineering labor are referred to as discretionary costs, a term that
Shillinglaw defines as:
Costs which have no cause-and-effect relationships to
current volume but are fixed by management decisions,
usually when operating plans are approved. 19
The direct labor costs (variable or fixed) do not create any
significant unit costing problem since they are traced to specific in-
formation services during the production process. However, the remaining
_rtion of the discretionary labor causes a major problem in the deriva-
tion of reliable unit costs since these expenses are recorded as indirect
labor and charged to operations overhead. Th e total engineering labor
l_ordon Shillinglaw, Cost Accountin_ - Analysis and Control
(Rev. ed.; Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., _967), p. 61.
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cost of a NASA Center remains relatively fixed over various activity
levels so a different unit service cost is calculated for each volume.
As a result, the critical question is: '_ghatis the correct activity
level for the derivation of unit costs that at least will serve as a
guide for realistic information service prices?" While most business
firms are concerned with the same problem, the issue is amplified in an
information center due to the l_rge discretionary cost element.
The calculation of reliable unit service costs is fundamental to
the establishment of an objective pricing policy. Pricing the information
services is a critical phase of managing a NASA Regional Dissemination
Center since the objective is to operate as a non-profit, self-supperting
entity. Short run deviations from random error may cause small operating
profits or losses, but the total costs and revenues should be equal in
the long run. Since the centers lack a profit objective, a theoretical
pricing model based on an optimizing technique is not applicable. For
example, economic theorists advocate that the appropriate price for each
product is that which equates the item's marginal revenue and marginal
cost. 20 Marginal revenue is defined as the increase in total revenue
resulting from the sale of one additional product while marginal cost
represents the addition to the total cost that results from increasing
the volume by one unit. It can be proven mathematically that the price
which equates marginal revenue and marginal cost assures a firm of
20Richard H. Leftwich, The Price System and Resource Allocation
and(F_ev. ed.; New York: Holt, R_e _-_,, "--_ns-_n_ p. 206.
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maximum profits from a given product, However, even profit-seeking
business firms find this concept difficult to adopt, and Anthony
suggests that certain information limitations hinder the application of
the optimizing model and force management to rely on a full-cost pricing
policy. He summarizes the argument as follows:
Who can estimate what qu'_ntities of product will be
sold at one price, let alone at all possible prices.
Indeed, the difficulty is so great that few companies
ever attempt to estimate a demand schedule and few
managers have even seen one. 21
Anthony discusses the basis for a full-cost pricing policy in the
following way:
Note that the relevant costs are full costs, which are
the direct costs plus a fair share of allocated costs;
they are not the differential costs discussed in •the pre-
ceding section. The result of this calculation is a
first approximation to the price; it is modified to
take into account the strength of competition, the
necessity of fitting the price into customary price
lines (such as _9.98 dresses), and many other marketing
cons iderations.
Once again, the sizable fixed cost element of a technical informa-
tion center requires careful con_ideration for a full-cost pricing policy
The full-cost approach implies that the recorded direct production
costs, the related share of operations overhead, and a portion of the
selling and administrative expenses must be included. Yet, such
reasoning may lead one into a circular-reasoning problem due to the
necessary distribution of the fixed costs. Horngren explains the
phenomenon as follows:
21Robert N. Anthony, oP. cit., p. 575.
2-21bid., p. 576.
9_
Many businessmen maintain that they use cost-plus
pricing. They say that they figure their average unit
costs and tack on a "fair" margin that will yield an
adequate return on investment. This entails circular
reasoning, because price which influences sales, depends
on i_ull cost, which in turn is partly determined by the
volume of sales.23
So, the critical feature in the distribution of the fixed costs is
the interaction of price and volume. If consumer demand for the informa-
tion services is price elastic (sensitive to price changes), management
can expect varying levels of demand, depending on the chosen price level.
However, from a practical viewpoint, an accurate prediction of such
customer reaction appears highly unrealistic, as is mentioned by Anthony.
The preblem is especially acute in the operation of a technical informa-
tion center due to such factors as the relative newness of the technique
of scientific information retrieval, the lack of competition, and the
uncertainty oi" a client's utility from the information. For example, it
a_pears likely that a client will be willing to pay a substantial sum
if he is assured a correct answer to a problem that otherwise would re-
quire a research project. However, the same customer probably would not
_ay as much for information selected as relevant if uncertainty concerning
its utility prevails.
The price a client is willing to pay is more likely a function of the
!_robability of receiving reliable information and the seriousness of a
given problem than the established charge for a search. Consequently,
the unique nature of a technical information center's products and the
vagueness associated with their utility appear to justify an assumption
23Charles T. Horngren, p._. cit., p. 318.
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that demand for the services is price inelastic (within a comparatively
wide price range). The circular-reasoning argument against full-cost
pricing is not significant if inelastic demand prevails since the con-
sumers purchase approximately the same amount of services, regardless of
relatively wide price adjustments.
Additional support for full-cost pricing in a NASA Center is attained
from the following discussion by Moore and Jaedicke:
The full cost price has been referred to as a "safe"
price. Perhaps there is a greater desire to prevent large
losses than to achieve maximum profits. Also, it is true
that all costs must be covered in the long run if the firm
is to survive.2_
This type of reasoning is especially relevant for a NASA Regional
Dissemination Center due to its breakeven objective. Profit is not even
a pertinent consideration, and the primary concern is minimizing the
probability of an operating deficit since the centers usually do not have
past years' earnings with which to absorb a loss. Instead, costs must be
estimated accurately for each operating period and matched with a
sufficient amount of revenue. This approach implies that all operating
costs are included as a basis for price determination. Although a full-
cost pricing policy does not guarantee that the desired objective will
be accomplished, if used correctly it should assure a high probability
of success.
As is mentioned earlier, the estimation of a reliable activity
level to use in allocating the indirect costs is the most essential phase
2_Carl L. Moore and Robert K. Jaedicke, Managerial Accounting (2nd
ed.; Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing Co., 19_7i, p. 572.
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of a full-cost pricing policy. The direct production costs (direct
labor and direct sundry expenses) are included in the unit costs as
they are traced to the individual services. Operations overhead,
representing the indirect production costs, is applied to the products
on the basis of a predetermined rate so a fair share is contained in
the unit service cost. If a portion of the selling and administrative
expenses is added to the unit cost generated via the cost accounting
system, a full-cost basis will be achieved. However, many of the in-
direct expenses are fixed during an operating period so different
activity levels produce varying unit costs. If the assessment of an
activity level is incorrect, a variance will result between the prices
charged and the actual service costs since the fixed costs are averaged
over an incorrect volume. Sincenormal capacity is suggested as the
most realistic estimate of consumer demand for operations overhead
allocation, the ssme philosophy should prevail for the distribution of
the selling and administrative expenses. Therefore, all indirect costs,
service and nonservice, are allocated in proportion to the direct labor
costs required to produce the services. An example of a full-cost
pricing model which is developed in more detail in later chapters is
shown in Figure 3-_.
Average Unit
Service Cost
i", Figure 3-_
Full-Cost Pricing of Information Services
IBudgeted Selling and Adminis- Average_
Itrative Expenses @ Normal Capacity Direct Labor I
+ ID-irect "' x Cost Per|
_rmal Labor ',Costs @Capacity Unit __
_P
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Since a NASA Center will require a price to quote to its clientele,
a representative value nmst be selected from the historical cost data.
The mean (arithmetic average) presents an accurate measure of the central
tendency of most frequency distributions so it is hypothesized to be
the most realistic basis for a unit service price. Specific procedures
for determining the average unit costs of a retrospective search and
a profile search are considered in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively. The
full-cost pricing policy is combined with statistical sampling theory for
the derivation of the average service costs.
COST DATA RELIABILITY
Representative Figures
The nature of the information services restricts the derivation of
realistic standard costs which consist of a predetermined relationship
between production inputs and outputs. The intervening variables dis-
cussed earlier influence the cos[t of an information search, thus
causing cost deviations that normally are beyond the control of the
operating personnel. Consequently, if a standard cost system is employed,
unfavorable variances will arise regularly since the uncertainty con-
cerning the mix of intervening variables for an individual service
•request cannot be incorporated realisticallywlth the cost data. A
center does need cost targets to utilize as typical figures, however, for
planning, controlling, and decision-making. The cost system generates
a mass of data that must be condensed into a set of representative values.
For example, several retrospective searches m_y be performed at varying
unit costs during a given period and the array of figures can be plotted
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as a frequency distribution whi6_ indicates the number of occurrences
for the different unit costs. While the total information is beneficial
to management, a numerical measure is required to condense the distri-
bution into a representative figure which will serve as a cost target.
The arithmetic mean provide_3 an effective device since it represents
a measure of a distribution's central tendency. As long as a distribution
does not contain numerous extreme values (measured as a departure from
symmetry), the mean depicts an accurate numerical measure of the entire
array of data. Average service costs are hypothesized to be the most
p
realistic figures for cost target determination due to their computational
ease and representative charactez. Specific applications of the mean
data are shown in costing the Retrospective Search Service and the
Selective Dissemination ServiCe in Chapters A and 5, respectively. Also,
the cost means are essential in the statistical cost system presented in
Chapter 6.
Peliability Measure
Since the avera_e costs are extremely important for managerial
aFFlications of the cost data, they should be reliable figures that do
not vary substantially between periods. If the means deviate materially,
their usefulness as representative figures is marginal. However, if the
cost system functions effectively and the distribution of the multi-
dimensional intervening variablesi affecting the unit search cost is
approximately the same from month to month, it is hypothesized that the
monthly average search costs will be comparatively equal, subject only
to random error. The equal distribution assumption refers to the fact
that roughly the same average mix of the intervening variables prevails
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each month when balanced out over the entire array of service units.
Otherwise, the unit cost distribution could shift to the right or left
as a function of these uncontrollable variables, thus causing the mean
costs to shift also. In such cases, the cost targets must be revised
accordingly so the fact that un._qual monthly means exist should be
revealed to management.
An_D___sis of Variance
An analysis of variance model provides an efficient statistical
technique to test the hypothesis that the average search costs are
approximately equal from month to month. Duncan defines an analysis of
variance model as follows:
One of the most powerful tools of statistical analysis
is what is known as "analysis of variance." Basically
it consists of classifying and cross-classifying statisti-
cal results and testing whether the means of a specified
classification differ significantly. 25
The technique is based on the premise that the variance of a
universe of data should be greater than subgroup variances within the
total if the means of the separate groups are not equal. Consequently,
the total variance of the overall mean of a aeries of data is divided
into parts related to specific sources which are of experimental interest.
Since the only critical factor in the cost data analysis is the relation-
ship of various average costs, a one w_7 , fixed effects model provides
a sufficient amount of detail, and all other variables are held constant
in this study. The term "one way" refers to the fact that only one
25Acheson J. Duncan, Quality Control and Industrial Statistics
(3rd ed.; Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965), p. 5&9.
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cimension, average cost comparisons, is analyzed while "fixed effects"
means that sampling is achieved from a population consisting of all the
items of experimental interest.
The assumptions underlying an appropriate application of the model
are the following:
i. We have k random samples from k populations.
2. The k population variances are equal.
3. The k populations are normally distributed. 26
The service cost data should be analyzed carefully in specific
cases to insure that these conditions exist.
Model Components
In order to classify the cost data, the components of a one wq,
fixed effects model are summarized in the following mathematical identity:
(1) xij= + - + (xill-
Mere:
i = the number of sample observations taken from a given
month's cost data.
j = the number of months in question.
Xij = ith sample observation f_om the Jth month.
= estimate of the overall mean.
Xj= estimate of the mean of the data from the Jth month.
Independent, random samples are drawn from the service cost data
pertaining to each month under observation. An estimate of the overall
mean and one pertaining to each month are calculated from the samples.
2_illiam C. Guenther, Concepts of Statistical _.nference (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), p. _,
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Figure 3-5 shows a schematic illustration of the procedure for a three
month period :
Figure 3-5
e
Sampled Service Cost Data
Month
_ September Overall
Xll Xl2 Xl3
X21 X22 X23
X31 X32 X33
Xnl - Xn2 Xn3
Totals T1 _2 T3 T
Me s 51 Z
Variances sI s2 s3 s
Xij = the sample observation in the ith row and Jth column
Col%mlns range from 1 to 3. (k=3)
Rows range from 1 to n. "
Total observations are N.
Testir_g Procedure
The essence of the model shown in (1) is that each Xij sample obser-
vation (unit search cost) is divided into the following three parts to
test the hypothesis that the monthly mean costs are equal:
1. Overall mean.
2.
e
Between group_ variancemthe difference between each sample
mean and the overall mean.
Random disturbance term cr within groups varianceNthe difference
between each _ample observation and the related column mean.
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The between groups variance must be approximately zero if the
hypothesis that the monthly mean costs are equal is true. The .only
variability within the columns must be a function of random error since
the expected value of each observation is equal to its column mean. How-
ever, variability in the between groups variance can evolve from either
random error or the fact that the hypothesis is false. If the hypothesis
is-true, the ratio of the between groups variance and the within groups
variance Should be approximately one or less since all disturbances result
from random error. The variances divided by their respective degrees of
freedom (k-I, M-k) are referred to as the mean square-between groups and
the mean square-within groups. It can be shown that the ratio of the two
L
is distributed asan "F" distribution, whi.ch is the rat.io of two Chi-
Squar_ distributions divided by their .respective degrees of freedom.
Several significant values of the 'IF"distribution are tabled in most
statistical text books.
A significance level, representing the probability of rejecting a
true hypothesis, is selected and a test is performed to compare the mean
square-between groups and the me_m square-within groups. The value cal-
culated from this ratio is compared with the critical value derived from
an "F" dist'ribution table for a given significance level and a particular
pair of degrees of freedom. If the calculated value is less than that
shown in the table, the hypothesis is accepted, and the monthly average
search costs are considered apprgximately equal, subject only to random
error. Otherwise, the hypothesis is rejected, and further investigation
is required to determine the cause of the differences. The results of the
application of the analysis of variance model to the cost data from the
trial period at the Aerospace Research Applications Center are revealed
in Exhibit III.
CHAPTER4
COSTINOA RETRO6PECTIV-_SEARCHSERVICE
1o3
SERVIC]gDESCRIPTION
Basi____._cObjective_
In this chapter, the basic managerial cost accounting concepts
developed in Chapter 3 are applied to the first of the two main services
performed by a NASA Regional Dissemination Center, the Retrospective
Search Service (RSS). Since a specific set of operating procedures is
required to exemplify a realistic production process, the methods
utilised by the Aerospace Research Applications Center (ARAC) are em-
ployed. Other NASA Centers may deviate from these procedures due to
specific operating conditions, but the essential features of the pro-
posed cost system are applicable to all centers.
The Retrospective Search Service is designed to enable a client to
identify documents relevant to a specific problem. An exhaustive search
of the index to literature available to a NASA Center is performed by an
engineer to accomplish this objective. Each search is assigned to a
staff member whose training and _xperience are compatible with the
particular problem. The primary search is accomplished through computer
methods since the NASA information file (An index of the documents
listed in Scientific _ Technical Aerospace Reports and Intern ation_l
Aerospace Abstracts) is stored on magnetic tape. The engineer constructs
a search strategy to match a problem with the descriptors used to
classify the scientific and technical reports in the NASA file. The
computer identifies the information citations related to the search
strategy, and the engineer determines if they contain relevant information.
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If a sufficient number of appropriate reports are not located by the
computer search, the engineer also may perform • manual search of other
potentially relevant information sources.
RSS Work Increments
The set of operating procedures utilised by ARAC for the retro-
spective search process is illustrated in the work-flow chart shown in
Figure h-1. The RSS process is initiated when a client requests
relevant information for a well-defined problem by submitting the sub-
ject to ARAC. The RSS coordinator analyses the request and assigns it
to an appropriate engineer who studies the problem and then contacts the
client (usually by telephone) to insure that all pertinent aspects of the
query are understood. Wext, he +:onstructs a search strategy by selecting
and relating the terms Nhich ma_ have been used to classify the relevant
documents in the NASA file. The selected terms are keypunched on punched
cards and matched by an electronic computer against the information stored
on magnetic tape. The result of the process is a printout of the
accession numbers of the potentially relevant documents identified by
the computer.
The engineer's next step is to match each accession number shown on
the computer printout with an abstract of the identified information.
An abstract of each document in the NASA file is provided in periodical
and index card form. The engineer edits those abstracts related to the
computer printout to determine if the reports contain relevant informa-
tion for the given problem. The result of the editing process is • subset
of abstracts of the reports that the engineer be2Ak_ contain information
which is most relevant from the total identified by the computer. If
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Figure _-i
ARACF,BS Work Flow
(Analyzes Problem
Search
(
Results
/  ual
UnsatisfactoryResult   
_ . _ _ If r_quested,
_eproduction Dept._ /_ Clerical - _Finished I ARAC
k(Copy Abstracts) _Package Product)j_Search to I Docu-
_J _ _" [Client _Iment ]
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these reports comprise sufficient information to satisfy the client's re-
quest, the search process is finished. However, if the engineer decides
that an insufficient number of re.ports have been discovered, he performs
a manual search of other information sources.
lO6
The final product of the search process is a set of abstracts which
summarizes the content of the documents chosen as relevant to the
client's problem. The selected abstracts are reproduced and packaged
for mai]ing to the client. Clerical and other nonengineering labor is
required for these functions as well as several other miscellaneous
stages of the production process. If the client chooses to order the
documents abstracted, clerical work also is necessary for the document
ordering function.
RSS C('_STING METHOD
General Description
The costing method suggested for the Retrospective Search Service
essentially is a Job order system. Each retrospective search represents
an identifiable Job which requires distinguishable cost elements as it
passes through the production process. Therefore, every search is
assigned a job number when it is initiated and is treated as a hetero-
geneous unit. Vance characterizes a job order costing method as follows:
Job order costing is used where the cost of separate jobs
is wanted, jobs are kept separate and their costs separately
compiled where the materials and work done vary from job to
Job, and especially, where several different Jobs may be worked
on at the sametime. The important condition for use of Job
order costs is that individual jobs be separately identified
in the operating department_. This may be done even where the
product is uniform, but the method is used mostly by concerns
which make a variety of assembled products.
The production costs traceable to a given search are charged directly
to the related job number and accumulated monthly on a Job order cost
iLawrence Vance, Theory and Techniques of Cost _ccountir_ (Rev. ed.;
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1958), p. 23.
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sheet. This master sheet, illustrated in Exhibit XV, is designed to
collect all direct labor, direct sundry expenses, and operations overhead
assigned to individual retrospective searches. As the direct cost incre-
ments associated with the stages of the production process illustrated
in Figure A-I are incurred, they are registered by Job number on various
source documents and processed through the electronic data processing
function. The indirect charges (operations overhead) are distributed by
the application of the predetermined overhead rate to the direct labor
costs calculated by the computer for each search. Consequently, the
three elements of service cost--direct labor, direct sundry expenses, and
operations overhead--arerecognised. The Job order cost sheet provides
a perpetual record Ofallexpenses reported for a search on the monthly
cost performance computer •printout. The total costa recorded for the
Searches being performed are acq_latedin the RSS in Process account
in the ledger system until a retrospective search is completed and mailed
to the customerl After the search _is sent to the client, the Job order
cost sheet indicates the ai_unt which must be transferred to the Finished
RSS account and shownon the periodincomeatatement.
MinorExqeptions
The essential feature of a Job order coating method i8 that the
individual service units are distinguishable when the costa are consumed
during the_roduction process. However, certain labor and computer coati
are traceable directly to the Retrospective Search Service but not to
individual searches. Su=h expenses are necessary for a center to operate
the RSS system so a misallocation to the other services would arise if
the costs are considered operations overhead. It is hypothesised that a
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slight deviation from a rigid definition of job order costing must be
employed to calculate realistic retrospective search costs. Labor costs
in this category should be classified as general NSS in proportion to the
amount of time recorded on the daily time tickets. The labor costs are
incurred to insure that the RSS system is functional so they should be
batched and averaged over the searches performed during a monthly period
since these units benefit indirectly from the expenditures. Consequently,
an element of RSS costing which [:sparallel to the technique used in
process costing is employed. The computer maintenance time required to
update the information file is another coat item that benefits the
overall RSS system and is accounted for similarly in a later section.
Any labor element _ich is a direct cost to the RSS system but cannot
be identified with specific searches is recorded as general RSS labor on
the daily time ticket and classified accordingly by the computer. The
portion of general KSS labor dlstributed to each search is calculated
from the monthly cost performance printout and registered on the job order
cost sheets. An example of the direct labor traceable to the Retro-
spective Search Service is a segment of the salary of ARAC's RSS
coordinator. A substantial portion of the RSS coordinator's Job is con-
cerned with administering the collective service effort to insure that
the system functions efficiently and the searches are available to the
clients on schedule. Also, certain nonengineering work is required to
provide control checks on the current status of each search performed by
the center as well as accomplish routine clerical tasks which are not
traceable to individual Jobs. Although the portion of total labor costs
classified as general RSS labor :is small, these expenditures mnst be in-
cluded in the unit search costs i'or realistic measurement.
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R,S5 COST FLOW
General Concept
In the previous two sections, the work flow of an RSS system and
the basic costing technique proposed for the service are presented. The
purpose of this section is to integrate both concepts by accounting for
the RSS production cost elements--direct labor, direct sundry expenses,
and operations overhead--related to the performance of a typical search.
The cost accounting system collects the data necessary to determine the
costs attached to the individual stages of the RS3 work flow shown in
Figure _-I. A job number is assigned to each retrospective search, and
a job order cost sheet furnishes a complete record of the following cost
elements charged to the project during the manufacturing operation and
reported via the computerized data processing function.
Each worker records the time expended for individual retrospective
searches on a daily labor time ticket (See Exhibit IV). The work incre-
ments shown in Figure A-I are registered to generate a collection of
the total RSS labor consumed in the cost centers. The following stages
of the production process are reported on the time sheets:
i. Engineering
a. RSS coordinator's time spent on individual searches.
b._ Analysis of the problem.
c. Discussion of the problem with the client.
d. Preparation of a corlputer strategy.
e. Edit of the computer printout.
llO
f. Manual search if necessary.
g. Selecting the releva_It abstracts.
2. Nonengineering
a. Clerical work.
b. ReProduction labor.
c. Keypunching.
d. computer operation.
e. Packaging the final product.
The different functions normally are performed during a two-week
period so the total labor for each Job is distributed over numerous daily
time tickets. The information is collected monthly and recorded on the
appropriate Job Order cost sheet. The electronic data processing pro-
cedure which classifies and reports the diverse labor s_rce information
is discussed later in this chapter.
Direct S_dry Expenses '
The three major recurring direct sundry expenses Of the Retrospective
Search Service are: (!) telephone calls; (2) computer expenses; (3) re-
production charges. Once again, these items are charged to the related
Job number _as they are incurred. When the engineer telephones the
client to clarify the details of _he information request, an entry is
made in a telephone record to register the related RSS rsAmber, date,
engineer, and client. Since lengthy telephone calls often are required
to insure complete understanding of the problem, the treatment of the
calls as direct costs is essential. The telephone cost data are trans-
!
ferred monthly from the telephone record to punched cards, processed via
the computer, and registered on _e related Job order cost sheet.
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The computer operating time is recorded and classified as the
proper work activity code by the machine during each run. A dichoto_
between the direct computer time incurred in the information searching
process and the maintenance time required to update the file is maintained
for the total RSS computer costs. The nature of the RSS computer time
is identified for each run, and _he program presented in Appendix II is
employed to instruct the machine to record the appropriate service code
concurrently with the Job performance. At the end of each month, a
printout is generated that reports a classified listing of the computer
costs utilized in the RSS syatem. The proper computer rate is included
on a punched card to convert the physical quantities into cost figures.
Another slight departure from a strict definition of Job order
costing arises due to the nature of the computer searching time. A
hatching technique is required to distribute the computer time to indi-
vidual searches since the direct computer time Usually is traceable only
to several retrospective searches. Nor_ally, numerous searches are per-
formed during a single computer run to take advantage of the machine's
ample capacity so the identification of the time segment required for a
specific search is impossible.
Since the number of searches performed during each computer run
varies from time to time according to consumer demand, an inequitable
cost distribution would develop if the total time per run is allocated to
the related searches. This relationship is amplified by the fact that
the time required for a given computer run is relatively insensitive to
the number of searches performed. For example, if the total running time
for five searches is thirty minutes at $300 per hour, the average cost
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per search is $30. Due to a computer's fast searching capability,
essentially the ssme amount of time would be required for ten searches,
thus creating an average cost per search of $15. If the actual computer
costs are distributed over the related searches, wide variations in unit
search costs will result as a function of the number of searches per run
rather than the time required for ind/vldual Jobs. Consequently, it is
hypothesised that an objective method with which to overccae the problem
is to batch the total direct com buter time incurred in the search process
during a monthly period and average the costs over the related retro-
spective searches. The aver_ing procedure eliminates the wide variations
in unit costs that otherwise might exist.
The maintenance computer time required to update the information
file is distributed to the searches through the application of a model
presented in a later section. Thus, both types of computer tile necessary
in the _S system, direct and maintenance, are charged to service units.
The total computer costs assigned to each retrospective search are
recorded monthly on the Job order cost sheet via the data processing
function discussed in the follow r_ section.
Reproduction costs are registered on the work order form shown in
Exhibit V. When an engineer requests copying work from the reproduction
department, he initiates a work order by recording the proper RSS number
!
and nature of the task. The personnel performing the work use the form
to record the type of equipment and operating supplies utilised in the
reproduction process. At the end of each month, the reproduction costs
per search are accu_alated and processed by the computer for entry to the
Job order cost sheet.
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Operations Overhead
The applied operations overhead rate selected from the normal
capacity of a flexible budget is recorded on a punched card for the
electronic data processing function. The procedures used to determine a
realistic overhead rate from a f2exible budget are discussed in Chapter 3.
The selected rate is applied to the total direct labor costs consumed in
the production of individual retrospective searches by the computer and
a complete listing of the applied monthly overhead is listed on the cost
performance printout. At the end of an annual period, any variation
between the applied operations overhead and the amount actually incurred
during the production process must be reconciled. An overapplication
must be credited to the cost of services while an underabsorption must
be charged to the cost of serviceS.
Summary
As the work increments of the Retrospective Search SeIwice illustrated
in Figure A-1 are performed, the direct service costs are recorded on
various source documents. The source information is processed and
registered on the appropriate Job order cost sheet, one of which is
established for each search. The labor traceable to individual searches
is charged to the correct Job numbers on the daily time ticket, and the
work performed for the overall RSS system rather than specific searches
is accumulated in one classification, general RSS, and averaged over the
number of jobs benefiting !from the cost. All direct sundry expenses
are recorded on the appropriate source documents and transferred to the
job order cost sheet via the electronic data processing function. Opera-
tions overhead is applied by the computer on the basis of the predetermined
overhead rate derived from the annual flexible budget. The summation of
the direct and indirect charges on each Job order cost sheet reflects the
total unit RSS cost.
DATA PROCESSING FUNCTION
General Scope
The data collected during the production of retrospective searches
must be sorted and processe d by Job order number for the determination of
the unit costs. Since each search is considered a heterogeneous unit,
the objective of the data processing function is to present the total
costs associated, either directly or indirectly, with a search during
the production process on a Job order cost sheet. The computer pro-
cedures discussed in Chapter 3 provide the transition from the source
information to the Job order form. The essential features of the flow
of RSS cost information through the cost accounting system are shown in
Figure _-2, below.
Figure _-2
RSS Cost Accounting Flow
;lons
i. Direct Labor Overhead
Source _'omputer Cost
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Com[mterized Processing
The RSS labor recorded on the daily tile tickets is transferred at
the end of each week to the keypunch form shown in Appendix I. After the
information is keypunched and sorted, a computer run generates a print-
out in the form of a labor performance report which presents a listing of
the time expended by each staff member on individual searches as well as
the general RSS cateEory. At the end of the month, the direct sundry
expenses also are collected from the various source documents (classified
by Job number) and keypunched for computerised processing. The monthly
cost performance printout shows all costs collected during the period for
each retrospective search performed and the general RSS labor effort.
The coding system indicates the nature of each ESS expense item reported
on the printou t. An abbreviated example of the HS3 segment of a typical
cost performance printout is shown in Figure 4-3 to illustrate how costs
are reported for an individUal retrospective search.
Figure A-3
RSS Cost Performance Reporting
Job Section Man Hours Bas___e Operations Total
(Cos____tCenter) -- (Qu_antity) Cost Overhead Cos----t-
RS3_OO _gr. 121 5.5 19.03
Engr. Total 5.5 19.03
203 •5 .85
•5 .85
19.98 39.01
19.98 39.01
RS3_OO Cler .89
Cler Total .89
RS3@OO Srvice 315 .5 1.73 1.81
Srvice Total .5 1.73 1.81
RS3AOO Infsys &03 .25 1.00 1.O5
Infsys Total ' .25 I.OO 1.O5
RS3AOO Admin. 503 1 3.50
Admin. Total I 3.50
1.74
1.74
Job 3_00 Total 6.75 _._i 23.73 49.8A
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The responsibility accounting concept is revealed by the section
terms, "Engr, Cler, Srvice, and Infsys" which represent the following
cost centers, respectively: (i) Engineering; (2) Clerical; (3) Repro-
duction; (A) Computer'. Also, the first digit of the man number designates
the cost center in which the direct labor increments are performed, as
is shown in the coding system illustrated in Appendix I. If more than
one person in a given responsibility unit work on the same search, the
performances are listed separately but included in the total figure re-
ported for the cost center. The term "admin" is utilized for computer
programming ease to designate the direct sundry expenses with a cost code
beginnir_ with the digit, 5, and the last two numbers representing a
specific item. These costs are traceable to various cost centers,
according to the coding system which can be extended to coincide with
the specific operating conditions of a given NASA Regional Dissemination
Center. The sixth column indicates the amount of operations overhead
calculated by the machine for the related direct labor cost of the job.
The general RSS labor 'also is reported on the printout, classified
by cost code. Consequently, all information necessary for entries to the
job order cost sheets is presented. The accounting function simply
transfers the cost data for direct labor, direct sundry expenses, and
operations overhead recorded for each retrospective search to the re-
lated Job order cost sheet which also serves as a subsidiary ledger for
the RSS control accounts. 2 The total general RSS labor costs are averaged
2A control account is a summary record in the cost accounting ledger
that is supported by a set of subsidiary ledger accounts. The subsidiary
accounts contain a detailed listing of the transactions su_rized in
the control account.
/
!
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over the number of searches performed durir_ the period and also are
l
registered on each Job order cost sheet. If'a Job is started and
completed during the month, the aggregation of these costs represents
i
the unit search cost. However, _en a retrospective search is initiated
in one month and finished in a different period, the same procedure must
be repeated (each month the Job is worked on) to collect the appropriate
costs. In this case, the expenses are deferred to the month when the
Job is completed. The Job order cost sheet contains a provision for
entries from several periods so it provides a cumulative record of the
unit search costs.
Control _d_er Entrie_
Another section of the month_, cost performance report indicates
the total RSS costs, identified by cost classification, registered durfng
the month. Figure _-4 illustrates this feature. The cost classification
Figure &-&
RSSCost Totals By Cost Center
Section Base Operations Total
(Co stCenter) Cos_.__t Overhe_ Cos___t
Engr &77.39 501.03 978.42
Cler 98.67 103.51 202.18
Strice 378.97 397.66 776.63
Infsys 8.7& 9.17 17.91
Admin 275.35 -O- 275.35
totals provide essential information for the monthly postings to the cost
accounting ledger. The summation of the five figures shown in the Total
Cost column represents the amount which must be charged each month to the
RSS in Process control account. The latter account signifies the amount
of costs recorded for the Jobs in process at the beginning of the month
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or initiated during the period. A total of the unit RSS costs trans-
ferred from the monthly computer printout to the individual job order
cost sheets is equal to the summation of the five numbers in the Total
Cost column of Figure 4-A. After the entry is made to RSS in Process,
the cost of the searches completed during the month must be charged to
the Finished RSS account. The j.)b order cost sheets of the terminated
searches are selected, and the total costs recorded on the forms indi-
cate the amount thit must be transferred to Finished RSS.
The Job order cost sheets provide an efficient subsidiary ledger for
the two RSS control accounts, RSS in Process and Finished RSS. While the
searches are being performed, the total costs registered on the related
cost sheets furnish an itemized accounting of the balance of the RSS in
Process account. A job order co_st sheet is reclassified as a record
subsidiary to the Finished RSS account when a search is terminated so
the cost of the completed retrospective searches is revealed both by a
summation of the associated:cost sheets and the balance of the control
account The essential cost information necessary for the RSS file up-
dating process is obtained from the monthly cost performance printouts
related to the production of the searches. The general-subsidiary ledger
relationship is illustrated in Figure &-5.
Figure &-5
RSS General-Subsidiary Ledger
General RSS in Process Finished Service Finished
Ledger m RSS
Subsidiary Job Order Cost Job Order
_dger Sheets of Work Transferred When Finished _ Cost Sheets
in Process of Finished
Searches
RS3 CC_PUTER MAINTENANCE
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General Nature
One remaining expenditure rust be considered for the determination
of unit RS3 costs. Computer maintenance time is required to update the
information file stored on magnetic tape. All computer searches should
benefit from the procedure since the primar 7 objective of the maintenance
runs is to increase the number of documents available in the NASA file.
Therefore, a portion of the updating costs mast be charged to individual
retrospective searches for realistic unit costs.
The model developed by Matron and SHydermau for the distribution of
computer maintenance time to the searches performed at the Science In-
formation Exchange is not feasible for the proposed cost accounting
system since the basic premise of their model is the fact that the
maintenance runs of a given period are distributed over the searches of
the same duration. 3 Since cost information is required in a NASA Regional
Dissemination Center on a current basis due to its business firm
orientation, the cost system has been designed to collect the service
costs continuously and to generate unit cost data as soon as a Job is
finished. Consequent_7, an application Of Matron and Snyderman's model
would distribute the RSS computer maintenance charges iflcurred during each
month over the search activity of the same period. The ratio of the
month]7 updating costs to the retrospective search volume would determine
the average unit maintenance cost, and fluctuations in either the
3Harvey Marron and Martin Snyderman, Jr. _ "Cost Distribution and
Analysis in Computer Storage and Retrieval_" American Documentation,
XVII (April, 1966), p. 89.
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numerator or denominator from mo _th to month would produce erratic
unit search costs.
Pro_sed Solution
A similar phenomenon exists in the application of operations over-
head where volatile unit costs may arise if the actual monthly over-
head expenses are distributed over the actual service activity. Typically,
overhead costs vary between monthly periods due to such items as
maintenance, repairs, heat, and supplies while monthly service volume
normally changes as a function of certain seasonal or cyclical factors. &
The result i_ an erratic charge '_o individual production units and an
adverse effect on the unit service costs. As is mentioned in Chapter 3,
a flexible overhead budget is utilized to overcome the problem as the
onerations overhead is estimated for varying budget levels, and a pre-
determined rate is selected from the normal service volume.
It is proposed that the same approach should be taken for the dis-
tribution of the RSS computer maintenance time to the individual searches.
RSS computer maintenance costs should be estimated for each year and
compared with the number of retrospective searches predicted for the
normal service activity. A predetermined rate can be calculated from
this ratio and used to apply the updating expenses. The procedure will
provide an objective basis for the inclusion of a fair share of the
maintenance charges and is realistic since the costs are recognized at
the time the searches are perforn_d.
&Charles T. Morngren, Cost _counting--A Managerial Emphasis (2nd
ed.; Englewood Cliffs, New _: Prentice_Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 83.
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The ratio shown in Figure h-6 and the related cost accounting flow
illustrates the mechanics of RSS computer maintenance cost distribution.
Figure h-6
RSS Computer Maintenance Cost Distribution
t
Estimated Computer Maintenance Costs = Average Rate
Retrospective Searches at Normal Ca- per search I
pacity Il.onthlyl
_omouter_ RSS Computer Maintenance
I Cost_ _Actual Costs I _pplied Costs_ ----J
I
Job Order 1Cost
Sheets
A monthly computer printout serves as the source document for the RSS
computer maintenance charges (See the discussion concerning RSS computer
time measurement on page 111). These actual maintenance costs are
charged monthly to an account established for the updating function in
the chart of accounts. As the searches are performed, the predetermined
RSS computer maintenance rate is applied to each search via the job order
cost sheet and a credit entry is recorded in the RSS Computer Maintenance
account. Consequently, each un!t RSS cost contains an appropriate share
of updating expenses. At the end of the accounting period, the balance
of this account should be reconciled by charging or crediting an under-
application or overabsorption, respectively, of the computer maintenance
expenses to the cost of services performed during the year.
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REPRESENTATIVE RSS PRICE
Use of the Average Cos____t
The job order cost sheets provide a record of the costs charged
to each retrospective search performed during an accounting period. Un-
less the service is priced on the basis of actual costs incurred during
the work performance, the array of past cost data _st be condensed into
a representative statistic for p_icing purposes. The use of actual costs
implies that the clients would not be informed of the cost of an infor-
mation search at the time a request is initiated. Consequently, the
clientele acceptance of such a pricing policy is questionable, and the
use of a representative figure which can be quoted prior to the
literature search appears to be a more effective procedure.
The arithmetic mean provides a measure of the central tendency of an
array of data so it should furnish an objective representation of a set
of RSS unit costs. Despite the existence of variances in unit costs,
most fluctuations tend to balance out over a lengthy period of time.
Since fixed and variable costs are included in the average cost, its
utilization is valuable for a NASA Regional Dissemination Center due to
the heavy fixed cost committment. Other pricing techniques, such as
one based on marginal or incremental costs, disregard the fixed costs and
5
are not leasible L'or a technical information center. While a particular
search may cost more or less than the average figure, the deviations
below and above the mean balance out to zero when the total units are
5Richard H. Leftwich, The P_ice System and Resource Al__locati_on
(Rev. ed.; New York: Holt,-R_nehart, and Win-s_on, 1963), p. 1_7.
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considered. Although the use of a historical average cost does not
guarantee the accomplishment of the breakeven objective, it should offer
a high probability of success.
The purpose of this section is to describe the essential features
of a statistical sampling plan which will generate a reliable estimate
of the average retrospective search cost related to a population of
service cost data. The term, "population," refers to the entire universe
of RSS cost data for a given period. For example, if 2000 searches are
performed during the year, these elements form the population. A sample
is a subset of the universe whic_ is selected for an inference concerning
a poFalation parameter. The mean cost could be computed from the entire
array of data, hut this approach would be unnecessarily laborious and
costly. Instead, the utilization of a survey sampling design, based on
probability theory, provides an economical and reliable estimate of the
population mean (referred to as _). Since management requires RSS cost
and operational data periodically for decisions other than pricing, the
sampling process provides an effective tool.
Simple Random Samplin_
A random sample of job order cost sheets is selected from those re-
lated to the retrospective searches of a given period, Hanson, et. al.
define a simple random sampling model as follows:
By the term "simple random sample of n elements"
we shall refer to a sample selected from a population in
such a manner that each combination of n elements has the
same chance _r probability of being selected as every other
combination.U
_orris H. Hanson, William N. Hurwitz, and William G. Madow,
Survey Methods and Theory (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1953),
p. 12.
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We assume, for illustratlv purposes, that sampling with replacement
is performed. This means that cnce we have chosen a particular observa-
tion and noted its value, we replace it in the population of Job order
cost sheets. A table of random digits provides an effective device for
the selection of a random sample. 7 The Job order numbers are used to
enumerate the N retrospective searches in the population, and the range
of these figures determines the integers selected for the sample from the
table. For example, if the searches during an annual period are numbered
from 0001 through 2000, any digit found in the random process within the
bounds of i and 2000 is chosen for the sample. The person selecting a
sample merely chooses a random starting point on the table and proceeds
downward, choosing all numbers within the desired range _d disregarding
all other figures. The process is repeated until a sufficient number of
sample observations are selected. The decision concerning the selection
of a sample size is discussed later.
Sample Me an
The mean of the sample observations and accompacying standard de-
viation are calculated as follows:
x = Z xi Nhere: x = sample mean.
n
n-I
. x i -- the ith unit RSS cost selected
for the sample.
n = the number of selected sample
observations.
s = the sample standard deviation.
7See Robert Schlaifer, Probability and Statistics for Business
Decisions (New York: McGraw-Hii_ Book Company, IncL., i_), p_ 708 for
a table of random numbers.
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The sample mean provides a reliable estimate of the population
average, _. For several different kinds of underlying population dis-
tributions (including the normal distribution), the sample mean satisfies
the following desirable characteristics:
I. Unbiased
If we enumerate over all possible samples, the expected
value of the sample mean is equal to the population
average _.
2. Consistency
The variance of the sampling distribution of x decreases
as the sample size n increases.
3. Efficiency
The sample mean possesses the _ variance of all un-
biased estimators.
&. Sufficiency
We obtain the same information from x as we would
from all sample observations. 8
Samplir_ Precision
The precision of the sample mean as an estimator is measured by the
standard deviation of the sampling distribution which can be shown to be
-(in the case of an infinite population or sampling with replacement),
x = o//n. The smaller the standard deviation, the more precise is the
J
estimator, x. If we select several different samples, x ms_ cha_e each
time, but if we repeat the process for all possible samples (in this case
.i
there are Nn possible), a sampllng distribution emerges with a mean equal
to _ and a standard deviation of e x. Consequently, the more variable
the population data, measured by a, the more dispersed is the sampling
distribution for x. Also, the more information we have (large sample size)
8Alexander M. Mood and Franklin A. Graybill, _ntroduction to the
of Statistics (2nd ed. ; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
167
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the more precise is the estimator. Since the standard deviation of the
sampling distribution represents a measure of the precision of _ as an
estimation of _, it provides am effective technique with which to choose
the appropriate sample size.
Sample Size Decision
Hansen, at. al. list the following two factors that must be con-
sidered in the selection of a sample size:
i. How large an error in the estimate can be tolerated
before the inference drawn leads to a wrong decision?
2. What risk can be taken that the results of the sample
are in error by more than the amount in 1.9
The first condition specifies how accurate the sample estimate must
be in a given case. For example, it may be decided that an estimate of
the average RSS unit cost --,st be within a $5.00 range of the true popu-
lation mean. Any estimate outside this range is not acceptable. The
second factor defines the required probability that the sample estimate
will be within the desired range. Since the sample mean will be dis-
tributed normally for large sample sizes due to the Central Limit Theorem,
the probability of _ being within given areas is known according to
i0
the conditions of a normal probability distribution. The information
concerning the desired range of the estimator and the acceptable risk of
a sample mean being within the limits is a/l that is necessary to calcu-
late the proper sample size. For example, if we desire the sample
9Morris H. Hansen, William N. Hurwitz, and William G. Madow, oD. ci___t.,
p. 32.
lOSee Chapter 6 for & definition of the Central Limit Theorem.
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estimate to be within a $5,00 range of the population mean. and we want
to be 95 per' cent sure this event will occur, we can proceed as_ follows:
I. 2 o x = 5 since _ + 2 ox = 95% of a normal curve.
Solving for n:
3. n --_o 2
25
Usually, we do no_ know the population standard deviation, o , so we
must estimate it from sample information. As long as a sample is reaso_-
ably large (n >30), this approximation is valid. Earlier, the sample
standard deviation is defined as s = _ (xi-x) 2
n-I
For illustrative purposes, we assume that this figure has been computed
in the past as $20,
Thus, we have
25
5- n=6_
Therefore. we canobtain the desired precision by selecting a sample
of 6A job order cost sheets. Thesample mean, _, should provide a satis-
factory estimate of the population mean without the time-consuming pro-
cedure of working with the entire universe of data. : The sample mean
serves sus a basis upon Nhich a s_are of the selling and administrative
expenses _,st be added for a full-cost unit" price. The sample also may
provide important information for other inferences concerning the Retro-
spective Search Service. Since it should be an accurate representation
of the total searches, decisions concerning the service can be made on the
basis of sample information as though all of the data are bei_ analysed.
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For example, in the budgeting cycle, the number of engineer labor hours
required for the expected number of retrospective searches rosy be in-
ferred from the sample information. The average cost figures also re-
present targeted costs which are essential for planning and controlling
an information center' s operation.
Full-Cost RSS Pric_.._e
The average retrospective search cost calculated from the sample
includes the three service cost elements--direct labor, direct sundry
expenses, and operations overhead. _ A portlon of the selling and admin-
istrative expenses must be added for the computation of a price which
covers a share of all operating costs, thus contributing toward the
0
breakeven pricing objective. The full-cost pricing model shown in
Figure 3-_ requires a distribution of the nonservlce expenses on the
basis of a unit charge calculated as follows:
Selling and Administrative Costs
@ Normal Cap_city
Direct Labor Costs @ Normal Capacity
Average Direct
X Labor Cost
per RSS
O_ce again, the" sample data are used to estimate the average direct
labor cost per search concurrently with the calculation of the sample
cost mean. The average direct labor cost is multiplied times the ratio
of the selling and administrative expenses to the direct labor costs at
normal capacity, and the charge is added to the average retrospective
search cost. The result is a mean RSS unit cost which includes an
obJectiwly determined share of all operating expenses. The full-cost
figure should provide a realistic pricing device for individual retro-
spective searches.
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CHAPTER 5
COSTING A SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION SERVICE
S_VICE DESCRIPTION
General Nature
The objective of the Selective Dissemination Service (SDS) is to
assist the clients of a NASA Center in maintaining a current awareness
of relevant scientific and technical information as it is published.
Specific interest profiles are established, and the current portion of
the NASA inCormation file is searched every two weeks for subjects ger-
mane to each profile. The customers are informed regularly of documents
which appear relevant to their subject. Hiller describes the necessity
of such a service as follows:
The fourth item (a current awareness service) concerns
an information service to provide an efficent means for
enabling the member of the technical staff to keep current;
this is the problem most people are concerned about. What
is going on in the field toCay? What is coming out in the
literature? This is one that has always presented a problem, l
SDS interest profiles are developed through the joint effort of the
ARAC staff and the clientele to accomplish the current awareness ob-
Jective. An interest profile is described as:
a list of terms which describe the interest of the re-
questor. The profile sets the specifications under which
a search item will be regarded, and hence retrieved, as
an answer to the search reauest. 2
ijames Hiller, "Management's Evaluation of Information Services,"
Information Retrieval Management, ed. Lowell H. Hattery and Edward M.
McCormick (De_, Michigan: American Data Processing, Inc., 1962),
p. 58.
2preparation of _ Profiles (Columbus, Ohio: The American
Chemical Society, _67), p. _: •
SDS Work Increments
The essential operating procedures utilized at ARAC to perform
the Selective Dissemination Service are shown in Figure 5-1. A profile
is designed through the cooperation of the client and an ARAC engineer
F_'gure 5-1
ARAC SDS Work Flow
Client 's
Interest
Area
_----Engineer Client
$
, 0
_ Computer ]
_ [ Search l
_ccessio_ $ $
/_--_eproauctidn uept,. _'_ I 1
(Procure & Copy ,
_den,ified Abstracts[)/ _ _f Cllent Requests
/_%gineer_k/ _Engineer-I 3DS Out- I ARAC !
((Evaluates _ Clerical _ mt Per _ Document |
k!es_lts)_/l(Pack_e| _o_ilet, I Order!
- [_rmgKg__J Client
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to determine a list of technical terns and their relationship to each
other that represent the eustoaer's interest area. A considerable amount
of engineer time is necessary for an effective c_nication of the
client's request and the delIGn of an interest profile which contains
appropriate terms. The Connunication process normally is achieved
through the engineer's travel to the client's location, telephone con-
versations, written correspondence, or some conbination of the three
methods; The customer discloses his interest area in terms of the
relevant technology, and the ARAC engineer transcribes the request into
a profile coding process" suitable for co_terised aearching.
The terns selected as relevant to the interest area are keypunched
onto cards which are matched every two weeks by a computer search a_ainst
the current segment of the NASA information file. The conputer records
the accession numbers of docunents identified as germane to the interest
profile, and the reproduction department uses the printout to procure
and copy the abstracts related to the literary work. The ARAC engineer
responsible for the profile reviews the abstracts and chooses those most
applicable to the client's interest area.
A basic difference prevails between the editin_ process of the Retro-
spective Search Service and that of the Selective Dissemination Service.
The variation is relevant for cost accounting purposes because it in-
fluences the SDS costing technique which is developed later in this
chapter. Each ARAC engineer services profiles coapatible with his
technical training and experience_ Consequently, the profiles usually
enconpass relatively ho',o_eneous subjects, and the same abstracts may be
identified for several profiles. Also, the editing process for a given
i
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profile may require a diminutive amount of direct labor during an indi-
vidual SDS performance due to a small computer output. A detailed
accounting of the entire universe of profile searches would require
excessive reporting procedures by the responsible staff members. As a
result, specific Jobs cannot be identified as effectively as can be
accomplished for the retrospective searches which represent heterogeneous
units.
The final abstracts selecte_ by the engineer as being relevant to
the client's interests are packaged and mailed to the customer. A docu-
ment service also is offered, at a client's request, to provide the
complete document summarized in each abstract. Nonengineering labor is
necessary for these stages as well as for those related to keypunching,
correspondence, abstract procurement, reproduction, filing, and the com-
puter operation.
A periodic interaction between the client and the ARAC engineer
is required to refine the profile so that the production output remains
compatible with the customer's changing interests. The combination of
information from the client concerning his opinion of the relevancy of
the abstracts and the engineer's evaluation of the output of each S_
performance contributes toward the profile improvement objective. The
engineer also utilizes computer maintenance time for a profile analysis
that produces information applicable to the refinement process. A list
of document numbers is submitted to the computer, and the machine reports
a listing of all index terms for the documents as well as the number of
documents indexed under each ter:_.
_3
Therefore, the SI_ work increments can be divided into three main
categories: (i) Development; (2) Operational; (3) Maintenance. The
develo_nent segment is needed to establish functional interest profiles.
Operational work is the recurring production effort utilized to match the
relevant terms of each profile against the current portion of the NASA
information file by computer and to evaluate the results. SDS maintenance
is necessary to refine the interest profiles so they remain compatible
with the client's interests. The trlchoto_ is essential for the design
of an objective SDS cost system.
OPERATIONAL COST D_ATION
General Concepts
Due to their diverse nature, each SDB work element requires a
separate costing technique for the calculation of realistic unit pro-
file costs. A unit profile cost represents an attributable portion of
the operational, development, and laintenance expenses for a given
interest profile on an individual SDS performance. The purpose of this
section is to describe the process costing method used to account for
the SDS operational costs consu_d in the profile searchir_ function.
In a process costing system, all costs of a given period are collected
lot a specific function but are not related to individual production
units. In essence, the total costs accumulated are averaged over the
units produced during the period. Gillespie describes the method as
/
follows:
A process cost system is one in which unit product
costs are determined for a period with reference to (a)
production costs and (b) units produced for the period.
13_
The unit cost is accordingly an average cost for a period.
The period is often one month, but it may be of any length,
for instance, a day or a week. Having a regular cut-off
based upon a period of time, it is to be distinguished
from Job order costing in which a unit product cost is
computed for each production order.3
The proposed SDS process costing technique differs significantly
from the job order method suggested for the Retrospective Search Service
since the latter is composed of heterogeneous production units. The
searches performed on the interest profiles are not considered separable
jobs for costing purposes since minutely detailed reporting would be
required by the responsible personnel. Such costs as engineering and
nonengineering labor, reproduction charges, telephone calls, supplies,
and computer time are consumed in small increments for many individual
profiles during each SDS performance. Also, as mentioned earlier,
the output for more than one profile may be interrelated during a given
profile search. Such itemized accounting procedures as those required
in a Job order system would require laborious reporting on the source
documents to record the numerous cost inputs related to each interest
profile. Consequently, it is not feasible to attempt to distinguish be-
tween units when accounting for the entire universe of profile searches,
and a modified process costing technique is proposed.
Basic Assumption i
A weighted-average distribution of the SDS operational costs to
the profiles is achfleved through a modified process costing method.
In a traditional process costing system, the unit costs essentially are
determined as follows:
3Cecil Gillespie, Cost Accountin_ and Control (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957)!, p. 308.
Total cost of material, labor, and
manufacturing overhead for each
process, for t,he,accountir_ period
Total production units for each
process for the accounting period
average unit cost
= for each process
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Fundamentally the same approach is used in SDS costing except the
mean unit cost represents a weighted-average value. A basic assumption
is adopted that the operational costs incurred for each profile search
depend on the number of abstracts identified in the current segment of
Unit profile cost per
SI_ performance
the NASA file by the computer. The proposition is stated as follows:
/
f ,'Number of abstracts
identified for the profile i
\per SDS performance /,'
This relationship signifies that the dependent variable, unit
profile cost, varies as a function of the independent variable, the
number of abstracts. The effect of the basic assumption is a weighted-
average distribution of the total operational costs recorded through
the accounting system for each SDS performance. The ratio of the ab-
stracts identified for a particular profile to the total abstracts re-
vealed by the computer search is multiplied by the total charges
accumulated by the process costing mechanism on the related SDS per-
formance. If costs are utilized as a basis for service prices, the
weighted-average costing method makes an effective profile development
and maintenance essential since the center charges the clients on the
basis of the number of abstracts!identified by the computer. The customers
are required to pay for an ineffective profile if the relevancy ratio
(engineer selected abstracts to those identified by the computer) is low
with this policy,. Figure 5-2 illustrates the weighted-average technique
for five hypothetical profiles as the total SDS costs are distributed at
Figure 5-2
SDS Welghted-A_erage Cost Distribution
Profile Abstracts Total SDS Weighted Cost per
Number Identified Cost per Run Average Ratio Profile
50 32 32/100 $ 38.40
51 15 " 15/ZOO 18.00
52 25 25/loo 3o.oo
53 21 2!/ioo 25.2o
54 7 _ 7/100 8.40
Total i00 $120 I00/i00 $120.00
The same procedure is employed for each SDS performance to calcu-
].ate the unit profile operational costs. When a large number of interest
centers are serviced and the quantity of abstracts identified is volumi-
nous, manual arithmetic calculations may be unwiel_. _ne computer
provides an efficient mechanism through which the weighted-average
distribution of the total costs can be achieved. An example of a program,
written in FORTRAN, which will furnish a weighted-average breakdown of
varying process cost levels is presented in Appendix III. The program
can be revised to satisfy specific operating conditions and costs of a
given NASA Regional Dissemination Center, but it m_st be used in conjunction
with the regular SDS search program. The computer performs the necessary
calculations by m_Itiplying the ratio of the abstracts identified per
proi'ile to the total abstracts disclosed in an SDS run times various cost
levels established in the program. Once the total operational costs of
an SOS performance are known, the related column of the computer printout
generated for _the run provides a complete weighted-average distribution
to the individual profiles.
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Justification of the Assumption
An analysis of the SDS work flow shown in Figure 5-1 discloses the
fundamental rationale for the assumption that the unit profile opera-
t_onal costs are a function of the number of abstracts identified. The
major SDS operational cost elemehts are:
1. Computer searching time.
2. Computer operation labor.
3. Clerical work to procure the identified abstracts.
A. Reproduction department expenses to copy the abstracts.
5. Engineering labor to edit for relevant abstracts.
6. Clerical work to package and mail the final product.
7. Operations overhead applied to the direct labor costs
recorded during the process.
The distribution of the computer searching costs on the basis of
the identified abstracts appears logical since the individual interest
profiles should receive an approximately commensurate utility from the
costs. The magnitude of the other SDS operational expenses may not vary
directly as a function of the number of abstracts identified per profile,
but the actual behavior should be a close approximation to a linear
act ivity. Afunction within a relevant range of For example, the amount
of engineering time necessary to edit the output of a given profile
normally will fluctuate in proportion to the number of abstracts which
must be evaluated. The more abstracts the engineer has to analyze, the
more time the process will require. The nonengineering labor consumed
in the SDS process also should vary for individual interest profiles in
_Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accountin_ - A __anagerial Emphasis (2nd
ed.; Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-HaL1, Inc., 1967), p. 195.
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a similar fashion since large work increments are required to service
numerous abstracts and the opposite relationship prevails for a diminu-
tive output. Consequently, the assumption that the unit profile
operational costs are a linear f_ction of the number of relevant ab-
stracts appears realistic as an, approximation for cost distribution
purposes.
Operationa I Cost Accumulation
The source documents discussed in Chapter 3 serve as evidence of
the direct labor and direct sundry expenses consumed during each SDS
performance. Figure 5-3 illustrates the essential direct cost-source
document relationships utilized for SBS operational cost accumulation.
The same source documents are employed for the related expenditures
consumed in the development and maintenance functions discussed in the
next section.
Cost Item
Labor
Reproduction Costs
Telephone
Computer Time
Tr ave i
Figure 5-3
SDS Operational Cost Accumulation
Source Document
Daily Time Ticket
Work Order
Telephone Record
Monthly Computer Cost Record
Travel Voucher
As the individual interest profiles are serviced during the pro-
duction process, the cost increments are recorded as SDS operational
expenses on the proper source document. A share of operations overhead
/
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also is charged to the service during the computerized processing in
proportion to the total direct ]abor cost. The source documents are
identical to those applicable in the HSS Job order technique, and the
essential difference between costing the two services is the orientation
of the source information. Since the direct cost increments are not
readily identifiable with specific profiles when the entire population
I
of profiles is accounted for, they are traced only to each SBS performance.
As an operational cost item is incurred, it is recorded by the responsible
individual on the appropriate source document as a charge to the related
SDS run. A cost code designating the operational nature of each expense
is utilized for the source information recording process and is illustrated
in Appendix I. For example, the term, SIX)I, can be used to record all
operational expenses incurred on the first SE6 performance of the year.
The total oPerational costs are accumalated and reported via the
electronic data processing function discussed later in this chapter. When
an SDS performance is completed, the total oPerational costs are distri-
buted to the interest profiles on the weighted-average basis previously
discussed, thus designating the portion of the unit profile costs
attributable to the search process.
NONOPERATIO_AL COST DETE_NATIC_
Develo_nt Costs
_SDS development costs are consumed in the establishment of the
interest profiles and bensfit the profile searching process of subsequent
periods. If the expenses are charged to the period in which they are
incurred, an unrealistic matching of costs and resulting benefits would
occur. Such a practice also wou_ld create a fluctuating level of the
IAO
SDS process expenses charged to the interest profiles, thus producing
volatile unit costs. The direct labor and direct sundry expenses consmaed
during the development of each interest profile are recorded on the
appropriate source document, classified by the profile number and
development category, For example, the code SDD50 can beused to
designate development expenditures for profile 50. The major development
costs are :
i. _gineerir_ labor to communicate with the clients and
design a list _of appropriate profile terms.
2. Keypunching work to develop the punched cards which are
matched against the NASA file.
3. Clerical work for various miscellaneous stages of the
development phase.
_. Engineering labor to test the effectiveness of the profile
terms.
5. Computer labor .to test the effectiveness of the p_file
terms.
6. Travel
7. Telephone calls ".
8. Computer time
9. Supplies :_.
i0. Operations overhead
Profile development expenses are analogous to those incurred by a
business firm in a product research and development project. Conse-
quent_, an objective distribution of the development costs to the
profiles requires similar _ considerations as those applicable to the R & D
expenditures. The staff of Arthur Andersen & Company, a Certified Public
Accounting Firm, discusses the basic objective of accounting procedures
for the product R & D costs as follows:
1A1
The desirable objective is clear--that there should
be a proper matching of such costs with resulting bene-
fits. Accordingly, where the research and development
costs can reasonably be identified with specific projects,
or where some other suitable basis can be established, it
may be appropriate to defer such costs (1) to be amortized
over an appropriate period a_ainst the income from the re-
sultlng products or product improvements, or (2) to be
written off if and when it becomes reasonably foreseeable
that such costs will not be recovered from the results of
the projects.5
The Chief Accountant of the Securities and Exchange Comnission
expresses the opinion that companies which design new products usually
consider the development costs as capital expenditures and amortize them
over the estimated life of the products. 6 The profile development costs
clearly benefit all SDS searches enacted on the related interest pro-
files in subsequent periods so a portion of the charges should be dis-
tributed to each performance. Otherwise, a misrepresentation of unit
profile costs will arise. Since costs are suggested as a basis for
service prices, the exclusion of a portion of the development expenses
would be detrimental to the financial breakeven objective of a NASA
Regional Dissemination Center. The majority of the SDS "start-up" costs
would be expensed during the initial stage of a center's operation without
any evidence of the investment in the profile development. Consequently,
it is hypothesized that the most realistic accounting procedure is to
treat the development costs of each profile as an asset since they clearly
benefit future accounting periods.
5Accountlng and Reporting Problems of the Accountin_ Profession
(2nd ed.; Chicago, Illinois: Arthur Andersen & Company, 1962), p. 91.
6
"Memorandum Prepared by the Office of the Chief Accountant, Securities
and Exchange Commission," Inventor_ of Generally Accepted Accountin_
Principles for Business Enterprises, ed. Paul Grady (New York: American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc., 1965), p. 390.
A client's interests normally change with technological progress
so the profiles represent revenue-generating assets for a limited dura-
tion. The expiration of the profile development asset should be recognized
through periodic amortisation charges which are described by the Accounting
Principles Board as:
The cost of a productive facility is one of the costs
of the services it renders during its useful economic
life. Generally accepted accounting principles require
that this cost be spread over the expected useful life
of the facility in such a way as to allocate it as equit-
ably as possible to the periods during7which services are
obtained from the use of the facility.
The average profile life represents the expectation of the existence
of the interest profiles so it should provide an objective basis for the
amortization charge. 8 The number of SDS performances expected during
the average profile life is divided into the development costs of a given
profile to determine the appropriate amortization rate. For example, if
the life expectancy is five years for a profile serviced bi-monthly and
the development expenditures are $900, the amortization rate per SDS
performance is calculated as follows:
Total Development Costs
Average No. of Profile Searches
= $_oo = $7.50 per
120 SDS Run
The appropriate rate is charged to the related interest profile_feF
each SDS performance via the data processing function. The procedure
provides a systematic distribution of the development expenses, thus
7Accounting Research an___dTerminology Bulletins (Final ed.; New York:
American Institute of Certified Public Accountantsi 1961), p. 76.
8The term "expectation" is used here in a statistical sense to re-
fer to the quantity calculated by _multiplying each possible value of the
random variable, profile life, times the probability of that value
occurring, _md summing the products.
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furnishing an objectively determined increment in the unit profile cost.
If a client cancels the profile before the development costs have been
_mortized completely, the remainder should be charged to the income
statement as a loss on the design of the interest profile for that client.
When more than one profile is developed at the same time, the total
_development costs should be divided among the related profiles, and each
increment should be amortized over the individual lives.
Maintenance Costs
SDS maintenance costs are required for minor improvements to the
relevancy of the terms included in the interest profile. Such expendi-
tures as engineering labor, nonengineering labor, telephone calls, and
computer time are consumed in the profile refinement function. Changing
technology, clientele interests, and descriptors create a need for the
periodic maintenance. A share cf these charges must be included for the
calculation of realistic unit profile costs.
If a major betterment to the interest profile is performed, the
necessary expenditures should be considered SDS development costs since
generally accepted accounting principles recommend that the cost of a
material improvement to an asset should be added _ to its value. 9 However,
the profile refinement process i_ not a major revision since its purpose
is to maintain each profile in _m effective operating condition, given
the continuing customer interests.
VRalph Dale Kennedy and Stewart YarwDod McMullen, Financial State-
ments - For_, Analysis, and Interpretation (Ath ed.; Homewood, Illinois:
_rd D. 1-----_n,In_., 19--_2_,p. &5.
Two major features of the SDS maintenance expenditures complicate
an objective distribution to the individual profiles:
I. Cost increments usually cannot be identified easily
with specific interest profiles.
2. The amount of maintenance costs and the number of profile
searches normally vary from period to period so estimated
costs and SDS service a_tivlty must be utilized for distri-
bution to the profiles.
Maintenance costs cannot be identified separately for the indi-
vidual profiles since several interest profiles of a similar type
normally are serviced concurrently during the refinement process and
small labor increments often are consumed. A parallel problem is con-
fronted in the SD_ operational cost accumulation phase and is the
rationale behind the utilization of process costing rather than job
order. Therefore, a similar process costing technique is necessary for
the maintenance charges to prevent the requirement of minutely-detailed
reporting. The costs incurred during the maintenance process are recorded
on the appropriate source document, classified by the SDS maintenance
code (for example, SDM),to accom'_lish this objective.
The second complexity is caused by the irregularity of the
,4
maintenance expenditures from period to period. These costs are analogouJ
to those incurred in the RSS file updating function and should be charged
to the service on the basis of estimated costs and expected s_arch
activity. Otherwise, the normally irregular SD6 maintenance charges
would produce fluctuating unit profile costs, thus hindering the determina-
tion of representative figures. The problem parallels the issue _discussed
in Chapter 3 concerning the distribution of operations overhead to the
services. In order to overcome the possibility of volatile unit pro-
file costs, the estimated SDS maintenance charges should be averaged
over the searches expected to benefit from the refinement process.
Figure 5-4
SDS Maintenance Cost Distribution
Estimated Annual SDS Maintenance Costs
Expected Number of Profile Searches @
Normal Capacity
= Unit Maintenance
Charge Per SDS Run.
The rate calculated in Figure 5-_ provides the mechanism for the
application of the SDS maintenance costs to individual profiles on a
current basis. The actual expenses consumed during the profile refine-
ment process are recorded on the appropriate source document and repor_d
via'the electronic data processing function. At the end of an accounting
period (normal_a year), any variance between the actual maintenance
costs and those applied to the searches a_st be reconciled. The mechanics
underlying the relationship of the actual and applied maintenance charges
are discussed in the next section.
DATA PROCESSING FUNCTION
General _ ..
The essential feature of the SDS data processing function is the
classification 0£_the total costs on the basis of their purpose_
operational, development, and maintenance. The cost items recorded for
each of the three elements _st'beprocessed and distributed separately
to the profiles. Developmentcosts. represent the only items identifiable
with specific interest profiles so the other two classifications must be
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averaged over the profile searches. Source information related to the
Selective Dissemination Service is recorded and processed by the
appropriate c3assification to accomplish the unit costing objective. The
electronic data processing procedures described in Appendix I provide an
efficient transition from the source information accumulated during the
production operation to the permanent cost records. The essential elements
of the SDS costing process are shown schematically in Figure 5-5.
Figure 5-5
SDS Cost Data Processing
:S/_._ Transactions ts_
. Direct Operational Cos
Direct Development Costs ] .....i
Direct Maintenance Cost_ )perations
' i Overhead_ _ Weekly
.... _- _ .... '_ '...... f _- I Labor |/ Source I IKoy   "I !_Computer i Monthly _1|DocumentsH Form _ Cards V Run 1 cost |1
| " _ | ] L_' "'____________ _erformance_ .
'i _(a)
(a) |Ledger Accounts -i lProfile Cost per SDS Run [ Profile
|l. SDS in Process [___l. Weighted-Averse Portion___ Search
--_2. Asset F--_ 2. Amortization Charge | Cost for
[3. SDS Maintenanc_ 13. Applied Maintenance Rate[ Finished
SDS Run
Computerizsd Processing
SDS labor information--catelorized as operational, development, or
maintenance--is transferred from _the daily time tickets to the keypunch
i
form for computerized processing. After the data are keypunched and
sorted, a computer run produces the weekly labor performance report which
lists the time spent on all three types of SDS work. At the end of each
month, the direct sundry expenses are conveyed from the source documents
to the keypunch form for processing through the same computerized pro-
cedures. The predetermined operations overhead rate, selected from the
flexible budget, is inserted into the computer on a punched card so the
machine calculates the applied indirect charges concurrently with the
direct labor costs. The result is a section of the monthly cost per-
formance printout which itemizes the cost increments consumed during the
period for each SDS work element. Abbreviated segments of the cost re-
port are illustrated for the three SDS expense elements in the following
sections.
Operational Costs
The cost performance printout contains the information required to
record the monthly SDS operational expenses in the cost accounting ledger.
In Figure 5-6, the Job code, SDIO, indicates operational charges for the
tenth SDS performance of the year while the man codes signify the cost
increments expended by the different responsibility units--engineering,
clerical, service, and computer. Since process cost reporting is
utilized on the source documents during the SDS performance, several
individuals within each cost center may record time for the smne job
code. The total of these charges is shown for each cost center, thus
facilitating the responsibility accounting objective. The responsibility
accounting classifications and cost terminology shown in the SDS section
of the report are identical to those discussed in Chapter _ for the
I_S segment and are explained in detail in Appendix I. Each cost item
_'ecorded as an operational ex_nse is reported for individual SDS runs
with an accompanying percentage breakdown of the contribution of every
Job
SDS
Section Man-
'(Cost Center_
SDIO Engr iO1
SDIO Engr 102
SDIO Engr 105
Section Engr Total
Figure 5-6
Operaticnal Cost Performance
Bas___e Operations Tot____
Cost Overhead Cost
13.25 45 •8& &8.13 93.97
8.25 28.5& 29.96 58.50
18.50 6&.Ol 67.21 131.22
_0.00 138.39 145.30 283.69
SDIO Clef 201
Section Clef Total
3.OO
3.00
6.00
6.00
6.30
6.30
SDIO Srvice 302
SDIO ' Srvice 3OA
Section Srvice Total
26.50 39.75 &i.73
14.OO 19.60 20.58
&O.50 59.35 62.31
81.48
_0.18
121.66
SDIO Infsys &Ol
•Section Infsys Total
SDIO Admin 50&
SDIO Admln 507
Section Admin Total
Job SDIO Total
Section Percentage of
Engr 58.0
Clerical 2._
Srvice _.0
In£sys 2.&
Admln 13.2
i0
5O
85.50
Job SDIO
6°O0
6.O0
_.00
50.00
_.00
269.7&
6.3o
6.30
220.21
e'-
12.30
12.30
IO.00
50.O0
60.00
_9.95
1_9 _¸
cost center. The latter figure should contribute toward efficient
planning and controlling of the necessary SDS resources.
If the SDS run is initiated and completed during the month, the row
entitled, "Job SDIO Total," represents the total cost of the performance.
However, if the work is divided between two monthly periods, both cost
performance printouts must be analyzed to calculate the total SDS
operational costs for that performance. In either case, the aggregate
operational cost figure represents the amount which mast be distributed
to the individual profile searches through the"weighted-average technique
discussed earlier.
Dev__ent Expenditures
Essentially the same format is used for the section of the cost
printout shown in Figure 5-7 which contains the SDS development expendi-
tures incurred during a given month.
The Job code, SDD50, reflects development costs consumed on profile
50, and the man code reveals the specific cost items recorded on the
source documents as profile development expenditures. If other profiles
are designed during the month, similar information is reported for each
q
profile. Assuming the development project for profile 50 was started
and finished during the month, the $7&3.75 figure represents the balance
of an asset which should be amortized over the expected life of the
interest profile. When the development process extends beyond a one
month pe.riod, a sumnation of the expenses recorded on the cost printouts
associated with the total duration represents the amount of the asset.
o
°
Figure 5-7
SDS Development Cost Performance
Job
SDDSO
_gction ,
(Cost Center_
El_r
Man Hours Bas..__ee
-- TQuantitY) Cost
i01 50 175 .OO
Section Engr Total
O pgrating
Overhead
SDDSO Cler 204
Section ClerTotal
183.75
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358.75
50 175.OO 183.75 358.75
5 IO.00 10.50 20.50
5 IO.OO 10.50 20.50
SDDSO Infsys 407
Section Infsys Total
lO 30.o0 34.50 64.5o
io 30.o0 34.50 64.50
SDDSO Admin 507
Section Admin Total
Job SDD50 Total
3oo 3oo.oo
3oo 3oo.o0
65 515 .o0 228.75
300 .OO
3oo.oo
743.75
Section Percentages of Job SDD50
Engr 48 •4
Cler 2.7
Infsys 8.7
Admin 40.2
Maintenance CoSt_.____s
The segment of the cost performance printout shown in Figure 5-8
indicates the actual SDS maintenance costs incurred during the month,
classified by individual charges. These expenditures are not distri-
buted to the profiles, however, since a predetermined maintenance rate
Ls charged to e_ch SDS run to minimize the possibility of volatile unit
costs. The actual maintenance costs are transferred monthly from the
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Figure 5-8
SDS Maintenance Cost Performance
Job _,c,tion , Man
(_st ,,ce.ter)
SD = Engr 105
SD = Engr 106
SD _ Engr 108
Section Engr Total
Hours . Bas_._ee Operations Total
Cos__._t Overhead Cos_____t
6 21.00 22.05 43.05
8 28.OO 29.40 57.40
I0 35.00 36.75 71.75
24 84.00 88.20 172.20
SD-- Cler 202
SD= Cler 204
Section Cler Total
4 8.00 8.40 16.40
8 16.00 16.80 32.80
12 24.00 25.20 ' 49.20
SD = Infsys &Of
Section Infsys Total
I0.00
I0.00
10.50
10.50
20.50
20.50
sn= AdmAn 5O7
Section Admin Total
Job SD_ Total
200 200.00
200 200.00
41 318.00 123.90
200.00
200.00
441.9O
Section Percentages of Jobs
Engr 39.0
Cler 11.2
Infsys 4.8
A_mAn 45.0
printout to a ledger account for control purposes. A reconciliation
between the actual costs reported on the monthly printouts and those
applied to the searches re"st be _rformed at the end of the year to
determine the cause of an_ variance and to close the difference to the
• PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
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The total costs are distributed to the individual profile subsidiary
accounts by the weighted-average process so a unit operational cost is
registered for each SDS profile _earch. Figure 5-9 reveals the essential
features of the cost accounting :'low utilized for the operational charges
of the hypothetical profile 50.
Figure 5-9
SDS Operational Cost Distribution
(Cost Distribution Decision Rule)
' Abstracts Identified
[Month_l _otal Opera_ ITotal Operational for Profile 50
_ost Per_____tional Cost_---_Costs per SDS Run x Total Abstracts
{ormnce I l_rSDSRuni I I Identified for SDS
' i '"':-, . __
l *SDS in _oce_s *SDS in Process - Profile 50
_i. Total Operational _i. Operat{o-_al C-_s%s
Costs 2. Development Costs
2. Total Development 3. Maintenance Costs
Costs
3- Total Maintenance
Costs
Gener&l_d_er S_bsidiary
*The three entries are recorded to SDS in Process for each SDS run.
Development expenditures. A subsidiary ledger account is organized
for each profile development project, classified by the interest profile
numbers. A control account, SDS Development, provides a record of the
total profile development charges and represents an asset shown on the
balance sheet. The development charges are transferred to the subsidiary
accounts from the monthly cost performance printout, and after each
design sta_e is finished for a functional profile, the amortization rate
applicable to every SDS. performance is charged to the appropriate
subsidiary SDSin Process account. An entry reflecting the total period
amortization is recorded in the SDS in Process control account. The cost
flow of the SDS development process is illustrated for the hypothetical
profile 50 in Figure 5-10.
F_gure 5-10
SDS DevelopmeI_t Cost Distribution
SDS _evel_en_
Sum of the Individ |Total Amorti-ual Profile Develop-lzation Per SDS
ment Costs |Run
Monthly
Cost
Perfor- SDS Development - Profile 50
mance IDevelopment C-_sts "Amo_ti-on Per
_ ecorded for Pro- SDS Runfile 50
*SDS in Process
i. Total Opera-
tional Costs
2. Total Develop-
ment Costs
3. Total Mainten-
ance Costs
General
*SDS in Process-Profile 70
i. Operational
Costs
>2. Development Sub-
Costs s-_iary
3- Maintenance Ledger
Costs
*The three entries are recorded to SDS in Process for each SDS run.
Maintenance cost_____s.A balance of the actual maintenance expenses is
sustained by transferring the monthly charges recorded on the cost print-
outs to a general ledger account, SDS Maintenance. Instead of applying
the same figures to the profile searches, the predetermined rate discussed
earlier is utilized to minimize the possibility of volatile unit costs.
The credit side of the maintenance account indicates the total costs
applied, and at the end 8f an annual period, any difference between the
actual and applied figures should be reconciled. If the applied costs
exceed those incurred, the variance should be credited to the Cost of
Services account. When the opposite relationship prevails, the difference
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is charged to the same account, thus increasing its balance. The cost _
accounting flow for the SES Maintenance Costs is illustrated in Figure
5-11.
Figure 5-11
SDS Maintenance Cost Distribution
*SDS in Process
l.Total Operation-
al Costs
2.Total Develop-
ment Costs
SDS Maintenance Costs _3.Total Mainten-
Monthly _Actual Mainten- ApPlied Maintenance -_ ance Costs
Cost I ance Costs •for Coi_ts for Total SDS
Perfor-_ Total SDS Process
N_Ice |
Process
| *SDS in PFO,
|
| 1.Operational
• | Costs
IEstimated Annual SDS Maintenance "|" " " ,2.Development
Costs -------- AppAlea _-_Costs= Maintenance 13".Maintenance
I_ Profile" _--_-_ @ N-_r- Cost Rate I ^_
lmal Capacity Per Profile Cv_!
• Search • .!
General
:_ss-Profile 50
Sub-
sidiary
Le<_er
*The three entries are recorded to SDS in Process for each SDS run.
Finished SDS Performance
After an SDS run is completed, the related costs in process are
transferred to a Finished SDS control account. The unit profile costs also
are transferred to a group of interest profile subsidiary ledger accounts
which support the control account. The result is a complete record of
all SDS costs, classified by performance, incurred by the center. The
Finished SDS subsidiary ledger accounts represent itemized listings of
the unit profile costs related to each search process. Figure 5-12
illustrates the SDS in Process -'Finished SDS relationship.
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Figure 5-12
Finished SDS Cost Accumulation
SDS in Process
l.Total Operational
Costs
2.Total Development
Costs
3.Total Maintenance
Costs
Total Unit
Profile-
Costs
Finished SDS
Total Cost-
>Individual
SDS Run
SDS in Process - Profile §0
I "l.Operational Costs Unit Profile2.Development Costs Cost
3.Maintenance Costs
Finished SDS - Profile _O
Profile 50
-_ost - Indi-
vidual SDS
Run
Sub-
p
sidiary
Ledger
Qeneral
Ledger
Unit Profile Cost Summary
The result of the transactions described in the SDS data processing
function is a unit profile cost which is based on a portion of the three
service cost elements--operational, development, and maintenance. The
comparatively homogeneous nature of the production units constrains any
objective attempt to trace specific cost items to the related interest
profiles during the information searching operation and the profile
refinement process. Only the development expenditures are chargeable to
individual profiles since the interest profiles are relatively hetero-
i
geneous during the development stage. Consequently, the operational and
maintenance expenses are costed through a process costing technique, and
the development expenditures of each interest profile are amortized over
future SDS runs. The result of the SDS cost accounting process is a unit
profile cost which consists of the following three cost elements:
i. A weighted-average portion of the operational costs,
determined by the relative number of abstracts identified
for each interest profile.
2. A share of the profile Jevelopment coats baaed on the
amortisation rate.
3. A portion of the SDS maintenance charges applied on the
basis of estimated costs and search activity. IO
R.EPRES]_ITATIVE SDS PRICING
General Nature
The array of unit profile cost data must be condensed into a
representative value or set of values for pricing purposes. Since the
pattern of abstract identification activity heavily influences the
unit profile cost, numerous pricing arrangements are possible. If
lanagement prefers to offer more than one profile price, charges based
on the average number of abstracts identified by the computer during
numerous SDS runs (referred to as the average profile pull) provide
objectively determined prices. This procedure recognises the unit
variable operational cost behavior that is dependent on the size of the
profile pull. Such a priclng method also should be equitable to the
clientele since they should benefit from individual profiles in relative
proportion to the compmter abstract identification activity. Assuming
the profile is developed and maintained effectively, the magnitude of the
lOin reference to footnote 15 in Chapter 3; a user of the cost
system may employ a formal cost accounting Journal as a record of
original entry for the following items not reported on the monthiy cost
performance printout: (i) Amortization charge per profile search;
(2) Applied SDS Maintenance cost per profile search; (3) Transfer of
•finished profile searches to the Finished SDS control account. The
combination of the monthly computer printout and the Journal provides a
complete record of the source o_ the entries to the ledger system.,
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profile pull should be a relati_ _e measure of a client's benefit from an
interest profile since the objective is to provide a current awareness
service. If the profile does not generate a sufficient amount of
relevant abstracts in relation to the computer pull, it no doubt will
be overpriced and unsatisfactory to the client.
The unit profile searches can be classified in a frequency distri-
bution which is based on the abstract pull per interest profile. The
£requency distribution indicates the number of times a particular pro-
file pull occurs for a given range of values. The resulting array can
be divided to coincide with any number of price levels selected by
management. Or, if a single profile price is desiredl the SDS cost data
can be transformed into a representative value by the calculation of an
estimate of the average unit profile cost which offers the same advantages
as those discussed in Chapter A for the Retrospective Search Service.
Regardless of whether a single value or several values are calcu-
lated, a mark-up must be added to account for the selling and admini-
strative costs. The purpose of this section is to describe two general
pricing _llcies, a single price plan and one based On varying levels.
These concepts can be revised and extended _o satisfy the specific
operating conditions and management requirements of a given NASA Regional
Dissemination Center.
Sii_i_i_i_i_i_i_i_Profile Price
Essentially the same survey sample design principles discussed in
Chapter A are applicable for the computation of an average unit profile
,t
cost. The universe of unit costs contained in the Finished SDS sub-
sidiary ledger are sampled randomly for the calculation of a reliable
@
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estimate of the mean profile search cost• A sample size is selected
on the basis of the allowable r_ge of error around the true mean and
the desired probability of the estimate being within the interval.
Each profile search is numbered, and the data are ordered according to
the magnitude of the digits. For example, if 300 profiles are serviced
2A times a year, the schematic diagram shown in Figure 5-13 represents
the 7200 observations (individual profile search costs) in the SDS cost
population.
Profile Number
SDS Run
i
2
3
2_
Figure 5-13
S_S Unit Profile Cost Universe
1 _' 3 30O
1 25 _9 73 ......... 7177
2 26 50 7_ ......... 7178
3 _ 51 75 ......... 7179
4 °-8 52 76 ......... 7180
• • • • •
• • • • •
• " " 962_ _8 72 720O
A random sample is selected from a table of random digits, employir_
the same procedures as those suggested for P_S cost estimation. The
sample mean is calculated as:
x = _ where
n
xi = a unit profile cost selected for the
sample
n _ the selected sample size.
= the average unit profile cost of the
sampled elements•
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A portion of the estimated _elling and administrative costs must be
added to determine a full-cost basis. The sample information also is
utilized to estimate the meandirect labor costs related to the average
unit profile cost. Using the fu_1-c0st concept developed in Figure 3-_,
a selling and administrative cost increment is computedas:
Selling and Administrative Expenses
@ Norma I Capacity x Average Direct Labor
Direct Labor Costs @ Normal Capacity Cost per Profile Search
The calculated rate is added to the average unit profile cost
determined from the sample information to complete the full-cost ob-
jective. A share of all operating costs--development, operational,
maintenance, selling, and administrative are taken into account with this
procedure. Therefore, a price based on the full-cost unit profile charge
should contribute toward the breakeven pricing objective. The cost in-
formation also should be essential for planning, controlling, and general
decision making in the operation of a NASA Regional Dissemination Center.
Multi-priced Profiles
If management prefers to offer more than one profile price, the SBS
population cost data can be utilized in a stratified sampling plan.
Instead of calculating a sample mean to serve as a single representative
value, the frequency distribution of the SBS profile pulls can be
stratified to coincide with the desired number of prices. Stratification
is achieved by dividing the distribution into groups such that the elements
within each group are more alike than the observations in the universe as
a whole, ll A stratified sampling model generally is used to obtain a
llMorris H. Hanson, William N. Hurwitz, and William C. Madow,
Survey Methods and Theor_ (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1953), p. 40.
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more precise estimate of the overall population mean, but in some cases
the individual stratum means are the parameters of interest. 12 If
mmlti-priced profiles are desired, the strata can be established such
that their mean costs serve as the SDS pricin_ bases.
Since the largest single s_rvice cost element is operational
expenses, the unit profile charges tend to vary in relative proportion
to the number of abstracts identified. Also, the client's utility
should be correlated positively with the magnitude of the profile pull.
Consequently, the number of identified abstracts per interest center on
each SDS run offers an effective mechanism for classifying the popula-
tion of profile searches for costing purposes.
Management must decide how many profile prices to make available.
Each profile search is assigned a number which identifies a particular
interest profile and a specific SDS performance. The frequency distri-
bution of the profile pulls of a given period _is calculated and
stratified on the basis of the nhmber of abstracts identified per pro-
file to coincide with the desired number of prices. For example, assume
that management has decided to offer four profile prices for the 300
profiles mentioned earlier. The profile pulls related to each search
are obtained and accounted for in varying intervals of a frequency
distribution shown in Figure 5-1&.
_Harry V. Roberts, Statistical Inference and Decisiom (Chicago,
Illinois: University of Chicago, _6_, p. IA-2--_.
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Profile
Figure 5-]4
Profile Pull Frequency Distribution
Pu_
1-25 360
26-50 612
51-75 1188
76-I00 1512
101-125 1368
126-150 1152
151-175 576
176-2oo
TOTAL 72OO
Frequency of Profile Pull
2000
1800 !
1600
14OO
1200
i000
8OO
6oo _-_
400 -
2OO
1 26 51
I
L
76 1Ol
"!
|
126 151 176
Since four profile prices are desired, the frequency distribution
is divided into four strata on the basis of the abstracts pulled per
profile. The ranges of the subpopulations and the number of elements
within each are revealed in Figure 5-15.
Stratum
1
2
3
&
Figure 5-15
SDSStratification Plan
1-50
51-100
101-150
151-200
Number of Elements S._le Mean
972 x1
27OO xe
2520 %
1008 _
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Each stratum represents a subpopulation which is of experimental
interest since management requires four profile prices. The next step
is to identify the costs of each. element of the four subpopulations.
The predetermined numbers assign,;d to the individual profile searches
permit the matching of stratum elements with unit costs recorded in
the subsidiary ledger. A simple random sample, based on the same
principles as those employed in the calculation of a single mean, is
selected from each stratum to determine estimates of the subpopulation
means. Since it appears reasonable to assume that sampling costs per
element and the variability within each subpopulation are relatively
•constant, proportionate stratified sampling is utilized. 13 If these
two conditions do not prevail in a given case, optimal (nonproportionate)
sampling shouid be employed. Proportionate sampling means that the
sample is allocated to the strata in the same proportion as the total
number of observations per stratum which means that:
nh = Nh where: nh = sample for the hth stratum.
n N
Nh = number of elements in the
hth stratum. (In this case,
h ranges from one to four.)
n = total sample size.
N = total observations in the
population (7200).
13Ibi__d., p. 1_.-2_.
The sample mean is selected for each stratum as:
xh = _Xhi _ere: h = a particular stratum.
nh i = the ith element chosen from
the hth stratum.
nh = sample size selected from the
hth stratum.
xh = sample mean of the hth stratum.
The stratum means provide unbiased estimates of the subpopulation
averages which are desired as the bases of different profile price levels.
The average direct labor costs per subpopulation also are estimated from
the samples selected from the strata and are utilized for the determination
of selling and administrative expense mark-ups. The average direct labor
costs per subpopulation are multiplied times the selling and administrative
factor calculated in Figure 3-_. The result is four profile prices, based
on full costs, which differ according to the number of abstracts identified
for a given profile• Management can price a particular profile by com-
puting its average abstract pull during a given period and categorizing it
in the corresponding stratum. When a new profile is being priced, his-
torical information regarding its abstract pulling activity will not be
available. In such cases, the best estimate of its future output should
be determined by management and the responsible engineer, using all known
relevant information. The engineer may have serviced a similar interest
profile and can use its average abstract pull as a prediction of the new
profile's activity. If a valid estimate cannot Se forecast, an objective
solution would be to price all n_w profiles at the overall average ab-
stract pull and then adjust to the appropriate stratum when actual activity
data are available.
CHAPTER 6
STATISTICAL COST CONTROL
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INTRODUCTION
General Objective
The purpose of this chapter is to describe a statistical cost con-
trol system that will verify the relative performance of the direct costs _
consumed during the information uearches. A statistical approach requires
substantially less human effort than is necessary rot a formal cost
accounting system. For example, since every cost increment is recorded
and processed when the proposed cost accounting system is applied in a
NASA Regional Dissemination Centor, a substantive contribution is demanded
of each staff member responsible for a segment of the work activity.
Clerical work and managerial analysis time also are required to supple-
ment the electronic data processing function.
Vance sumnarizes the potential advantages of statistical cost con-
trol as follows:
Where a substantial volume of product is made or some
process or operation is done frequently and no continuous,
formal cost accounting is done, we can gather cost infor-
mation and, therefore, exercise cost control by estimating
_ the unit cost from a sample. For example, we may take a
sample of time cards for a certain operation and estimate
the unit labor cost from them for the period in question.
Note that this invokes all tf.e advantages of other appli-
cations of sampling theory. We can determine how large
a sample to take to give the degree of precision we want
in the estimate. We can bal_nce the cost of the sampling
against the quality of the result we want. We can use
the devices of scientific sampling to determine what items
to include in the sample. We can eliminate, if we are
careful, the biases that result from use of personal judge-
ment alone in selecting and Ievaluating samples. In view
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of the fact that complete, formal cost accounting is often
considered much too expensive to justify its use. in small
•industrial operations, this should appeal to many cost
accountants and to many managements as a means of obtain-
ing cost data scientifically at a reasonable cost. 1
The statistical cost control model represents a probabilistic
technique that will confirm whether or not the direct costs incurred
during a retrospective or profile searching process remain "in control"
when compared with a predetermined target. If the proposed cost
accounting system is utilized for a duration which is long enough that
reliable cost data are obtained, these values can serve as the targets
of the cost control model. Retrospective and profile search costs are
sampled monthly and compared statistically with the predetermined
representative values to verify the control status of the search cost
processes.
Statistical Cost Control
The statistical cost system is based on the theory of statistical
quality control, the objective of which is to ascertain whether or
not a given process performs within certain desired control limits.
Sample information is obtained regularly from the process and re-
corded on control charts to isolate operating procedures which require
management investigation. Grant describes a state of statisitcal con-
trol in the following way:
Measured quality of manufactured product is always
subject to a certain amount of variation as a result
of chance. Some stable "system of chance causes" is
iLawrence L. Vance, "Capsu_ Cases in Statistical Cost Control,"
N.A.C._. Bulletin, XXXVI (January, 1955), p. 688.
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inherent in any particular i_cheme of production and
inspection. Variation within this stable pattern is
inevitable. The reasons for variation outside this
stable pattern may be discovered and corrected. 2
Bowman and Fetter discuss cost control as a possible application
of a statistical quality control model as follows:
The variation in the cost of producing some item may
be discovered by an analysis of past performance. Through
application of the technique of statistical control, the
expected value and limits of variation of this cost with
a stable chance cost system ma_ be discovered and thus
a mechanism established for identifying assignable
causes for variation in cost. Furthermore, the tech-
nique aims at improving the cost performance by the
following:
i. Directing attention _t both mean costs and
variation in cost.
2. Discovering cause_ for good, as well as poor,
cost performance._
The conventional use ofa statistical control chart in the cost
accounting area is for the disclosure of materially unfavorable
variances from predetermined standard costs. 4 However, in such cases,
the statistical device merely supplements a cost accounting system.
The objective of the model developed in this chapter isccst control
without a formal cost accounting system. Instead of accounting for
every production unit, a random sample of information searches is
selected, and the direct costs consumed for the sample are recorded and
2Eugene Grant, Statistical Quality Control (3rd ed. ; New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 196_), p. 3.
3Edward H. Bowman and Robert B. Fetter, Analysis for Production
Management (Rev. ed.; Homewood, I_linois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961),
p. 158.
_oward L. Timms, The Production Function in Business I (Rev. ed. ;
Homowood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 19_), p. 6A5.
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processed. An inference is drawn from the sample information concerning
the entire universe of search co_ts without a detailed set of accounting
records. Parameters of interest are calculated for each sample and
recorded on statistical control charts to measure their performance.
Since the sampling technique is based on probability theory, the data
should be representative of the entire collection of searches. Con-
sequently, cost control of the direct search costs, in relation tothose
included in a NASA Regional Dissemination Center's price schedule_ is
achieved in an efficient and economical procedure.
MODEL DEVELOPMenT
Genera2 Theory
Fabrycky and Torgersen describe a statistical quality control
chart as, "a graphical representation of a mathematical model used to
monitor a random variable process in order to _e_ect changes in a
parameter of that process. ''5 The technique is utilized to verify the
output of a particular process which is hypothesized robe "in control"
as long as the only variation occurs from random sources. In a NASA
Regional Dissemination Center, the direct search costs represent the
process that nmst be controlled to insure that current costs compare
Favorably with representative values. Statistical cost control limits
a_'e established on two charts, and probability theory is employed to
predict the deviation in cost performance that is attributable to chance.
_. J. Fabrycky and Paul E. Torgersen, Operations Economy: In-
dustrial Applications of Operations Research (Englewood Cliffs, N_ Jersey:
_-H&II, Inc.' 1966), p. 15_.
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Randomsamples of information searches are selected monthly, and the
relevant statistical parameters are recorded on the related control
charts. If a sample value is registered outside the predetermined
control limits more frequently than expected from random error, the
cost process is defined as "out of control," and managerial investiga-
tion is warranted. When the process is "in control," the sample values
fall within the acceptable range, and future cost performance can be
predicted on the basis of past cost behavior.
3
Therefore, a statistical inference is performed from the random
samples that are selected periodically. A null hypothesis is proposed
that the search cost process from which each sample is obtained remains
relatively unchanged when related to predetermined cost targets. The
sample values are plotted on the statistical control charts to test the
null hypothesis. If the cost parameters are withinthe desired control
limits, we conclude that no assignable causes of variation are present
since the deviation conforms to a predictable statistical pattern.
Duncan lists the following advantages of such a statistical control
chart :
i. A control chart is a device-for describing in con-
crete terms what a state of statistical control is.
2. It is a device for attaining control.
3. It is a d_vice for judging whether control has been
attained, v
The essential components of the statistical cost control model are
an X chart (mean chart) and an R chart (range chart). The former is
6Acheson J. Duncan, Quality Control and _ndustrial Statistics
(3rd ed.; Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. i_n, Ink., 1965), p. 338.
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employed to discover changes in the mean of the cost process while the
latter is utilized to measure tWe performance of the dispersion, as
measured by the range of the sam)le cost data. Bp.th parameters are
ca]culated for each sample and recorded on the related chart to determine
the control status of the search cost process.
Th__e X Cha___
The _ chart measures variations in sample cost means, h central
line is established to coincide with the null hypothesis concerning a
representative average direct search cost, and the control limits are
based on the characteristics of a normal probability distribution. The
Central Limit Theorem states that an approximately normal distribution
exists for the sample means. Hoel explains this concept as follow_:
If x has a distribution with mean _ and standard
deviation o for which the moment generating function
exists, then the variable % _ (x - _) _/o has a
distribution that a2proaches the standard normal as
n becomes infinite.7
Even when small samples of size four or five are selected, the
Central Limit Theorem insures approximately normal behavior for the
8
samplin_ distribution. Duncan suggests that samples of sise four or
five offer the advantages of lower costs and less chance of a change
(_ccurring during the sampling stag e than larger samples. 9
7pau] J. Hoel, Introduction to Mathematical Statistics (3rd ed. ;
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 196_, p. lhS.
8Ibid., p. lh6.
9Acheson J. Duncan, op. ci___t.,p. 396.
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The average direct search cost is calculated for each sample and
registered on the control chart to verify whether or not it is within the
range of a predetermined target cost plus and minus the desired control
limits that are represented by k e_. The standard deviation of the
sampling distribution (defined as e_) represents the variation of the
distribution underlying the null hypothesis and k indicates the required
precision of the control device. It can be shown that the following
values for k determine the corresponding areas of a normal distribution:
If k = i, X + 1 ax = 6_
If k =2,  _+2Ox
If k = 3, X +_3 ax = 99.7% 10
Thus, if +_ 2 _ are selected for the control limitsp only 5 out of
i00 sample means would be expected to fall outside the acceptable range
due to random behavior. The choice of k should depend on an economic
trade-off between the costs of a sample mean falling outside the control
limits when the process actually is "in control, and those incurred when
the parameter is inside the required range, but the process is "out of
control." A decision rule is developed in a later section for the
accomplishment of this objective. Once an appropriate value for k is
defined, the control limits of the X chart are established, and the
probability of chance variation outside the limits is known in accordance
with the corresponding area of a normal distribution.
.The. standard deviation of the sampling distribution is computed as:
J
o where°: 2
N
u
lOThe parameter X is the same as . and beth refer to the population
me a/1.
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However, the laborious calculations required for this statistic
can be avoided by utilising the range, R, which provides a sufficiently
11
stable estimate of the variation when small samples are selected.
The range is defined as the difference between the lowest and highest
value in each sample, and it is related to the standard deviation for
the determination of the control chart limits as follows:
d2 = _/o where R = the mean of the sample ranges.
o --process standard deviation.
The term d2, which represents the expected ratio between the average
range (R) and the standard deviation (o), has been computed for various
sample sises and can be found in published tables. 12 Therefore, the
standard deviation of the sampling distribution can be estimated in the
following way:
The result is a pair of control limits for the X chart that are
defined as:
d2_
Where
k
= Upper Control Limit
= Lower Control Limit
= the average direct search cost established as a
target
= the balance between the costs of a needless
investigation and those of an undetected process
that is "out of control."
llRobert B. Fetter, The _lity Control _ (Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 19--_), _). 52.
f
12Eugene Grant, op. ci_t., _. 561.
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R
d2
n
= average sample direct cost range
= expected ratio between the average range and
standard deviation
= sample size
Figure 6-1 illustrates an _ chart that can be utilized for
statistical cost control with the predetermined limits. Unit search
costs are sampled monthly, and the average of each sample is recorded
on the chart to verify its relationship with the predetermined standard.
FJ_mr e 6-1
Cost Control Chart
Upper Control Limit X + kR
d2_
Targeted Average Direct Search
Cost X
Lower Control Limit X - kR
, J L i i ,
d2_ J F M A X
,i T ,| i |
J J A S 0 N D
Months of the Year
___R Chart
Essentially the same procedure is followed in the construction of
the R chart except the parameter of interest is the range which repre-
sents a measure of the direct search cost dispersion. The range is
calculated for each sample and compared with R which is hypothesised
to be the mean range of the cost process. If the null hypothesis is
true, the R values should behave within predetermined control limits
according to the prescribed conditions of the normal distribution. The
control limits are established at + k OR with oR representing the standard
deviation of the distribution of sample ranges. This st_tls_i© is com-
puted from a standard value for the process standard deviation, o. If a
sample range is recorded outside the prescribed contro_ limits, evidence
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of nonrandomvariation exists, or in other words there is a strong
inference that the search process is "out of control" cost-wise.
The control limits of the R chart are established by estimating
oR. Bowman and Fetter suggest that a reliable estimate can be calcu-
lated as follows:
m
= _ _ere:
c R ow d2 cw
is the standard deviation of the
sample values of R/s.
d2 is the expected ratio between the
average range and the process standard
deviation.
13
R is the average range of the process.
has been calculated for various sample sises and is tabulated
W
in published tables, commonly defined as d3.1A Therefore, the control
l_mits of the R chart are computed as:
+ kd3 _2
d2
= Upper Control Limit
= Lower Control Limit
Once again, the determination of k defines the desired control
limits and requires the same. economic considerations as those relevant
for _. These are discussed in the next section. Figure 6-2 illustrates
the basic features of an R chart applicable to the cost control function.
13Edward H. Bowman and Robert B. Fetter, o__. ci__tt.,p. 173.
iAAcheson J. Duncan, o__. ci___t.,p. 908.
Figure 6-2
R Cost Control Chart
Upper Control Limit R + kd 3 R__
d 2
Targeted Average Direct Search
Cost Range R
Lower Control Limit R - Md3
d2
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Control Limits
I ! ,I J I , i i , , ' I
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Months of the Year
The customary procedure in statistical quality control is to choose
the control limits with the objective of minimizing the chance of in-
vestigating sample values recorded outside th_ acceptable area when
the process actually remains "in control. ''15 However, adopting a Bayesian
decision theory approach, the selection of a significance level in a
test of hypothesis should be based on the seriousness of e (probability
of a Type I error) and 8 (probability of a Type II error) rather than
the former alone. 16 The number of standard deviations, k,for a _ and
o R, should be established for the cost control charts on the basis of
an economical consideration of the two types of error. The null
hypothesis is specified that the search cost process is "in control"
when compared with the central values of the charts. If a sample value
for either _ or R falls outside the control limits without a signifi-
cant change in the unit direct search costs, an unnecessary investigation
15Ibi____d.,p. 3A2.
16Harry V. Roberts, Statistical Inference and Decision (Chicago,
Illinois: University of Ch'icago, i96_), p' llA_
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might be performed to determine the cause. Consequently, a Type I error
occurs since a true hypothesis is rejected. The probability of such an
event happening is defined as a, which determines the significance
level of the test and is a function of the chosen control limits.
A Type II error arises when a sample value is recorded within the
specified control limits, but the process is actually "out of control,"
causing an acceptance of a false hypothesis. The probability of this
error is referred to as 8 and is dependent upon the frequency distri-
bution of the shift of the process to an "out-of-control" state. If the
control limits are establ_shed wide apart (k is large), a will be ex-
tremely small. For example, if X -+ 3 o_ is used for the X chart, the
probability of a Type I error occurring is only .003. However, with wide
control limits, the chart is not likely to detect small shifts in the
average unit search costs so the probability of making a Type II error
may be significant when the distribution of the changes is considered.
Cost performance data should be recorded and studied so that a frequency
distribution can be derived for the previous deviations from the tar-
geted cost parameters.
Both ty_.s of error will be expensive for a NASA Regional Dissemina"
tion Center if statistical cost control is employed so their consequences
must be evaluated carefully for the calculation of appropriate control
l_mits. A Type I error results zn needless costs for the investigation
of sample values outside the control limits when the direct search costs
are actual]y "in control." Lost revenue arises from a Type II error since
the actual direct search costs are actually "out of control," but un-
detected, when compared with the standard figures utilized for pricing
pur!_ses. The latter condition is detrimental to the breakeven objective
of a NASA Regional Dissemination Center.
Management must evaluate the seriousness of the two types of error
in a given case and select k, the number of standard deviations,
accordingly. In order to illustrate the determination of an appropriate
k, we assume that management has determined that the two errors are
equally serious since the cost of a Type I error is equal to the cost of
a Type II error. Also, the null hypothesis is proposed that the repre-
sentativc average direct search cost should be $50 with c_ estimated as
$5. Past records indicate that the average upw_d shift of the cost
process to an "out-of-control" state has been $15, distributed with the
same shape and dispersion as that underlying the null hypothesis. Since
the two kinds of. error are considered equally serious with the same
frequency distribution dis_rsion, the intersection of the normal curve
underlying the null hypothesis and that of the alternative hypothesis
defines the optimml value for k. The appropriate relationship is shown
in Figure 6-3 for the upper control limit.
Figure 6-3
Optimal k-value for Upper Control Limit
Optimal k
I
X _50 57.5 X = 65
H A
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Using the standardized normal formula, the distance from the mean
to a given value on the distribution is expressed in units of the
standard deviation as follows:
k =_-X
oE
Applying this formula to the distributions underlying the null
and alternative hypotheses, H and A respectively, two equations are ob-
tained that can be solved simultaneously for the optimal value of k.
k=_-Z__ = 5k=_- 50
5
k=_ =
5
_k = -_ + 6_
iOk = 15
k=l.5
Therefore, the optimal value of k sets the upper control limit at:
x + 1.5o_ = 50+ 1.5 (5) = 57.5
The same philosophy can be utilized for the determination of the
lower control limit. Consequently, both values of k are derived as a
function of an economic trade-off between the seriousness of the two
types of error. The exact relationship between the Type I and Type II
errors can be ca]culated to coincide with the operating conditions of a
given NASA Regional Dissemination Center.
Arbitrary control limits may be necessary in the initial stages
o[" statistical cost control before a sufficient amount of information
concerning the frequency distribution of a shift to an out-of-control
state and the relevant costs is available. In such cases, +__ ox and
+3 _R provide reasonably good approximations to the optimal limits. 17
17Acheson J. Duncan, o__ ci_..tt.,p. 3&3.
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MDDEL APPLICATION
Representative Searc_ Costs
The null hypothesis of the proposed statistical cost control model
is based on .the assumption that representative values of _ and R are
available. These parameters are _nployed as measurements of the cost
control status of the information searching process. An extensive
application of the cost accounting system %hat was presented earlier
@
should generate a reliable set oC cost targets. The same sample informa-
tion that is used for the determination of service prices (See Chapters
& and 5) also can serve as the source of the representative direct
search costs. The sample data can be tested for consistency between
months with the analysis of variance model described in Chapter 3.18
Once dependable values are designated, the costs of the search processes
are hypothesized to be in a state of stable control as measured by X and
R. As long as the production costs remain "in control," the sample
values of each parameter should be recorded within the desired control
limits of the appropriate chart. If a value falls outside the acceptable
t
range, mana_erial action is necessary to deterS, he the cause of the
variati on.
Direct labor and direct sundry expenses represent the only costs
which can be related to specific searches during the production process.
Such items as operations overhead, maintenance expenses, and profile
development expenditures are charged 5o the individual searches on the
basis of an estimation method when a formal cost accounting system is
• 18The use of the analysis of variance model to test the assumption
that monthly average search costs are equal is illustrated with the test
period data from ARAC in Exhibit III.
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employed, as is explained in Chapter 5. Consequently, the direct charges
represent the only portion of the total unit search cost that is con-
tro]lable by the responsible employees during the production process.
Since the indirect costs are not measurable during the search operation,
they are not suitable for statistical cost control.
Any deviation in the behavibr of the applied indirect charges per
search i8 caused by a fluctuation in the amount of recorded direct labor
costs. Operations overhead, profi]e maintenance, and RSS file updating
expenses are a linear function of the direct labor costs recorded for
each search since they are absorbed on that basis. Also, the development
costs incurred for a profile are amortized over the expected life of
the profile so the unit rate charged to.each profile search is a constant.
Therefore, the total unit search cost can be considered as a linear
combination which is dependent o_ly upon the random variable, direct
search cost. As a result, the total unit cost should vary proportionately
with the direct expenses, and the cost process can be controlled
statistically by accounting for the direct costs of sampled searches
Atom each service category.
>
If management requires a unit search charge that includes a portion
of all operating costs, the estimation procedures used for the applica-
tion rates in the formal cost accounting system can be employed to
distribute a share of the indirect charges. The primary limitation which
results from the consideration of the applied indirect costs exclusively
is the fact that they mu_t be assumed equal to the actual indirect
charges since complete cost accounting records are not maintained in the
statistical cost control system.
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Although a center will not possess a complete record of each
indirect cost item incurred during an annual operation, an inference
concerning the control status of the indirect expenses can be performed
on the basis of deductive reasoning. By definition, the direct service
costs plus all indirect expenses (maintenance, development, operations
overhead, selling, and administrative) must equal the total operating
expenses. Management should perform an end-of-the-year audit to insure
that the total operating expenses relate favorably with those forecast
for the cost basis of the pricing schedule. Even though the cost
accounting records no longer are maintained with the statistical model,
the financial accounting system must be operated to process and disburse
the center' s expenditures.
Management can use the financial accounting information for an
analysis of the magnitude of the operating costs despite the fact that
the expenses cannot be related to the services. Since the objective of
a NASA Regional Dissemination Center is to operate at a breakeven
revenue level, management must be certain that the total costs are not
greater than those included in the full-cost pricing basis. The use of
statistical cost control for a continuous and economical verification of
the production costs and the supplementary annual analysis of the total
operating expenses should facilitate the objective of a center.
Sampled Service Costs
A random sample of five searches from each service category,
retrospective search and selective dissemination, is chosen every month
for statistical cost control purposes. The same randomisation procedures
discussed in Chapter A also are applicable in this section. The random
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choice assures a high probability that each sample will be representative
of all searches performed for the respective service during the period.
A sample cost sheet, illustrated in Exhibit XVI, accompanies each search
as it progresses through the production process so all unit direct
charges are recorded on the same source document. Therefore, instead of
the numerous forms and records required for a formal cost accounting
system, this single sheet satisfies the cost collection objective.
Essentially the same principles as those presented for the proposed cost
accounting system are employed during the recording process. All engi-
neering and nonengineering labor, telephone calls, computer time, repro-
duction charges, and miscellaneous direct expenditures are registered
in the physical quantities consumed on the sable cost sheet. When a
sampled search is completed, the quantity of each input is converted to
the proper cost increment, and an aggregation of the individual entries
represents the direct search cost for that unit.
Consequently, each search which is sampled from both the Retro-
spective Search Service and the Selective Dissemination Service is
treated as a unique unit for costing purposes. The procedure is similar
to the Job order costing technique employed for the Retrospective Search
Service in the formal cost accounting system discussed in Chapter A. This
approach is not feasible for the Selective Dissemination Service when
every interest profile is accounted for since the relatively miraAte
cost inputs and interrelated service activity would demand prohibitively
detailed reporting by the responsible personnel. However, it is
hypothesized that each profile search can be considered a separate Job
in the statistical cost system s.J_ncea comparatively small number of
units must be accounted for each month. The sampled searches should
erequire a minimum amount of work by the responsible employees as they
record the related direct costs _onsumed during the production
process. Detailed performance records are not necessary since the
employees only register their contribution to the five searches of
each service categorywhich are included in the samples.
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Illustration ofthe Model
The objective of this section is to illustrate the utilization of
the statistical cost model to control RSS costs for a twelve month
period in a _pothetical NASA Regional Dissemination Center. We assume
that the unit cost data for 980 retrospective searches performed during
the previous year are available _n the records of a formal cost
accounting system. The samples Jhown in Figure 6-_ have been selected
randomly for the derivation of representative targets for the mean and
range of the RSS cost performance. On the basis of the sample data,
Figure 6-4
Sampling for Re_-esentative Cost Targets
SampleNumber RSS___ Direct Costs _r__._
1 $52.60 51.80 5].40 46.40 50.80
2 55.40 46.80 52.10 47.10 50.60
3 52.40 45.60 55.20 48.40 50.40
4 55.70 46.20 _8.10 51.80 49.20
5 46.60 49.50 53.70 49.40 48.80
6 51.80 45.40 46.30 /_.10 52.40
Grand Mean
Grand Range
50.60 6,20
50.40 8.6O
50.40 9.6O
50.20 9.50
49.6O 7.10
_8.80 7.00
$50.00
$8.00
an average direct search cost of $50.00 is chosen for the X chart, and a
range of $8.00 is obtained for the R chart.
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The seriousness of the two types of error possible in the test of
the null hypothesis has been evaluated with similar facts as those dis-
cussed on page 177, and k = 1.5 has been selected for the upper and
lower control limits. Using the:mathematical notation developed earlier,
we can establish the desired con';rol limits for the two components of
w
the model, the X chart and the R chart, respectively.
i:x+l.so -- =
-- _ d2_
50 +_1.5 8
2.326_ = '5O + 2.31 =
I
W
e
52.31 for the Upper Control Limit
47.69 for the Lower Control Limit
m
s + 1.5 (.s64.) s
12.46 for the Upper Control Limit
3.54 for the Lower Control Limit
These limits are utilized to verify whether or not the RSS unit
direct costs are "in control" when compared with the predetermined
targets. The two cost control charts _are illustrated in Figure 6-5.
Figure 6-5
Illustration of Statistical Cost Control
Chat
UCL 52.31
X 50.00
LCL 47.69
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D
Months of the Year
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UCL 12.&6
8.0o
LCL 3.54
Figure 6-5 (Continued)
R_ Chart .
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Five retrospective searches are chosen randomly every month, and
a sample cost sheet is employed _o acotumalate all direct costs consumed
for each unit. Figure 6-6 contains the hypothetical cos% results
registered during the year. The parameters of interest, X and R, are
Figure 6-6
Actual RSS Cost Sampies for Control Purposes
Month Sampled R_; Unit Costs X R
January $/_6.SO 54.25 51.30 49.10 50.55 50.40 7.45
February 53.25 52.80 48.55 47.80 51.10 50.70 5.45
March 55.80 46.25 47.55 49.30 48. I0 49.40 9.55
April 46.25 5&. 80 50.55 _J.30 49.60 _0,_ 8.55
May 45.90 55.10 49.80 48.60 46.60 49.20 9.20
June 48.10 57.20 46.40 50.20 51.10 50.60 10.80
July 51.40 52.60 48.30 45.40 46.30 48.80 7.20
August 50.30 52.50 _6.40 48.30 49,50 49.40 6.10
September 46.40 52.60 53 .IO 48.90 49.00 50.00 6.70
October 56.10 52..30 16.10 48.30 50.20 50.60 iO.OO
November 46.40 48.20 48.30 51.20 47.90 48.40 4.80
December 58.40 56.60 55 .20 56.10 54.70 56.20 3.70
calculated for the monthly samples and are graphed on the control charts
of Figure 6-5 to determine the control status of the direct search costs.
During the first eleven months, _he cost process is "in control" since
all values fall within the acceptable ranges. Hence, the null hypothesis
that the direct search costs compare favorably with the predetermined
targets for X and R is accepted.
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However, the average direct search cost for December is seen to
exceed the acceptable upper control limit, thus indicating that the cost
rrocess is "out of control." The results suggest an upward shift in the
average amount of direct costs c)nsumed for the individual retrospective
searches. Managerial action is required immediately to determine the
cause of this deviation so that appropriate corrective action may be
taken. Otherwise, the unfavorable cost variance will be detrimental to
the breakeven objective of the NASA Regional Dissemination Center.
Specific procedures for the necessary corrective action are discussed in
the following section.
CORRECTIVE ACTION
Analysis of Cost Deviations
Several alternative courses of action are possible if a sample
result is recorded outside the required probability limits. First,
management must verify the values calculated for the sample cost para-
meters. Recording errors on the sample cost sheets or mathematical
mistakes incurred during the processing phase may be the cause of the un-
satisfactory results. In such cases, the cost process is not actually
"out _f control," and further investigation is not necessary.
Assuming that the data were registered and processed correctly,
interviews with the employees responsible for the direct costs consumed
on the sampled searches and a critical analysis of the recorded cost incre-
ments should be performed. Greater quantities of a particular cost input
may have been utilized due to such factors as a change in the nature of
the service, a planned deviation in the production process, or an
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inefficient search operation. Also, the unit cost of a resource (for
example, computer time) may have changed during the period. Hopefully,
the sample data will provide a sufficient amount of detail for this type
of evaluation.
If the cause of the unfavorable cost results can be ascertained
from the sample information, management must decide upon an appropriate
solution. When the deviation merely reflects chance :error that infre-
quently will occur within prescribed probability limits, the cost targets
should be maintained as representative figures. For example, with
k : 1.5, random error should cause sample results outside the control
limits approximately 13 per cent of the time. However, if the number of
times a given parameter falls outside the acceptable range exceeds the
predicted amount, chance error is highly unlikely. Such investigations
represent the costs incurred to reduce B, the probability of a Type II
error.
When the unsatisfactory results are attributable to an employee's
performance in the production process, corrective action should be taken
to improve the inefficient operation. However, if the analysis exposes
a permanent and legitimate change in the direct search costs consumed on
the individual units, the representative values or targets must be
revised accordingly. The dynamic nature of an information retrieval
process undoubtedly will demand such modifications as new and improved
searching methods are discovered. The statistical cost model adjusts
to the alterations automatically by maintaining control over the process
parameters on a continuing basis.
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In some cases, the sample information may not reveal adequately
the nature of the change. Management can overcome this problem by re-
instating the proposed formal cost accounting system and utilizing it
for a temporary period. The formal accounting procedure will provide
cost information for every search performed during the selected duration
so management will have a more complete description of the production
process. Once the reasons underlying the unfavorable devia%ioms are
resolved, the revised cost targets can be applied to the _ and R charts
for continued statistical cost control. The "start-up costs" of the
formal cost accounting system are minute so its temporary application
offers an efficient way to obtain more detailed information.
summary
The statistical cost control m_del provides a systematic verifica-
tion of the direct search costs. Predetermined targets are established
as a measure of management's objectives, and two control charts are
: °
employed to detect any deviation from the standards. The X chart indi-
cates the behavior of the central tendency Of the search Cost data as it
is related to certain probabilistic control limits. The R chart provides
a 9onfirmation of the status of the search process cost dispersion. Five
searches are selected monthly for both information Services, and a sample
cost sheet is utilized to collect the direct costs consumed for each unit
Whenever an unfavorable variance iis observed for one of the sample para-
meters, managerial action is necessary %o investigate the causal factors.
c
As long as the Sample values of the mean cost and cost range are within
the predetermined control limits, management is assured with a probabilistic
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reliability that the process costs are "in control." Therefore, the
objective of management by exception is accomplished, and a NASA Regional
Dissemination Center possesses an efficient cost control technique.
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CHAPTER7
SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
IN'I_ODUCTION
A serious deficiency of managerial cost information in technical
information centers was discovered during the initial stage of this study.
The consensusof statements by a'_thorities found in the literature re-
view (Chapter 2) and the results of the research questionnaire survey
(F_xhibit II) showa need for accurate cost data but indicate that cost
estimation practices normally are employed.
This study proposes a two-fold solution to provide managementof a
NASARegional Dissemination Center with relevant cost information. A
computerized _nagerial cost accounting system has been designed
specifically for the two main services of a NASACenter, retrospective
searching and ma_ntainlng current awareness. The system will generate
rc]_able and timely managerial cost information. Once appropriate
service cost targets are determined, a statistical cost model can be
emFloyed in lieu of the formal cost accounting system and will provide
an efficient and econo_dcal cost control technique.
ESSENTIALFEATURF_- MANAGERIAL COST ACCOUNTI}_I
Basic Assumptions
Certain basic assumptions are necessary to design a practical cost
accounting system for a NASA Center. The following list represents a
summary of the essential assumptions employed in this study.
I. A center i_ssesses a computer capability for the data
_u-ocessing function.
2. A center is concerned with information management which is
defined as the receipt, storage, retrieval, reproduction,
dissemination, and inventory control of information.
3. It is reasonable and necessary to require the engineers to
record their daily work activity. The objective of the
daily increment is to _chieve a balance between realistic
cost data and a preoccupation with minute detail.
A center possesses a financial accounting system for
such functions as payroll, purchasing, accounts receivable,
and accounts payable.
5, Service cost data and the quality of the information
produced must be evaluated concurrently by management
for an operating performance efficiency measurement.
. Fixed labor costs are discretionary expenditures and
can be altered only during the planning phase of the
operation.
7. A retrospective search is a unique unit as it progresses
through the production process.
. The Selective Dissemination Service must be accounted for
on a process costing basis since minutely detailed source
information reporting would be required if the costs
related to each profile search were measured.
9. The cost of an individu_l profile search is a linear
function of the number of abstracts identified during
the computer run.
i0. The distribution of the multi-dlmensional variables
affecting the unit search costs remains relatively
constant during a short interval (for example, three
months).
ii. General RSS costs consumed directly for the service
rather than individual searches must be acctum_lated and
averaged over the related retrospective searches.
12. Maintenance expenses for both information services mmst
be applied to the individual searches with an estimated
rate to minimize the possibility of volatile unit costs.
13. The SDS development expenses represent an asset to a
center and must be amortized over the related profile's
expected life.
i_. Management of a center :an forecast a reasonable estimate
of the normal operating capacity.
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15. A client's demand for an information service is
relatively insensitive to the product's price.
16. RSS computer costs must be hatched during a monthly
period and distributed to the related searches on an
average basis to minimize the possibility of volatile
unit costs.
Fundamental Characteristics
The objective of the managerial cost accounting system is the
generation of relevant information for planning, controlling, and
decision-making purposes. The information searching process is viewed
as a production operation, and the cost system accumulates cost data as
the various Jobs are performed. Responsibility accounting and service
costing are achieved concurrently since the expenditures are charged to
the appropriate cost center and information service. A Job order costing
method is employed to record the costs consumed for a retrospective
search as it progresses through the production process. Since the
Selective Dissemination Service contains relatively homogeneous production
units, a process costing technique _s utilized to calculate weighted-
average profile charges for each, SDS performance.
The cost system consists of a collection of source documents, forms,
records, computer printouts, and managerial reports that are designed
_xpressly for a NASA Regional Dissemination Center's operation. An
electronic computer performs most of the essential operations of the
system's data processing function, and the necessary computer programs
are presented in the Appendicies of this study. The employees responsible
i'or the various work activities record the consumed cost increments on
the appropriate source documents during the information searching operation
to provide the basic cost data f_r the electronic data processing function.
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The direct labor data (recorded in hours) are transferred to a
vunched card for weekly computer processing, and a labor performance
vrintout (Appendix I) is generated to indicate a complete classification
or' the work increments performed by each employee in the various cost
centers. This report provides valuable managerial information for
planning, controlling, performance evaluation, and workload scheduling
as explained _in Chapter 3. The direct sundry expenses (computer time,
telephone calls, reproduction co_ts, and travel) are processed by the
computer at the end of each month and reported on a cost _performance
!'r[ntout. The labor hours shown on the weekly reports are reclassified
as the related direct labor costs by the computer on the monthly print-
out. A predetermined operations overhead rate, selected from the normal
capacity cf a flexible budget, is recorded on a control punched card so
the computer calculates the appropriate share of operation overhead for
each service on the basis o£ the direct labor cost.
The result _s a monthly computer printout that discloses the period
cost _rf0rmance oF the NASA Center, classified by cost center and in-
l'ormation service. The cost performance printout provides essential
informath_n _'or updating the records of the cost accounting ledger, for
Ferl'ormin_ the managerial rel_rtin_ function, and for general managerial
ayp]_cations as explained _n Chapter 3. The exact nature of the pro-
cedures employed to record and process the cost data dependson the type
o_" costing technique used for a specific information service.
Retrospective Searc_____hhServ_____r.,__!_..Each retrospective search is costed
as a unique production unit, and a job order number is assigned to each
search when _t is in_tlated. 611 direct costs consumed during a search's
I
production as well as the related operations overhead are charged to the
appropriate Job order number. Additional RSS expenses whichare traceable
only to the overall retrospective search system must be averaged over the
number o£_:searches performed during the period. RSS maintenance expenses
also are incurred to update the information file and are charged to the
searches on the basis of a predetermined rate to minimize the possibility
of volatile unit costs. The res_ult of the RSS costing procedure is a
Job order cost sheet (Exhibit XV) that contains a detailed classification
of all expenditures charged to a given retrospective search. The
accounting procedures used to record and process the various RSS expenses
and to compute realistic unit costs are described in Chapter _.
Selective Dissemination Service. A process costing technique is
used to account for the operational costs of the profile searches per-
formed for the Selective Dissemination Service. Otherwise, minutely de-
tailed reporting by the employees responsible for the work activities
would be necessary since small cost increments often are incurred for the
individual profiles and th_ same abstracts may be evaluated for more
./
than one profile. The operational costs incurred during each SDS
performance are charged to the related service number and are averaged
over the various profile searches. A weighted-average distribution is
_rformed by the computer on the basis of the relative number of abstracts
identified for each profile as explained in Chapter 5.
Nonop_rational ex_nses are incurred for the Selective Dissemination
Service's development and maintenance £unctions. Profile development
costs re oresent an asset to the center since they benefit future profile
searches. The expenses are amortized over the expected profile life so
a portion _s charged to each search. SDS maintenance costs are accounted
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for in a manner analogous to those of the Retrospective Search Service.
A predetermined rate is selected from the ratio of the forecast SDS
maintenance costs to the number of profile searches at normal capacity
and is charged to each search. The data processing mechanics necessary
for the calculation of a unit profile cost--consisting of a share of the
o_rational, development, and maintenance expenses--are discussed in
Chapter 5.
ESS_TIAL FEATURES - STATISTICAL COST CONTROL
Once reliable service cost data are available, management may
choose to utilize a statistical cost control model instead of formal
cost accounting procedures. The statistical cost model developed in
Chapter 6 provides a continuous verification of the control status of
the direct service costs consumed during the information search process.
Representative values of the direct search cost mean and range are
establlshed as the targets of the statistical model for both information
services, retrospective search and selective dissemination. The X chart
measuresthe behavior of the central tendency of the service cost data,
and the R chart is used to control the dispersion between the unit
charges.
The null hypothesis which is tested is that the search costs are
"in control_" when compared with the representative values of X and R.
Probabilistic control limits are established by comparing the costs of
a Type I error in the test of hypothesis with those of a Type II error.
Once the appropriate control limits are established, the chance of random
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error causing a rejection of a t1_aehypothesis can be determined from
the conditions of a normal probability distribution.
Five searches are selected randomly every month from both information
services, and the direct costs consumedfor each sample element are re-
corded on a single cost sheet as the Jobs progress through the production
process. The sample meanand range are computedfor both services and
registered on the appropriate statistical control chart. If the values
fall within the acceptable limits, the hypothesis that the search costs
are _'in control" _s accepted, an( no further action is necessary. If a
sam_le parameter is recorded outside the acceptable limits, the null
hypothesis is rejected, and the search cost process is determined to be
"out of control" when compared with the representatSve values. Managerial
action is required to investigate the cause of the adverse results and
to take corrective action which may include revising the service cost
targets.
TEST PERIOD COST RESULTS
Test of the
The proposed managerial cost accounting system was operated at the
Aerospace Research Applications Center during the period July 1 -
S+_'tcmbcr 30, 1967 to test its effectiveness in accounting for the
services of a NASA Regional Disscmlnation Center. The results of the
test Feriod were very favorable as described below and indicate that the
system :'unctions effectively in a NASA Center. The estimated cost of
;erfor_ling the data processing f_nctions for the period was only $2/_.15
for both the mltomated and manual operations as described in Chapter 3.
Relevant and timely cost information was generated for both services,
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retrospective search and selective dissemination, with a minimal amount
of human inputs. The three computer programs presented in the Appendicies
provided the necessary operating instructions for the data processing
function, and after a "debugging" process performed effectively. The
comparison of the monthly average search costs was extremely favorable,
as measured by an analysis of variance model.
Samples of sizes 20 and 25 were selected each month from the unit
service costs generated for retrospective searches and current awareness
(profile) searches, respectively. The amount of direct labor, direct
sundry ex_nses, and o_erations overhead recorded via the cost system is
included in the unit cost figures. A complete listing of the sample
results and the ca/culations of the analysis of variance tests are
presented _n Exhibit III.
'De monthly average search costs also are shown in Figure 7-1. The
null hypothes_s, which has been tested with the analysis of variance
mode/, is that the monthly average cost of each information service is
aFi_roximate]y equa] from month to month, subject only to random error.
F_gure 7-1
Test Period Average Search Cost Results
July August
Average Retrospective Search $85.17 $86.13
Average Profile Search 7.46 7.22
September
$86.87
7.28
If the cost accounting system functions effectively and the distribution
of the mu]tl-dimensional variables affecting the unit search cost remains
relatively constant, the null hypothesis will be true.
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Analysis of Variance
The results of the analysis of variance tests confirm the null
hypothesis since the monthly ave:-age search costs of both services, RSS
and SDS, were significantly equal during the test period. The mean retro-
spective search only varied by $1.60 during the three months (representing
a 1.9% change), and the average profile search cost deviated $.2_ between
months (a 3.2% variation). A significance level of .05 was selected for
the "F" ratio in the analysis of variance model, thus defining the
critical regions for the two tests. The results of the analysis of
variance tests are summarized in Figure 7-2.
The calculated "F" values for the cost data generated by the cost
system were substantially lower than the critical regions for both
services, indicating that the mean search costs were significantly equal
from month to month. When the mean costs being tested are approximately
•Figure 7-2
Comparison of "F" Test Values
Retrospective Searches
Profile Searches
Actual "F" Critical Region
Value Calculated for Rejection
.096 3.17
•029 3.13
equal, an "F" ratio of about one can be expected. The significance of
the equality of the monthly average search costs is derived from the
fact that the "F" ratios for the Retrospective Search Service and the
Selective Dissemination Service were only .096 and .029, respectively.
The reasons for the low "F" ratios were the relatively small mean square-
between groups which validate the hypothesis that the mean costs were
significantly equal. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted, and
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the proposed managerial cost accounting system, on the basis of the
limited application, functions effectively in a NASA Regional Dissemina-
tion Center.
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH n.
General Nature
The cost accounting and statistical cost systems developed in this
study represent "pioneering" applications of cost measurement techniques
in a technical information center. The results of this study should be
extended through future research to enlarge the domain of information
retrieval cost accounting practices. The present study provides an in-
sight into a complex problem, and the need for future investigation is
apparent. While a consensus of technical information center authorities
supports the need for relevant m_nagerial Cost data in a center's
operation, few cost systems presently are employed in such functions.
Future research should be perforned to investigate the critical problems
discovered but left unsolved during this study so that valid cost
measurement Procedures will become routine in managing a technical
_nformation center. The purpose of this final section is to suggest
some directions for future research that were discovered during the
development of the proposed cost systems.
General Applicability
The most obvious limltation_ of this stu_ is that the two cost
systems have been designed specifically for the NASA Regional Dissemina-
tion Centers which represent a small segment of the total information
processing operations in existence today. Future studies should be
2OO
performed to answer the general_question: "How applicable are the pro-
posed cost systems for other information processing operations?" Other
technical information centers produce the same type of services as those
offered in the NASA Program, and in addition some centers perform the
information selection, indexing, and abstracting functions. Also,
various kinds of library operations offer information processing services
which are similar to those of a technical information center.
Since the two cost systems represent cost measurement techniques
designed expressly for an information production process, they offer
potential applications to a broad category of information operations.
While a distinguishing feature of a NASA Regional Dissemination Center is
that cost data are required for pricing the services to clientele, other
non-revenue generating functions should find the cost information
beneficial for keeping the resource inputs commensurate with the benefits
obtained. Future research should be performed to test the applicability
of the cost systems proposed in this study in other information pro-
cessing operations.
Information Benefit Index
Another serious problem discovered in this study is the lack of a
reliable measuring device for the benefits derived by clientele from an
information search. The uncertainty related to the quality of the pro-
duction output constrains the utilization of cost data as a measure of
operating efficiency. An evaluation of information service quality should
be accomplished concurrently with a comparison of actual and budgeted
costs for a realistic operating l_rformance efficiency analysis.
r_
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Future research should be p_rformed to develop a benefit index which
can be used for an objective evaluation of the quality of an information
search. Such an index could be related to the cost performance data to
determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the operation. Such
factors as the following should be investigated as possible inputs to a
benefit index: (1) the relevancj of the information identified for a
specific request; (2) the time required for the information search pro-
cess; (3) the amount of relevant information identified in a center's
own file in relation to that discovered from all sources; (_) the number
of information sources available to the literature searcher for the
request; (5) the importance to the client of a request satisfied by the
results of the search; (6) the ease of accessibility for the client to
the information retrieval system; (7) any direct applications of the
information identified during the search; (8) the efficiency with which
past search experiences regarding similar requests are utilized; (9) any
new research ideas generated from _he search; (lO) the qualifications of
/
the literature searcher in relation to the requested subject.
Economic Justification Studies
Future studies should be conducted to evaluate the validity of a
technical information center operation. If reliable cost data are
available and future research develops an objective information benefit
index, a quantitative measure of a center's value will b_ possible. In
the past, qualitative analysis has dominated any validity evaluations
because of the lack of reliable information regarding the cost-benefit
relationship. The value of the information which the system delivers
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and the cost of the performance can be analyzed concurrently if the
quantitative data are available.
InterveninE Variable Index
Future research also is necessary to develop an index that will
measure the intervening variables which affect a given search. Such
factors as the following appear to influence the unit cost of an in-
formation search: (i) the complexity of the problem; (2) the amount of
relevant information available; (3) the size of the information file;
(A) the past experience of the literature searcher with the subject;
(5) the number of searches performed on a given computer run. Further
studies should be performed to establish a complete list of the variables
which affect the unit search cost, to define a theoretically sound unit
of measure for each, and to weight each factor according to its importance
in the process. An appropriate index should provide a beneficial
managerial tool because of its hypothesized correlation with actual
search costs and should facilitate the prediction of future search costs.
Operational Standards
Many of the nonengineerlng labor functions of a NASA Regional Dis-
semination Center are routine tasks and should be suitable for the
application of standard measurements. Examples are such operations as
document and abstract reproduction, microfiche preparation, l_terature
filing, photocopying, and other repetitive clerical tasks. Standardiza-
tion of the literature searching operation appears unrealistic due to
the uncertainty of the variables that affect a given search. Variation
is an inherent characteristic of the literature searching process so any
attempt to measure deviations between actual and standard time would be
meaningless. However, the routine tasks are similar to manyrepetitive
Jobs in a typical manufacturing operation, and the use of quantity and
cost standards provides an effe_Live cost control technique. Future
studies are necessary to investigate methods for determining realistic
standard measurementsfor the nonengineering phases of the information
production process.
CONCLUSIONS
The major conclusions of this study are that objective managerial
cost accounting practices such as those developed in the preceding
chapters are both possible and _ssential in the operation of a technical
information center. The importance of the findings is derived from an
analysis of the contributions of relevant cost information which is
available when one of the two cost systems is employed. A technical
information center's operation is highly analogous to that of a typical
business firm in which managementis dependent on reliable cost informa-
tion for effective planning, controlling, and decision-making.
An efficient operation is mandatory for a successful performance
in the highly competitive business world. Quantitative data provide the
most realistic basis for the measurementof an organization's objectives
and performance. Without accurate production cost information, manage-
ment is constrained in the execution of such functions as unit cost
determination, budgeting, performance evaluation, pricing, product line
analysis, cost control, coordination of the various functions, and
quantitative decisions concerning alternative actions. The information
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deficiency condition contributes _significantly toward an inefficient
organization which operates at a competitive disadvantage.
Managements of technical information centers have been handicapped
in the past, however, by the lack of relevant cost information related
to the information searching activities. Since the volume and complexity
of scientific and technical information is causing the institution of an
increasihg number of centers, the field of information retrieval is
becoming more competitive, both for the attraction of customers and for
the receipt of operating funds. An efficient operation, benefiting from
valid service cost data, will be.in an advantageous position since its
prices will be lower than those cf an inefficient center that struggles
to maintain a breakeven revenue level by charging the excess costs to the
customers. Also, funding agencies are experiencing more demands for
their resources with the increasing number of centers so they undoubtedly
will sort out the efficient operations as the most effective applications
of the money.
Consequently, past practices of treating an information processing
operation's expenses as overhead costs of the funding agency no longer are
feasible, and accurate cost measurement is essential. The change from
an overhead consideration to a service costing process will be beneficial
to the stability of an information center since one of the findings of
the literature review of this study is that financing as an overhead item
presents a precarious position. When the sponsoring agency (for example,
a business firm, governmental agency, or university) experiences a
"monetary squeeze," the informatioh processing operation is affected
adve_-sely since overhead functions normally are the easiest to reduce or
eliminate.
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Performance budgeting also will be possible with reliable cost
data. At the present time, experience and Judgement dominate the
establishment of budgeted figures in a technical information center since
valid cost data are not available. Cost measurement with one of the two
systems presented in this study will enable management to project historical
cost data to expected future service activity which will provide an
objective basis for the budgeting process. Performance budgeting can be
achieved with the cost data since the operating costs are related ob-
jectively to the work activity. Whether the center charges for the
services it renders or is funded by a supporting body, performance
budgeting will provide a realistic view of the operation's financial needs.
If management of a technical information center decides that a
sustained utilization of a forma_ cost accounting system is unrealistic
because of an excessiveiy-burdensome reporting effort by the employees,
the statistical cost model offers an efficient and economical cost con-
trol device. A minimal amount of cost consumption reporting is 'required
since only samples of the information searches are considered. Thus,
relevant managerial cost information can be obtained in a technical informa-
tion center through the use of the formal cost accounting system, the
statistical cost control model, or some combination of the two.
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APP_RDIX I
COMPUTER PROGRAM AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING FUNCTION IN-A
NASA R_3IONAL DISS_N/NATION CENTER
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APPENDIX I
COMP_ITERIZED DATA PROCESSING OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
I. Keypunch Form
The information recorded on the daily time tickets by the
operating personnel is transferred to the keypunch form. The form
presents the source information collected during the production
process in "an arrangement suitable for keypunching. The following
information is required on each form:
Man No. (Number) - a three digit identification number is
assigned to each employee. The first
integer discloses the appropriate cost center
in which the work is performed and the last
two digits identify the specific person.
Ent. (Entry Type) - one of two numbers is recorded in this field:
3- indicates regular time reporting card
2 - indicates correction card
Date - date that individual time ticket is completed
in the form of year-month-day.
job Code - recorded as two alphabetic letters followed
by a four digit number. The two letters re-
veal the type of information service performed
and &he numbers identify the specific unit.
For example, RS 1AAO identifies a particular
retrospective search. (See coding system in
this Appendix. )
*The terms "Time Card Audit" and "Weekly Labor Performance Report" are
synonymous as are the terms "Labor Cost Report" and "Monthly Cost Per-
formance Report."
]i I.
Ac__tt. (Activity)
_ours
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- reveals the nature of the work activity
performed on a given job.
- indicates the labor time spent on the
individual work increments. The time is
reported in quarter hour increments which
are shown as decimal figures, (for example,
2½ hours is recorded as 0250).
Number of entries
per line - up to five jobs per employee can be recorded
on each line of the form. If a person works
on more than five jobs, extra lines are used
forthe same individual.
.
Keypunch Process
The information on the keypunch form is punched onto cards which
are used as an input to a CDC 3600 program which performs certain
checking functions.
II-I.
P
_Labor Performance Re__Time Card Audit)
After sorting, a printout is generated by a computer run which
]i_ts all of the jobs _rformed by each employee during the weekly
period ' .. ;
IV. Correction Procedure
The printout is checked by the accounting function to insure that
the data are correct. Any necessary corrections or additions are
recorded on a second keypunch form. An entry can be made on the
second form to d_lete any information recorded on the original key-
punch form. The corrections are initiated as follows:
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(i) • The same information that was entered originally for a.
transaction but which must be changed is recorded on a second
keypunch form with the exception of the entry type which is now
2 instead of 3. This information is entered in the first set
of fields of the form. _
(2) The revised• data _are recorded in the correct w_v in the
second set of fields. The computer will remove the original
entry from the audit report and register the revised information.
(3) If the original information should be eliminated entirely,
the procedure in (i) above is Utilized but the second set of
fields is left blank.
Monthly Cos__._tPerformance
At the •end of the month, all other cost information (for example;
supplies., travel, phone calls, and computer time), is recorded on the
same keypunch form as that used for labor and is keypunched onto
cards. The cost information is coded with a number that is used in
the Man No. column, and the cost units are entered in the same
column in which labor hours are recorded. These data are incorporated
with the labor information collected on the time audit during the
%
month (stored in the card file) and run on the icomputer to generate
a monthly cost performance report. The control card code is 2 in-
stead of 1 for the printout of the final weekly labor performance
report as well as the monthl:T cost performance report. The latter
report reveals all cost increments of the various information services
_rformed during the month.
VI.
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PunchedCard Handling Instructions
1. Punched cards are prepared as the keypunch forms are received
from the accounting function.
2. The cards are filed until all those pertaining to the monthly
period are punched.
3. When all of the time cards for the month are punched, proceed
as follows :
(a) Sort time cards on columns 5-10, starting on column lO.
(b) Place NAME CARD deck with sorted time cards.
(c) Sort the combined decks on columns l-A, starting in column
4. The cards are now ready for the first computer run.
4. Prepare control card according to the CONTROL CARD FORMAT sheet.
5. Submit job for computer run.
6. Send printed output to the accounting function. File cards in
the temporary work file.
When correction sheets are received from the accounting function,
proceed as follows:
i. Punch correction cards.
2. Sort corrections on columns 5-10. (Normally only columns 9 and 10
need be sorted as 5-8will be identical in all cards.)
3. Place correction cards with previously run name cards and time
cards and sort on columns 1-4.
4. Prepare control card according to CONTROL CARD FORMAT SHEET for
second running.
5. Submit for computer run.
.7.
NOTE:
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Send printed output to the accounting function.
Sort ,cards on column &. Save name cards (1 in column _). Time
cards and correction cards may be destroyed at the end of next
month.
WHEN SORTING, ALWAYS BEGIN IN THE HIGHEST NUMBERED COLUMN GIVe.
APPENDIX I (Continued)
Keypunch Instructions
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For: COST REPORTING SYST_
Source Document:
COLUMNS
1-3
4
5-10
11"12
13-16
i?
18-21
22-_
33-43
44-54
55-65
COST S,YST_ I,[EYPUNCHFOP_
r
MOD___EE
Numeric Man Number
Numeric Ent. - entry code (2 or 3 only)
Numeric Date (YR-MO-DAY)
Alpha Job .Category
Numeric Job Code l_nnber
Alpha
Numeric
Activity Code
Time (18-19, hours; 20-21, decimal)
Punch leading zeroes whether they
are on the keypunch form or not.
Same as 11-21
66-80 Skip
APPENDIX I (Continued)
LABOR REPORTING EXAMPLE
m0
Man No. i04
(a) On June &, 1967; he worked _ hour on SDS #12 and 3 hours
on RSS #2_-.
(b) On June. 2, 1967, he made a 15 minute phone call pertaining
to RSS #2144.
(c) On June 8, ]967, he worked a total of 6 hours on Jobs RSS
#2144, SDS #12, SDS #13, Operations overhead and SDS #11.
Man No. 106
(a) On June I, 1967, worked 8 hours on SDS #i0.
Man No. _05
(a) On June i, 2, and 3, 1967, spent 8 hours each day on
administrative work.

APPENDIX I (Continued)
CORRECTION LABOR RFJDRTING EXAMPLE
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Man No. 106
The AUDIT list contained an entry showing him having worked June 1,
1967, for one hour on SDS #10. If that entry were Judged to be incorrect,
the example shown will completely delete it from the records.
Man No. 203
The AUDIT list showed him having spent 2 hours on RSS #3616 on June
7, 1967. The entry shown will correct this to 2_ hours.
Man No. 308
The AUDIT list indicates he worked on June 12, 1967, for 1 hour
on OP 6. The entry shown will change this to OP 2.
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CONTROL CARD FORMAT
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Column
1
Data
Control code.
"i"- only the Weekly Labor Per-
formance Report is run. This code
is used when time cards for a given
month are run for the first time
(without corrections).-"---
"2" - both the Weekly Labor and the
Monthly Co----stPerformance Report is
run. This code is used when the time
cards for a given month are run for
the second time (with corrections).
2 - 17 Month and year, e.g., January, 1967.
APP_DIX I (Continued)
JOB CATEGORY
OPERATIONS OVERHEAD CONTROL CARD
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Some Job categories do not have operations overhead applied to them
since they represent overhead costs. This card indicates which categories
do and do not have overhead applied.
All legitimate Job Categories, e.g., SD, RS, OP, etc., must be indi-
cated in Lhis card. Up to twenty-five categories may be represented.
Each category is represented by its two-character code, as used by
Accounting, followed by an "N" i! no overhead is to be calculated or a
"Y" if overhead is to be calculated.
Column
1-2
3
_-75
Data
Job Category
Overhead indicator
"N" - do not calculate overhead
"Y" - calculate overhead
The same sequence is repeated up
through column 75.
Each time a new Job category code is utilized by the accounting
function, i_ must be reflected in this Card. If it is not, an ILLEGAL
JOB CATEGORY message will appear in the AUDIT list.
APPenDIX I (Continued)
SECTION OVERHEAD RATE CARD FO_4AT
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These cards carry the rate at which overhead is to be applied to
the various cost centers. Overhead is applied on the basis of direct
labor dollar cost.
Nine sections may have overhead rates. Blank cards must be included
with the pack, if there are fewer than nine sections, for a total of nine
cards.
Column Data
1
20-25
Cost center number
1 - engineers
2 - clerical
3 - service
& " computer
5 - administrative
Card code - "O" (zero)
Overhead rate, e.g., $3.25
would be pdnched 0325.
Abbreviated name of section,
e.g., ENGR - engineers.
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APPENDIX I (Continued)
COMPUTERIZED DATA PROCESSING
SYSTEM FLOW CHART
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_our :e
q
Accounting
l Labor _
', I
(a)
Time Cards I
(a)
.
_Accounting _
i"
,, _I ,_
ClNI "]36oo
Computer
Corrected
Weekly
Labor
Performanc,
Month]y Report
Cost
[Perfor- J'l
marlce
*Sequence
Man No. - Major
(Col. 1-3)
Card Code -
Intermediate (Col. _)
_ate - Minor
(coz. 5-1o)
lo Change control
card code to 2
instead of 1
for monthly cost
performance
report.
APP_DIX I (Continued)
REPORTING CODING SYSTEM
Direct Labor and Direct Sundry Expenses
lOO - Engineering Cost Center*
200 - Clerical Cost Center*
300 - Reproduction Cost Center*
&O0- Computer Cost Center*
*Last two digits identify sp._cific employees.
500 - Materials - Supplies and Expenses Section
.501 -' Telephone
502 - Microfiche
503 - Photocopy
50& -Xerox
505 - Bruning Mats
506 - Bruning
507 - Computer TTme
508 - Covers
509 - Depreciation
5]0- Postage
511 - Company Travel
Work Activity Codes
OP - General Administrative Time
OPI - Idle
OP2 - Break
OP3 - Clean
OP& - Mall
OP5 - Meetings
OP6 - Library
[.
_S
RSM
Rs (4 digits)
SD -:(or SD_)
SD (2 digits)
SDD (2 digits)
SS 1 throllgh 19
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.APPENDDI I (Continued)
Retrospective Search Service - General
Retrospective Search Maintenance
Retrospe_tffve Search with specific search number
Selectiv.' Dissemination Service Maintenance time
Selective Dissemination Service with specific
performance number
I_ereet Profile Development
Special Projects
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APPENDIX I
WEEYJuY LABOR PERFORMANCE REPORT ILLUSTRATION
Month of July, 1967
Section
Time Card Audit
Engr
Page 1
Man Qate Job Activity Hours
iO1 67/07/05 OP 2.OO
i01 67/07/05 SD = 2.OO
iO1 67/07/05 RS 3399 1,25
iOl 67/07/06 SD = 1.00
iO1 67/07/06 OP i.50
i01 67/07/08 SD = 1.00
i01 67/07/08 RS 3399 .50
i01 67/07/08 OP 2.50
Man iO1 Total ................... 11.75
Engr iO1 Service Category Totals
OP 6.OO
SD 4.OO
RS 1.75
ServiceCategory Totals
OP 206.50
SD 4]3.50
Rs 130.00
ss ]40.25
SectionEngr Totals
Cler
890.25
201 67/,O7/12 OP 2 .50
201 67/O7/12 SD = 2.00
201 67/07/12 SS 5 I.OO
201 67/O7/14 SD iO 3.50
201 67/07/14 OP 2, .50
201 67/07/15 OP 2 .50
201 67/07/15 SD i0 3.50
2oi 67/07/16 SS 5 1.25
Man 20] Total .................. 12.75
Clef 201 Service Category Totals
"OP 1.50
SD 9.00
SS 2.25
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APPENDIX I (Continued)
Month of July, ]967
Section Man
Time Card Audit
Date Job Activity
Page 2
Hour._
Service Category Totals
OP I]0.00
SD 49.50
SS 15.25
DO 125.OO
RS 51.25
S_ction Clef Totals 351.OO
Srvice 302 67/07/03 OP &
302 67167/03 OP 2
302 67_07/03 RS =
302 67/07/05 KS =
302 67/07/05 OP
302 67/07/06 OP 2
302 67/07/06 SD =
302 67/07/06 OP h
1.25
.50
i.OO
h.OO
i.OO
.50
1.50
1.50
Man 302 Tota] .................... 11.25
Srvice 302 Service Category Totals
OP /,.75
RS 5.OO
SD 1.50
Srvice Category Totals
oP 375.25
RS 126.75
SD 174.25
SS 210.25
Section Srvice Totals 886.50
Infsys 4o3 67/07/05
ho3 67107105
403 67/07/07
403 67107108
403 67/07/09
403 67/O7/10
403 67/O7/12
403 67/07/13
Man A03 Total ....
Infsys 403 Service category Total
OP 44.OO
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
2.25
5 .OO
7.OO
6.25
4.25
6.50
5.50
8.00
................ 44.75
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APPENDIX (Continued)
Month of July, 1967
..
Section Man
Time Card Audit
Date Job Activity
Service Category Totals
OP 160.OO
SS 95.25
AD 21.OO
KS 5.00
Section In/'sys Totals 281'.25
Admin 5Oi 67/O7/O1 SD =
501 67/07/04 RS 3387
50] 67/07/04 RS 34.15
50/ 67/07/06 KS 3281
5ol .67/07/08 -.. KS 34.10
5Ol 67/07./09 RS 3A20
5ol 67107109 KS 3427
501 67/O7/10 KS 3422
Man 501 Total . . . , ................
Admln 501 Service Category Totals
SD 15.00
RS 18.OO
Service Category Totals
SD 45.52
RS 72.16
OP 88.75
DO 17.76
SS 231.14
Sect [on Admin Totals 4.55.33
-Service Category Grand Total
OP 878.25
SD 678.57
• KS 397.4.1
SS 704.14
AD 21.00
CT 10.50
DO 161.54
(;rand Total Hours Worked 2543.41
I
Page 3
Hours
i5.00
i.O0
1.06
1.00
4.00
1.00
7.00
3.00
33.00
APBg_O_[ I (_t:bmed)
_m_ COST P_3OImAWCE _Rm? ILX_TSTnTYCm
_kmth of July, 1967
Job ;Section
Henth_ Job Labor Cost Report
aS 33_
as 33A2
as 33A2
Io3
Section Engr Total
C_r 203
204
Section C_r Total
Srvice 315
Section Srvice Total
2.25
2;25
0.50
0.25
.75
0.75
0.75
7.78 8.16
7.78 8.16
0.85 0.89
O.U 0.4&
1.27 1.33
2.59 2.71
2.59 2.71
as 3342 Ad_Aa 50_ .05 0.25
_14HI4141.1._
Section Ad_in Total
Job 33A2 Total
;05 .25
3.so _.s9 12.20
Section Percentage of Jobs
_r 62.8
Cler ll.k
Srvice ,?4.6
Mmin 1.2
Engr 102 l.O0 3.A6
l_gr 110 2.50 8.65
3.63
9.08
Section Eagr Total 3.50 12.1"I 12.71
Cler 203 3.75 6,AI 6.73
Cler 20k 33 .OO 65.3k _.60
Section Clef Total 36.75 71.75 75.33
Srvice 302 5.OO 7 •50
Srvice 303 .75 1.12
Srvice 309 15 .OO 22.50
7.8'7
1.17
23.62
Section Service Total 20.75 31.12 32.66
as= 1afro
Section Infsys
_O7 A.75 8.31
k07 k.75 8.31
8.72
8,72
Page i ..
oet With
r Overhead
15 .%
15.9k
l.Tk
0.86
2.60
5.30
5.30
2/+.09
7.09
17.73
2_:82
13.1A
133.9A
IAT.O8
15.37
2.29
46.12
63.78
17.03
17.03
23O
APPI_DLX I (Continued)
D
Month of Ju]y, 1967
Job Section
Monthly Job Labor Cost. Report
Base Or
Man Act Hours Cost o_P_-adv,,_
RS = Admin
F&S Admin
_; = Admin
501 2.OO 7.00
5O4 3.09 i5.45
507 5.00 1.05
Section Admin Total
*_-_ Job RS Total
Section Percentage of Jobs
Engr 2.9
Cler 30.4
Srvice 5A.3
InSsys 3.9
Adman 8.3
10.09 23,50
75.84 138.17 129.42
Total Cost _y Section
For JobCategory RS
Engr
C]er
Srvice
Infsys
Admin
477.39
98.67
398.97
8.7A
Z75.35
501.03
103.51
397.66
9.17
0.00
Page 2
Cost With
Oper Overhead
267.59
978.42
202.18
776.63
17.91
275.35
D SD IC Engr iO4
Section Engr. Tota]
SP iO Cler 201
Section Clef Total
SD i0 Srvice 309
Section Srvice Total
SD iO Admin 504
Section Admin Total
•_,_, Job SD lO Total
0.25
0.25
3.75
3.75
o.5o
0.50
0.0A
0.04
4.54
0.86
0.86
6.86
6.86
0.75
0.75
"O.20
0.20
8.67
O.9O
0.90
7.20
7.20
O.78
O.78
8.88
i.76
1.76
14.06
.14.06
1.53
1153
17.55
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APP_DZX I (Continued)
HOnth of July, 1967
Job Section
SD = Engr
SD -- Engr
SD = Engr
Monthly Job Labor Cost Report
Base _rMan Act Hours Cost 0 ad
ioi 6.25 21.62 22.70
lO2 5.75 19.80 20.88
lO3 19.25 66.60 69.93
Section Engr Total 31.25 108.11 123.51
SD _ Clef 201 27.75
SD _ Cler 203 5.75
50.78 53.31
9.83 I0.32
Section Cler Total 33.50 60.61 63.63
SD =
SD =
SD =
Srvice 302 3.75
Srvice 307 1.25
Srvice 309 O. 50
5.62 5.90
1.751 1.83
0.75 0.78
Section Srvlce Total 5.50 9.12 8.51
SD = Infsys _07 5.50 9.62 10.1o
Section Infsys Total 5.50 9.62 I0.IO
SD =
SD =
SD =
Admin 501 15.OO 52.50
Admin 50& 2.22 II.10
admin 505 O.lh .73
Section Admin Tota_ 17.36 64.$3
Job SD = Total 93.11
Section Percentage of Jobs
Engr 65.5
Cler 15.0
Srvice 7.3
Infsys 2.h
Ada_n 9.5
250.79 195.85
Total Costs By Section
For Job Category SD
Zngr
Cler
Srvice
infsys
Admin
1406.52
88.90
309.66
9.62
106.A&
1476.61
93._
325._
_._
O._
L
m,
, ,,|
i
Page 3
Cost With
Oper Overhead
&&.32
&0.77
136.53
221.62
io_.o9
2o.15
12_.2&
11.52
3..58
1.53
17.63
19.72
19.72
446.64
2883.13
182.22
63&.72
19.72
1.06.44
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APPENDIX I (Continued)
Month of July, 1967 Monthly Job Labor Cost Report
Base Oper
Job Section Man Act Hours Cost Ovhead
SS 3 Engr iO1 1.50 5.19 5.&A
SS 3 Er_r 102 13.OO _.98 47.22
SS 3 Engr 103 9.25 32.00 33.60
Section Engr Total 23.75 82.17 86.26
SS 3 Cler 203 4.50 7.69 8.07
Section Cler Total 4.50 7.69 8.07
SS 3 Srvice 307 6.50 9.10 9.55
SS 3 Srvice 311 0.25 0.37 0.38
SS 3 Srvice 314 1.75 6.05 6.35
Section Srvice Total 8.50 15.52 16.28
SS 3 Admin 505 5.47 28.71
SS 3 Admin 507 79.70 16.73
Section Admin Total 85.17 45.A&
_ ; Job SS Total 121.92 150.82 110.61
Section Percentage of Jobs
Engr 37.3
Cler 2.8
Strice 5.4
Admin 54.3
SS = Infsys 407 0.25 0.43 0.45
£ -_-_- .
Section Infsys Total 0,25
Job SS = Total 0.25
0.43 0.45
0.43 0.45
Section Percentage of Jobs
Infsys I00.0
Total Costs By Section
For Job Category SS
Engr
Cler
Srvice
Infsys
Admin
499.95 524.86
29.5_ 31.00
370.97 389.43
168._2 176.83
470.59 0.00
Page 4
Cost With
Oper Overhead
10.63
92.20
65.60
168.43
15.76
15.76
18.65
0.75
12.40
31.80
261.43
0.88
0.88
0.88
1024.81
66.54
76O.4O
345.25
470.59
Month of July, 1967
Job Section
EI1gr
Cler
Srvice
Infsys
Admin
Grand Total
APPenDIX I (Continued)
Monthly Job Labor Cost Report
Base Oper
ManAct Hours Cost Ovhead
935.30
 65.78
1061.00
228.25
96_.10
365_._3 8,6&6.0_ _875.65
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Page 5
Cost With
Oper Overhead
12,921.69
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IU;_6 r'Al.l. HFAF) IN(_( IPI., Iil2, [P3, [PA(qE, [VOUr'JT)
::t.[__ 2 ,4q !TF:( P, 1.q 04 J
1_[in4 I-"}I_'_AT(LHO,'13Y,*SEHVIC_ CAT EG_lP_ TOTAt. S*)
I S'!= ISV-1
C _<ITF _ATP_C_I]_Y IdrALs
_() 1005, l:L,I£V
[',4F:g"(IQAT(I,P)/inB)
! H'_S?: f [',AT ( I, 2)w1.0q
I L','IUNT : I r_U iJr,,lr*1
IF'( ] CUil!._ T-56) 1024, t OPt) _ ln2 _
1023 cal. L H_SAO I NG( 1Pl, [ DZ_ I D3, IP &q_, I C[)UNT )
lu_4 _,_ ir_ (p, lnO_ IcAT ( I, I), IHP_;, I_RF_2
r; SAV_ C&IF-GONY TOTALS FOH I'NIS st:r;lIO_i
i I.' [_ 0 F,)_w'4AT ( 15X,'_2, 3X, I 5, :IH,, I 2)
iJO lr_O/, [I=t_ fSg2
TF(ICAT(T,C).HO,ICAIALL(II,1))f;O TO I0n9
- ),IX,1_,,12)
fl91141_7
C 5AVE
C
C
i b14
1015
L(I,Z)
09t14/67
lll'l
1 :L()2
rAPE1 A
/// -
//
/
/
_UDO
_006
200b
09114167
IOPH=(MCnST,13RATE(ISVSECT))/lno _. 239
IOPH_aIOPH/I_q
]OP_=IOPH÷MC_}3T $ 70PW2=IOPW/IO0
]JS3=JJS3÷IO=H $ IJS4=|JS4*IOPH
IF(IeOUNT ,LT, 57)G0 TO 3002
C_LL HFA_M(I_4,1_5=[PA{,EmICOUNT)
_RITE(2,3nO_)ISAVE(KM)=NAME$(ISVSECT}eISA{L_4)jIHRS2.1SA(LL,3),
I_COST2,MCOSI.InPH2olnPH, IOPW2,10PW
FORNAT(6X,R6,5×,A8a2X,R3etlX_I3etH.iT2, I6,tHt,IZ, I7JlH.,I2,bX,[6,
11H.,12)
GO Tn 20_2
IF(ICOU_T-5?)20
_ALL HFADM(I_4,
wRIT_(2,PO07)I_
I_C05T2eM_OST
2_07 FORMAT(6X,R6.SX
IJS4=IJS4÷MCO$1
C HAVE I SCANNED FJL
2Q12 IF(EL ,EO. F;E)2
2_0_ IHRS_=IJSZ/_O
ICOUNT=ICOUNT*?
C 5AVE
JSEC?(ISVSECT)=
MSECT(ISVSECT)=
!J3=_J3÷IJS: $
_SFCTI(ISVSFCT)
_SECT2(ISVSE_T_
IF((ICRATE(IX÷_
3b04 IOPH=IJS3./%0_
IF(ICOUNT-6O}30
3007 CALL HEADM(I04,
05,20_6_2006.
InS, I_AGE, ICbUNT}
AVE(K_) ,N_MFS( ISWSECT), 15_( LL, 4), IHRS2, 15A (I__,3) ,
.AB,2X_R3,1]X,13,1H,,12, I6_IH,,12)
L ARE_)
OnB.Z_O0
$ MCOST2=IJS2/IO0
COUNTERS FOR END OF JOB+ EN[) OF RUN, AN_ END
IJS1 *JSECT(ISVSECT)
MSECT(ISVSECT)÷IJS2
IJ4, IJ4÷IJ$4
=MSECTZ(ISVSECT),IJS3
=MSECT2(ISVSECI),IJS4
).NE. %RY).OH.(ISRATEtISV_ECT)
$ IOPH2slJS4tlO0
a6,3007_3007
IDP_IPACE, ICOUNT)
!COUNT=ICOIJ_T÷_
C _RIIE SECTION TOTAL
30_6 _RITB(2, L_OO&}NA
_IOPH2,1J$4
3008 rORMAT(EHfl.14X.
. StH,el2,6X,Ib,tN
qO TO 3009
3{105 IF(ICOUNT-6Q)2_
OR CATEGOHV.
,EQ, 0))3005,3Q04
201D
2UO_
2UII
3U_
CALL HEADM(ID4
ICOUNI= !COUNT÷2
_R ITE(2. 2011 )_WA
IFIHST=o $ IJ%=
IJS3_IJS4=O
ISV$ECT=ISA(LL,
[F(LL ,EO. MZ)_O
_RIT_(_.3055)
ICOUNT=ICOUNT÷I
_0 TO ?001
3(.)NTINU_
wRITE JOB T_TALS
IHRS_=IJ_/$O_ $
[COUNT=ICOUNT_4
$
MF_S(ISVSECT)_IHRS2, IJSI,MCOST_,!J_2_IOPH, IJS3,
*SECTION **A6,* TOTAL*,SX, I4,1.M,,I2, I6,1H.,12,17,
.,_!2)
2UO0
C
2_&4
09,20_0_2010
.IDS, IP'AGF, ICOUN'f)
MES(ISVSECT)elHRS2,1JSI,_OST2_IJS2
*SECTION *_A6_* TOTAL*,SX_I4,tH,eI2eI6,1H..12}
IJI÷IJS_ $ IJ2=IJ_÷IJS2 $ [JSI.=IJS2=O
MCOST2= IJ2/lOO
IF( f ¢OU_,tT-6_ } 2013_ 2[_14_ 2014
CALL HEAr)M( II)4, II)5e |PAGE, ICOUNT)
4)/10000B
TO 2000
0_/14167
/ U _.)5
f: LN[1
^_.<ITF(;_;,)O55w
FORi',AI( I n ( ,iH*,,.*****, ),/I)
]f;o!,,NT= I!':(J'JNI"*2
l JCI= [ .J C :P-" ,.q
()F I',(!JN CHE,.,K
IF'(IKM ,Eq, I)L:O2ll_20;xO
_u;U
C ,r!r
7IJtU
4uFJO
._ULU
,_u J.()
3U40
,_U49
,i b I.I
091141A7
IPCT=IALL1/IO_, ,i IPCII=IALL-?-/IiIO
IPCT3=I ALL4/I f_n
CALL HEA[IM( ID 4 , ll)Ss I_A(;E_ 'ICUUI_T)
E SECTIa'4 GF.(AF_D TUTAI. S
F'U 7rl_O, I=1,,9
IF( I_wLLS(1) ,_-0, o)GC lO 7F_n
IB" I ALLS( I )/I Lrl
_Hl l .;.(2',,7t)61 )NAIIFS ( I ) • )I_, IALL. S( I )
FORM aT(IrIXsA,k,,l OY, [O,ll a,_ 12)
CUN F INIJE
$ IPCT2=IALL3/InO ?.hl
,WHl Tr6(2, ,itJ
F'OR'..]A T ( I.¢_X
I_;_, 18,1H.,
5TOH
lUP_.I= l J
ICF)U htT:
IF ( ICOU
(;
11
IJl'- IJ4=u
I::,_F!
nij )]PC1 _,IAL Ll, IPCI t, IA[L?, IPOT), I ALL3, IPCI 3, ! AI.L4
,*r,L,,_Nll TOTALS*,hX, IRslH,, Id, IA,_I,, 12. 17,1.,, 12,
I_'}
31tO0 I" IFIFU2= IJ411nO
ICOUNT+I
F,r-57)Sn4_), 305D, 305F'
ALL HFlr_M( Irl4j,l[15s IPAGEIm l('O_h,cT)
HI FF(2,, 301_.) ISAVE(K_)s I_R£2,, lilt MCI)£T2,, IJ?, IOPH, IJJ, I(,HH2, IJ4
OR:'IAT(3X,2OH**,***'******** JOb ,R6,* I;'llAi.',,WjI(i,,]._(.,I?,lO,l_.,
2, 17,3. W,,12,6W,I6sl",,12,//)
GO TO 3012
0_114t_7
_iUF_OUTI,_JE H_ADI;tG(I_]I,Irl2.ID,t,I_AGE,If'O,,J_,T)
IPAL_F= IPAGF÷I.
v_HIrE (_w 4 ) IIJt, Tl1;',,IP _(_I:
FOR_AT(INI,,IXm*M_JNTH OF *jPfY_,2X,*ARAC TIME CAF_I] AUDIT',,
_.]OXp*PAG_Z'_ 14,/," HII_,oX,*SE[_,TIUK_.,7Xp*MAN._6X_*DAIE.a7X,..,O_.j4Xe
;'"ACT T V IT Y*, 4 R, *h(:URS,,,//)
(COdf'4T= O
RETURN
F N []
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APP_DIX II
COMMITER PROGRAM AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECORDING COMPUTER TIME
ACCORDING TO THE NA_PJRE OF THE PERFORMANCE IN A
NASA P_EIONAL DISS_4INATION CENT_
24_
APPenDIX II
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPUTER TIME ACCUMULATION
The following steps should be performed to record the amount and
nature of the computer time utilized for a given perf°rmance:
Step !- Read a card containing the following information:
(a) Identification number of the program being run using
6 positions.
(b) Cumulative total of time previously employed for this
program in minutes using 8 positions (3 decimals).
(c) Rate per minute for the computer time using 5 positions
(3 decimals).
(d) Cumulative cost total previously incurred by this
program using 7 positions (2 decimals).
The field sizes can be altered to coincide with particular situa-
tions, and other information may be added as required by different NASA
Centers..
St___. Call the in_ernal computer clock and store the beginning time
of the program in TIME IN (measured in milliseconds).
The two steps above should be executed at the beginning of the pro-
gram. Next, the normal processing for "which the main program is designed
should be performed. At the conclusion of the normal computer performance,
the following steps would be executed:
Step 2- Call the intc rn_l computer Clock and store the ending time of the
program in TIME OUT. Both TIME IN and TIME OUT are recorded in milliseconds_
Step_. Calculate elapsed miliiseconds (TIME OUT MINUS TIME IN), convert
the figure to minutes (divide by 60,000), and store the result in TIME TOT
APP_RDIX II (Continued)
_. Calculate the cost of this run (_itipl_ TIME TOT by RATE) and
store in COST.
Step 6. Update the c_malative time total of this program (ACCUMIN plus
TIME TOT).
_. Update the cumulative cost total of this program (ACCOST plus
COST).
8. Punch out a new, updated card as described in Step 1. The old
card may be destroyed, and the new card will be the input to Step 1
during the next running of the program.
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6,
Step 7
Step 8
i0_
4
m
.n-
o
(NORMAL pROGRAM BEGINNING}
Jll
READ I0, ID, ACCUMIN, RATEr ACCOST
FORMAT IR6, F8.3, F5.3, F7.21
TIMkJN = TIMEFIX)
(NURMAL PROGRAM PREICESS I NG }
e
o
TIMEOUT = TIMEFIX)
TIMETFJT : .{TIMF.OUT - TIMEIN} l 6UO0_.
COST = TIMETOT * RATE
_Af,_CU311N_=.ACCUMIN + TIMETOT
ACCOST = ACC{]ST + COST
PUNCH l{tl, ID, .ACCUMIN, RATE, ACCOST
FORMATIRO, F8.3, F5.3, F7.2|.
(NORMAL END OF PROGRAM)
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APPenDIX I'II
COMPUTER PROGRAM AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR SnS COST
DISTRIBUTION TO THE INDIVIDUAL PROFILES IN A
NASA REGIONAL DISSEMINATION CENTER
2&9,
AF P_NDIX III
SDS OPERATIONAL COST DISTRIBUTION
The objective of the accompanying program is a weighted-average
distribution of the total SDS o_rational costs incurred for a given SDB
I
performance to the individual interest profiles. The computer calculates
the unit profile charge on the basis of the relative profile pull. For
example, if the total SDS Operational costs are $&COO.OO and a particular
interest profile pulls 1OO out 6f a total pull of 10,OOO, the unit charge
would be SAo.oo. The computation is performed during the regular SDS
com_mter search run.
Since the computer performs the calculation at the time the SDS
search is run, the total operational costs are unknown. Instead, a cost
breakdown of a range of possible costs is calculated, and the appropriate
level is chosen after the correct process cost figure is known from the
cost accounting system. At the present time, the costs are in increments
of $2oo.00, rarging from $3200.00 to $5890.00.
Prggram Operation
Program: COSTTEST
Input cards
SDS D_stribution tape (Unit i).
Out _ut Printed Listing
Output listing forwarded to accounting function.
future use.
Input stored for
PRoU,_AM (.,0 _T11::ST
DIM_NSIUN S|,_UL)t I(..ODt:(.bOO|w
OIMEN_ iON IN|2;
E_UIVALENCE -IINTIT;,DATEI, |IN!2I, AI_JEI
[YP_ INIrGr-R [}Air- tAI_UE,S
DO lO, I=I,600
iu [CUL)LIII = AuC(II = MCIil = ICOP(II = b
JlC = J = l
Uub 1O [ U --
C READ MULT COPY -II_TK-CZIUNT "
_,_-AC}I NPUTT AP E bOoSO,NP
5_. FOI_MATII4)
i
_KITE (_i,c)u)NP
o_ EORMATI iX,,i _) _ I
J = 1
C READ MULT _UPYI-ITw-I'R--_TR _AR_IS
bu R_AOIr_PuFIAPL Oi.7,Si,_(ll, SIZ}
di FU_LHAI (A_, 181
MC(J) = _{L} °AN_° 71777(7#17_
MuIJ+i) :. SIZi
r,P = NP-I
WRIl:EI6'li89) N'Pi- S(lIl SlZl, MC(JI, MCIJ+LI
.
ACC( OOOl , _IP l it, MSi o3Jl, ICJPI_DCi
_ J. = J+Z
GO 'TO _C "
.C M_K END-uF TA6Lt:
•.00 MCi J+3 ) _ '3REI_ID......... .............--
MCIJ+_} = 8FI
J = i
L, KcAD UA[_ ANd [_SUE-
2BU _UFFER IIN (4,1) IINIiI,INIZIi
• Ziu iFIUNIII4I 21_lZS_,Z5b,ZbC
L, kEAJ _ 13 T K i BUTI OFT- T-AP E ..........
%_u 6UFt:_-k IN 14tI'} iS(ll , S(3UIIt
L_J_ IF{ U,_IT,_) Z51,270,#00i250
ZTu i_HK = b(ll .AND. 77777"'O0006
IF (ICMK .EQ. 5KXX_Ju) , GO ILl 400
- IF (iCflK ..r_Q, 51KAAAUO..) C,O TO 25_
iLOuEIJIC! _( IT -.AND . 1777777777B
AI3L,iJ lC I."= $(2) '
_ilKll.E Ioi. s,ZtgI Sill', $(Z), IL;OiJIzIJ. I.C), AublJlut
_77 pukMAill_X,Ab,3XildiSX,AS,jl.f_lw'$t lOdu_I:, A_I)
.Zo_,- IF |MiL(J| .EQ. |COi)ElJlr_ll GO i{J 300
1_" ( MI..iJi -["Q. Jt'tE'NL,I) Ot] Ill JSO '
,, i .,
J = J+Z ....................................
Go TU 26(_
MULTIPLY PULL I_Y COPIE_Y K_-QUIR_-L)
5Lu AMC = MLIJ+I}
v_KITk(61,3OS} AMcIMI. IJ+I), ACCIJIC)
_5 FUKMATi J.XIFO ,3 X i 1813X, F_, IAML iMOl ACC_=)
C.._c I FUR CALL _fI-fI-I--MUIZI--CLIpIIE3 "
wO(.,iaiUI = ((ACCIJiC| _iAMCIfA(..C(JICI)I/. '
_RI II-(6I ,_20i ACCIJICI
_2U FORMAT( IX,PB,_ACL _} '
" ILuPIJICI : MCIJ+ll
Ji¢. = JIC+i
u a,r-I _UM L;ALC--I_I|TrfOUT .........MULl C,UPIkS
l_O0-(JICi = b(I)
AC;UIJICI : S(2i
_ Fu_MATliXil@,}XiAS,31,IldlbXiASi3X,ld,*iWP-,_,Mull
uOttb_uU_O-l-dUK+++_u_JZ-++2J20USO-KOO-_+dJJ_OedOd_Jd_u30u_bJJD_l)6_,
IL, uv(JiGt = 2K**
_L, _ UOC[OI = UOCIOT + S|2i
J = 1
JI(. = J ICIFI ....
GO [0 ZSO
L MARK /ENU Of: NURMAL PROFILES
_Lv I.CuL)_-IJICI = 5R77777
Jib = JiC+i
KrAU UUMi'IY PROFILES _ • .:'
_ R E-AU iNIJLJI rAPE'-O-03_I, I C U Z)E( J IC I i-ICUPI J IC|
451 FOKMAIIAop 12,FO|
IFI LLJl-,bO I b(3U _ _b8
_:_b wKIT_, loi,_)_l ICODC(JlCl, ICuO(JICI, _.L. IJILI
o,_V FUKMAT.(LX,A_,2X,IZ,2X,FO,*IuODE, ICOe, AL6-OO4MI'*_
IF (ILUP(JICl .E_. Q } GO I'U 4_la
At.UP = I-COP IJIC1-- ...........
AL.6IJILI = (IACLIJIC) * ACOPI+ACL, IJ|CIII_.
,wRllElbl,l/gl ACCIJiL, I i ACL)P
_79 FUKMAIIIX,F_,2X,FI_,*ACC, ACUPI-DUMMY_| '
aIC = JIC+L
"_r IU _t_'- ...................... . ............... . ....
ALL,( J I" )
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LL. IN_.= ILINE+3
JIC = 31C+l
GU TO 3_b2
L _N_ UP. 5UbROUTIN_
bui.k, _iTE|oi,b_Oi)
boui FORMAT [IHO,*GR
_KI I_|oi,_Olu/
5OIL FuKMATi iHl,iX|
kEIU_N
_NU
/
DUC TOT, T OT :"-
UT*,LX,FO,I_(IX,P7.21)
FA_,TOR = FACTA / FA'_T_
CI3L}C $ = CDOC$ -4, ACC ( J IC I
C CaLL INTR C[R Cu_T AS PURTIUN UF KANG_, VALOr--
ILI M=I L IM+I ..................
ZU_u CuST|ILIM; = I_ACTuR. • RANGE
u, UPDATI:: LUMPANY TOTAL
(_IUTIILIM} = CIOIIlLIM) + LUSTIILIM;
b UPDATE G_AND" [OT'AL
IUIiILIH| = TOT(ILIMI + LusT(ILIMI
ILIM = ILI-M'_ ...... ..............
u, (.tltLl_ I-NO UF RANGE
I.FIIL|M ,cQ, Ib-I GU TO _G_
_ANGE = RANbE * .PtJO.
C,U TO.2ObU
._bbU iLIM = u
C PRINT IN 1 E RT_ST -L-ENTER--15 RE'-AKI)13WN'-ICT NE
MKii_-lol,3U1t;i .ILOU_(JICI, .ICUPIJIC|, AL._.iJI_/, L.JST
3OlU FORMAT |I X',Rb.,IX,_2,1 X, F_, l_( IX, F7.2 ; ,/I
ILINE = ILINE+2
LL_A_ INI b[R COST A.R_A
Ou i_I._ I=I,1_
CUS T I [ I -=- O. --=--=...................
_ulb CONTINUE
JIL = JIC+l
L Cht-_R FU_NE_ CL_MPANY .
ICLKI = ICUD_IJILI .AND. TTTTTTOOOUB
IF liCCKi ,E(J, ICCK'ZI GoTO 3U50
C PRINT CUMPA NT-T13T_ ....
_F(i T_lbl ,3U_) LDOLS, CTOT
3U3_ FuRMATI!X:e_TL]T*,bX,F5.G,I_(IX,F7.2),//II
CUO_.S=_ ....
ILINE = ILIN_-+,_'
C LL_AR LUMPAN_ fuTAL ARE.A
• oo _p_ b I-_;,-l-T "
uIOlIiI .= O.
_b _UN T.INUE
I,CCK2 = ICCKi
LMECK, FU_ ENO dF IN T CIR TABLE. IF YE3 G_ [U E-U-SJ_R3JTI_E
Jcbu IF(ICUUt(JIC; ,E_', bK/7777) GO TU _O(jO
3_5_ IF| _CUUEIJ-[C)---_E_--I31_g99999991 GO TO 530_
_, L_Lt._ FUll, PAGE LINE LIMIT
3U70. IF[ILINL .LT. bUI GU.TO ZLi20
IL'INE = U
GU -TO 2LUU
_uOl FDRMA.T{IFTO-,-_FOt-L-I_FI-NG INTR, _TRS: SERVIC_-D bY dLJ_K P_3FILES_;
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APP]_DIX IV
EXHIBITS I - XVI USED IN THIS STUDY
29&
EXHIBIT I
GLOSSARY OF TF2MS USED IN THIS S_DY
1. Allocated cost , A cost that is charged to the information services
on some indirect basis. •
2. Chart-of accounts - A list of the ledger accounts used in the
accounting system.
3. Computer maintenance time - Computer time incurred to update the
information file or refine an interest profile.
&. Controllable cost - A cost that can be directly regulated or in-
fluenced at a given level of authority.
5. Control ledger account - A general ledger account that is a summary
record and is supported by a set of subsidiary ledger accounts.
6. Cost accounting journ$1 - A chronological record of the financial
transactions incurred during the information production process.
.
_o
9.
I0.
11.
Cost accountiDgledger - A record of every account established in
the chart of accounts, representing the historical files of the
financial transactions incurred during the information production
process.
Cost accounting system - A formal communications network that pro-
duces relevant 'cost information for planning, controlling, and
decision-making purposes.
Cost center - A responsibility unit (for example, a department or.
section) for which costs are accumulated.
Cost variance - A deviation between a cost target for a particular
item and the actual cost recorded in the cost accounting system.
Direct cost - A cost item that is specifically and conveniently
traceable to the information services.
12. Direct sundry expense - A term used to signify all direct costs
except labor. Examples are computer time, telephone calls,
reproduction expenses, and travel.
13. Discretionary costs - A cost that can be changed enly during the
planning phase, thus representing a fixed cost during the annual
operation of a center.
• i ° ,
]h. Document -A complete sclentlflc or technical rePort.
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EXHIK[T I (Continued)
] f) .
]6.
17.
]9.
20.
Eng_ineer - A specia]ized literature searcher in a NASA Regional
D_ ssemination Center.
Fixed cost - A cost which does not change in total for a given time
v-_riod andservice activity range but becomes progressively smaller
on a per unit basis as volume_increases.
Flexible overhead budget - A series of overhead budgets for varying
service activity ]eve]s that adjust for the variable port_on of
the total o[_rations overhead costs.
_ll-cost ericing - A cost bas_s that _ontains an average amount of
a,l] service costs, both direct and indirect, and an allocated share
of the selling and administrative expenses.
Gross margin - The revenue of a period less the cost of the services
performed.
Indirect cost - A cost item that cannot be traced directly to an
information service but is incurred in the production process.
21. Information- A general term which may refer to the contents of a
" complete document, an abstract of a document, or a reference to a
document.
22. Information abstract -A summary of the essential features of a
re_rt or document;
23. Information citation - A reference to a report Or document containing
such information as the tit]e, author's name,, source, and number of
[,ages.
2A.
26.
Ini',_rmat]on management - The management of the receipt, storage,
retrieval, reproduction, d_ssemination, and inventory control of
scientiI'ic and technical information in a NASA Regional Dissemina-
tion Center.
Interest center - A synonym For the term ,'interest profile."
Interest },rofi]e -A listing of the relevant terms that describe
a client's interest area and their relationship to each other.
27. Job order costing - A costing, technique in which each search is
considered a unique job, and the costs incurred during the pro-
ductioh process are charged to the related searches.
28. LibrarT - A general term use_'lto define all library functions such
_ts those operated by univers:}ties, .governments, and business firms.
2',. M_.an - A measure; oi' the central tendency of a set of data that is
calculated by summing the va?lues of the individual elements and
dividing by the number of el4ments.
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EXHIBIT I (Continued)
3[_. Mean square - between groups - The between groups variance divided
by the appropriate degrees of' freedom in an analysis of variance
•t
model.
311. Mean square - within groups - The within groups variance divided by
the appropriate degrees oi" freedom in an analysis of variance model.
32. NASA Center - A synonym for NASA Regional Dissemination Center.
3.3. Nonservice costs - The selling and administrative expenses of a NASA
Center.
3_. Normal product_on capacity - The service activity that will satisfy
consumer demand over a period •that is long enough to include seasonal,
cyclical, and other trend factors.
35. Null hypothesis - A. proposition that is tested statistically.
36. ()perat]ons ow.'rhead - The indirect service costs incurred during the
_moduction process.
37. Process co._sting - A costing technique in which the service costs are
accumulated For a work function during a given time period but are
not charF,_.sdto specific products.
38. Profile search - A search of the current portion of the NASA file
against an SDS interest prof ]e.
3'). Range - The dif'ference between the high and low values of an array
o ["data.
A(!. T_esT,onsibi]ity accounting - The assignment of the controllab]e costs
of" a cost center to the employee responsible for the work activity.
1,1. L_etrospective search - A search of a file of historical literature
['_r information relevant to a wc]i-defined' problem.
1,oo Retrosl_'ctive Search Service ....k2. ,_.o_
i'!. Sam!qe - A su'bset _of" the un[w_rse of data that is selec£ed for an
inference concerninF, a poI_!i]ation Parameter.
44. oL_"_ - Seb:etiw_ Dissemination Serv£ce
45. SDS development costs - The service costs consumed, either directly
or indirectly, For the deve]o_,ment of an interest'profile.
$55 maintenance costs - The service costs consumed, either directly
or'indirectly, to update the relevancy of the interest profile
terms.
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EXHIBIT I (Continued)
47.
AS.
50.
52.
51,.
SDS operational costs - The service costs consumed for the profile
searches, either directly or indirectly, during an SDS performance.
Service costs- The costs which are charged, either directly or
indirectly, to the information services. The three types are
direct labor, direct sundryexpehses, and operations overhead.
Standard deviation - The square root of the average of the square
of the deviations of the measurements about their mean.
Statistical cost control - The use of statistical sampling methods
to control the direct service costs consumed during the information
production process.
Subsidiary ledger - A detailed listing of the transactions sunimarized
in a general ledger.
Type I error - The rejection oi' a true null hypothesis.
Type II error - The acceptance of a false null hy.pothesis.
Unit search cost - The total cost of an individual information search.
Universe - The entire population of data.
Variable cost - A cost which fluctuates in total in direct proportion
to chang_es in service activity and isuniform per unit.
337 -8884
EXHIBIT. II
RESEARCH QUESIIONNAIKE COVER LETTER
May 19, 1967 -
258
Dear sir:
I am currently engaged in a research project which is being
sponsored by the Technology Utilization Division of NASA.' The
objective of the research is the design of a cost accounting
system which is directly applicable to the operation of a tech-
nical information center such as those established in the NASA'
Regional Dissemination Program.
In order to be sure that I consider all aspects of the
project, I would sincerely appreciate it if you would help me
bX filling out the enclosed questionnaire. I have attempted
to design the questionnaire so that I can obtain specific in-
formation and yet leave enough flexibility that your individual
opinions can also be generated.
The end result of the project will be an operating manual
which I hope will be useful to all the regional centers. Any
consideration that you can give my request will certainly be
appreciated.
Sincerely,
JH jc
Enclosure
John G. Helmkamp
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EXHIBIT II
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY RESULTS
FROM SE_ NASA REGIONAL DISSERINATION CENTERS
I. How is cost information presently obtained in the organization?
1 2 2
Cost Statistical Cost
Accounting Cost Estimation
System S_tem Studies
Comments:
2
Rough
Estimates
Other
Is the responsibility for the cost information function delegated to
any one specific person?
2 2
His Sole His Primary His Secondary No One in the
Responsibility Responsibility Responsibility Organization
Other
Comments:
e At the present time, are t_ere any specific forms being used for
general control purposes, i.e. material requisiton, labor time
reports, etc.?
6 1
Yes No
Nature of the Reports:
&. What is the basis for the current fee schedule?
2 3 1 *l
Actual Statistical Rough Fixed Fees Other
Costs Costs Estimates Void of Costs
Commnts: *NONE
e Doyou presently bill clients as they use the services, or on a fixed
period basis?
1 _ __i___ _ *i
Current Semi-Annual Annual Othe r
Cowments: SAME AS FOUR , ,,
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EXHIBIT II (Continued)
6. Does the Center presently have a computer capability?
Yes No
Comments:
7. Are the members of the staff:
1 6
m
•Full Time Part Time Both
Engineers and Engineers and
Scientists Scientists
Comments:
Neither
How many services are offered of a current awareness nature?
: 5 1 I
0 i 2 3 More Than3
Comments:
9- How many services are offered of a retrospective search nature?
5 2
0 i 2 3 More Than 3
Comments: ........ ,
i0 Would the organization be willing to install a feasible cost
accounting system if it were readily available?
7
m
Yes No
Comments:
. _ "e Is there a need for accurate cost and operational information beyond
your present capabilities?
Comments:
6 *1.
Yes No
*NOT AT PEE_ENT _TAGE OF D_P_ENT
y
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_XHIBI? II (Continued)
]2. How is the general accounting function, i.e. payroll, purchasing,
etc., accomplished?
2
, i
Internal to the Organizati6n External to the Organization
Comments:
13. If an appropriate cost accounting system were operational in your
organization, do you think that the following functions would be
facilitated?
A. Planning, i.e. budgeting for future expenditures and manpower.
6 1
u
Y4s No
Comments:
B. Controlling, i.e. adherence to the work schedule.
2_
Yes No
Comments:
Ce Performance evaluation, i.e. adherence to the work standards.
2
m
Yes No
Comments:
D. General decision-making, i.e. whether to purchase or lease
equipment.
/_ o__
Yes No
Comments:
Directing the operation, i.e. determining the work schedule.
5__" 2_
Yes No
Comments:
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EXHIBITII (Continued)"
FQ Pricing the services.
2_
Yes
Comments :
O
m
No
lb. Does the organization currently have a responsibility to report to
external sources conceding cost l_rfonu_nce?
'IF
Ye s No
co_,nt_:
15. Does the organization currently utilise an internal reporting
function concerning cost and operational information?
6 1
Y'_ No
Comments =
16. If the answer to 15 is yes, what kind of reports are used, i.e.
labor hours utilized, number of services performed, etc.?
Comments : SEE PAGE 264
17. Given the specific capabilitiesof your organisation, what kind of
cost information would you consider most useful?
A. SEE PAGE 264
B*
•C.
D,
E.
i
Comments:
18.
19.
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EXHIBIT II (Continued)
Given the specific capabilities of your organization, what kind of
reports would you consider most useful?
Ao SEE PAGE 26_
B°
Ce
De
Ee
Comments :
Given the specific capabilities of your organization, what mana-
gerial uses would you consider most important of cost and
operational information if it were available?
A. SEE PAGE 26_
Be
C°
D°
E.
Comments:
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EXHIBIT II (Continued)
ANSWERS TO QUESTION 16.
i. LABOR HOURS
2. NUMBER OF SERVICES PERFORMED
3. COST STRUCTURE
h. COST BY FUNCTION
5. PERFORMANCE BY CLIENT
ANSWERS TO QUESTION 17.
1. COST BY SERVICE
2. RESOURCE ALLOCATION COSTS
3 • COST/_UE COMPARISONS
4 : SERVICE PRICE INFORMATION
5. BUDGETING
6. GENERAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATI_
7. LABOR HOURS UTILIZED BY FUNCTION
8. COST PER FUNCTION
9. _GINEERING AND CLERICAL M3RK BY SERVICE
i0. MATERIALS COST PER SERVICE
ll. COMPUTER SEARCH COSTS
]2. MARKETING COST METHODS
i_. ADMINISTRATIVE COST ALLOCATION
M_SWERS TO QUESTION 18.
i. lABOR PERFORMANCE REPORTS
2. GENERAL COST REPORTS
3. NUMBER OF SEARCHES PERFORMED VERSUS MONTHLY COSTS
/,. MATERIALS USAGE
5. OPERATING COSTS RELATED TO CL_]_TELE ACTIVITY
6. MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
ANSWer,S TO QUESTION 19.
1. PIANNING NEW VKNTURE_ ,
2 FEE SCHEDULE PREPARATION
3- ELIMINATE UNPROFITABLE SERVICE LINES
&. PRICING SERVIC_ TO SUBSCRIBERS
5. EVALUATING ALTERNATE METHODS AND EQUIPMINT
6. LEASE-BUY DECISIONS
7. EMPLOYEE EVALUATIONS
8. STUDIES OF ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTION SYSTI_S
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EXHIBITIII
ARACTEST F'_.IOD COST RESULTS
Sample Data - Unit Retrospective Search Costs
Sample
Retrospective
Search
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lo
i]
12
13
14
15
16
]7
18
19
20
Tot_a_
X
August September
96.02 69.04 6&.31
85.57 98.26 88.34
68.46 64.31 64.59
73.21 97.15 42.27
84.26 82.33 104.15
78.!1 94.27 i18.5&
87.63 128.O6 57.90
78.53 101.25 54.73
76.63 95.68 103.13
75.64 71.52 58.88
82.98 76.23 117.23
102.37 &4.32 83.85
81.94 71.47 107.37
93.27 iO1.22 125. i0
105.48 92._i 94.09
52.86 59.75 114.17
169.37 88.78 83.09
73.76 65.98 78.94
75.45 94.17 109.73
61.64 126.54 66.97
].,703.32 1,722.74 i,737.38
85.17 86.13 86.87
ow2-_ 2
_:_: xij - _ Tj2
nj
N-k
A_n_ of Variance Test
where ow2 =Mean square within columns
Xij _-Sample observation from
the ith row and Jth .,
column
Tj = Total of jth column
nj = Observations in the
jth sample
N = Total sampled observa-
tions
k = Number of samples
....475.262- _.380 = 3.0882 = 542
57 §7 --
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EXHXBXT III (Continued)
oB 2 2 _ r2
nj n
k-1
where OB 2 =mean square between
columns
T = overall total observa-
tions
_,380 - _.276 = 52
2
oB 2 _ 52 --
ow2 5_
Critical region of "F" test is 3.171
Thus, the null hypothesis that the monthly average retrospective searches
are equalbetween months is accepted.
S ample
Profile
Search
I
2
3
h
5
6
7
8
9
]O
Ii
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
2]
22
23
2h
25
Total
Y
S_plie Dat___Aa- Unit Profile Search Cost____s
• "'July
$ 6.8o
6.13
h.37
6.90
3.50
10.18
h.20
3.85
5.25
15.75
9.98
5.25
13.13
2.80
8.93
15.93
5.h2
16.h3
3.50
2,10
17.15
3.8.5
6.30
2.80"
6.2.2
$
August
$ 9.67
5.35
h.?6
i0.08
:2.88
3.29
13.27
10.90
18.11
lO .29
3.91
h.73
3.50
8.23
2.26
6.79
2.88
7.20
7.hl
3.91
10.29
ll.31
8.6_
7 .hi
$180.5h
$ 7.22
September
$11.78
9.88
2.66
9.31
2.85
3 .h2
9.51
6.65
9.51
15 .&O
8.75
6.27
h.37
7.o3
10.26
8.7h
•1.90
8.55
2.28
6.h6
2.09
•7.03
3 .oh
6.8h
17.30
$181.88
$ 7.28
ipaul G. Hoel, Introduction to _athe_atical Statistics (3rd ed. ;
New York: John Wiley and Sons, In_c., 1962), p. hO6.
_j '"
EIRIBIT III (Continued)
267
Analysis of Variance Test
ow 2 = ZZxij 2 - ZTj 2
nj
N-k
(Terms are the same as
retrospective search case.)
= 50_0.25.D 402Q.08 = 1020.37 =
72 72 --
OB2= ZTj 2 - T2
nj n
, l
k-I
(Terms are the same as
the retrospective search case.)
= 4020.0s_ 4017.26 = .B2
-- _- = -_4!
_w2 _.17 --
Critical region of "F" test is 3.13 2
Thus, the null hypothesis that the monthly average profile searches
are equal between months is accepted.
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EXHIBIT .IV
_4PLOYEE DAILY TIME TICKET
NAME
COST CENTER
DATE
CHECKED BY
A.M____.
60O
]5
30
&5
7o0
15
30
&5
8OO
15
30
&5
9OO
15
30
&5
IOOO
15
30
&5
ilOO
15
30
_5
12OO
WORK ACTIVITY P.M_._._.
1200
15
30
&5
IOO
15
3o
&5
2OO
15
30
&5
3O0
15
30
_5
Aoo
15
30
&5
_O0
15
30
&5
6OO
WORK ACTIVITY
COST CODES
RSG
RSM
P_ (DIGITS)
SDD (DIGITS)
SDM
SD (DIGITS)
SS
OS
OP
EXPLANATION
_SS General Time
RSS Maintenance Time
SPECIFIC Retrospective Search
SDS Development for Specific Profile
S_ Maintenance Time
Specific SDS Performance
Special "Projects
Other Services
General Admin. Time
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EXHIBIT V
WORK ORDER.
JOB NUMB_
ORIGINATOR
SERVICE CODE
INSTRUCTION CODES :
A - Abstracts
D - Full Documents
R - Reproduce
P- Photocopy
REQUEST NUMBER COPIES:
DATE
DATE REQUESTED
F - Microfiche
C - Collate
B - Bind
T - Trim
0 - Other
REQUEST NUMBER COPIES COnE
S PECI AL INSTRUCTIONS
WORK PmFOPam (QUANta)
CO._..._n _TS P_._ OTmm
27O
EXHIBIT VI
TELEPHONE RECORD
CALLER S_VI_ LOOA_ON DATE
271
TRAVEL VOUCHERNUMBER
EMPLOYEE
REASON FOR TRIP
_[HIBIT VII
TRAVEL VOUCHER
DATE LEFT
DATE RETUmq]_
CLI]_TE_ VISITED SERVICES DISCUSSED
e
o
4.
.
LIST OF EXP]_SES AMOUNT .DISTRIBUTION
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EX][IBIT.VIII
OPERATIONS OVERHEAD BUDGETING
.#
Selection of a Predetermined Operations Overhead Rate
&
1. Select a feasible Work _ctivity basis for overhead allocation
that will relate the iniirect costs to the information
services, as realistically as possible, in proportion to
their benefit from the overhead. Possible bases are direct
labor cost, direct labor hours, computer time, or service
units.
2. Determine reasonable capacity levels, measured by the
selected work activity basis, for an annual operating
period of the center.
3. Determine all variable operations overhead items for the
different activity levels selected in 2.
A. Designate the constant fixedoperations overhead costs for
the operating period.
5. Estimate the consumer demand expected for the information
services during the period.
6. On the basis of 5, select the normal operating capacity of
the flexible budget which relates the work activity basis
to the forecast consumer demand.
7. Divide the total operations overhead at normal capacity
by the related work activity measure[for the calculation
of the appropriate application rate.
\
8. Keypunch the rate selected in 7 onto the section overhead
rate card shown in Appendix I for computerized processing.
The program is designed presently to apply the overhead
on the basis of direct labor costs so it must be revised
if another activity basis is chosen.
d_ 0 I-J k.J 0 • 0
_'_ "_1 _ ce ee
F_" 'I _- (D _" 0
_ _'. 13, O_ "_ F_-
d_ _D
'_ 0 '1 0
L_, _ 0 _r
0
'1
• F-' ',_',K) _--'N) t,J I',JC_, (3_
b0 to to ,1_- 0",0 0
8 8 88 °0008
t_' O',
O'-
_x2
F J (-3
C"
f-._ (q
_ C"
O
'._ _o F_ _,o k._ _00"-_
8 888°8
,..,_ l,,_ bJ fOK.oN_ O-.0_
8o°8oo_oo
_8o°8 o o
I-_
88888 __ 8
_.o o _ (+_ _
o o '1 _-b (_ _- _. F_.
_'C _ _.
cr _ _ _ _._
"I O
_'_'
O.
_..
o
o
_ _ _ __ 0
00000 8
k'J I-_ I--' t'O I-._ 0", k_ .i_" ,,0 _..0 0
o". t,o I-." t'o I--, ---,1 t_ ',m 0 _,.._ 0
8888880808
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EXHIBIT IX
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
CHART OF ACCOUNTS
274
Assets
i000
1050
ii00
1].50
1200
1250
13_)
]3£;0
140o
1A5o
15o0
1.55o
1570
1600
1650
17CA)
1750
18(K)
Cash
Contracts Receivable
Accounts Receivable
Operating Supplies
Prepaid F_xpense s
Office FJquipment
Operations Equipment
Microfiche
Computer Tapes
Buildings
Land
SDS Development
Other Assets
Allowance for Depreciation -Office Equipment
Allowance for Depreciation -Operations Equipment
Allowance for Depreciation - Microfiche
Allowance for 'Depreciation - Computer Tapes
Allowance for Depreciation - Buildings
Liabilities
2000
2050
2]00
2150
22{_
2250
Vouchers Payable
Accrued Wages Payable
Accrued Copying Expenses
Accrued Computer Expenses
Other Accrued Expenses
Deferred Income
Capital
30o0 Center Fund Balance
Revenues
4000
4050
AlO0
Revenue Control
Clientele Payments
Other Revenue
Cost of Services
5(;00 Cost of Services Completed
Revenue & Expense Summary
OCX_(' Revenue and Expense Summary
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EXHIBIT IX (Continued)
Operations Expenses
7OOO
7OlO
7020
7o3o
7o&o
7o5o
7o6o
711o
7]20
7]6o
721o
7220
7230
7240
7250
726O
727.0
72_0
7310
732O
7330
751o
7520
7530
75&0
7560
Operations Control
Engineer Labor
Operating Supplies
Documents
Telephone and Telegraph - Operations
Company Travel - Nonservice
Miscellaneous
Clerical Labor
Operating Supplies
Miscellaneous
Reproduction Labor
Operating Supplies
Equipment Rental
Photocopying and Micro'fiche Production
Printing and Duplicating
Postage - Operations
Maintenance Agreements
Miscellaneous
Computer Labor
Computer Time
Miscellaneous
Fringe Benefits - Operations
General Administration Charged to Operations
Depreciation - Operating Equipment
Depreciation - Computer Equipment
Miscellaneous
General Administrative Expenses
8O0O
8050
8]OO
8150
82OO
8250
8300
8350
8&O0
8450
850(]
8550
86OO
8650
67OO
8750
General Administrative Control
General Administrative Labor
Fringe Benefits - Administration
Retirement - Administration
Supplies - Administration
Telephone and Telegraph - Administration
Equipment Rental - Administration
Printing and Duplication - Administration
Repairs - Administration
Depreciation - Administrative Office Equipment
Miscellaneous Travel
Rent
Maintenance Agreements
Magazine Subscriptions
Postage
Miscellaneous
EXHIBITIX (Continued)
Sel]ir_F_,penses
90o0
91{_0
92{_
9300
%OO
95OO
Selling Expenses Control
Advertising
Promotion
Meetings
Promotion Travel
Mis ce llaneous
Service Accounts
OlO0
0200
030O
01+00
05O0
RSS in Process Control
Finished RSS Control
SDS in Process Control
Finished SDS Control
Other Services Control
_6
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ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash
Contracts Receivable
Accounts Receivable
Operating Supplies
Services in Process
Prepaid Expenses
Total Current Assets
EXHIBIT X.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
JANUARY 31, 19xx
$ 16,850
5&,_30
15,620
1,212
6,8&6
2,482
$ 97,940
LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE
F_xed Assets:
Office Equipment $ 8,404
Allowance for
Depreciation 1,26& 7,]_0
Operations Equip-
ment 15,640
Allowance for'
Depreciation 3,220 12,420
Cc_mputer Tapes 843
Allowance for
Depreciation 112 731
Microfiche 3,640
Allowance for
Depreciation 820 2,820
Buildings 15,63A
A] ]owance for
Depreciation 3,8&3 i],791
I_nd 2,000
SDS Deve io _ment 6,890
Other Assets 1,210
Total Fixed Assets 45,002
Total Assets $I42,942
Current Liabilities:
Vouchers Payable
Accrued Wages
Accrued Copying Expenses
Other Accrued Expenses
Deferred Income
Total Current Liabilities
Center Fund Balance:
Center Fund Balance
Total Liabilities and
Fund Balance
$ 16,840
5,210
685
232
52.340
$ 75,3o?
67,'635
$IA2,942
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EXHIBIT X (Continued)
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
INCOME START
MONTH ENDING +JANUARY 31, 19xx
Revenue
Retrospective Search Service Revenue
SelectSve D_ssemination Service Revenue
Special Projects Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue
TotalRevenue
Cost of Services Performed
Retrosnective Search Service
So]+,ctive Dissemination Service
S_cial Projects
M[sce.1]aneous Services
Cost of Services Performed
Gross Mar_in
S? I1_ nl] an___dAdminl.strat_ ve Expenses
.)._.1lir_ _i×penses
AdmJni,ntrat-} ve F_;nses
.
Total Selling and Administrative Expenses
Excess of [_evenues over O}._,rating Costs
J
$&,878
7,318
2,_2A
_Am
$3,902
5,85&
1,939
__4J/
$ 757
$15,136.
$!2,108
$ 3,028
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EXHIBIT XI
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
ENGINEER SECTION
COST CENTER PERFORMANCE REPORT
MONTH ENDING JANUARY 31, 19xx
NONTHOF' JANUART_ YEAR TO DATE
COST ITEM BUDGET ACTUAL VARIANCE BUDGET _ VARIANCE
Direct Labor $4h00 $h512
Idle Time 550 :830
Meeti ngs IIO 102
Engineer Read_ n/7 165 195
Supplies 2]0 2]5
Computer Tim_ 1250 1630
Te] ephone 6&O 6 iO
Trave.]
M_ see ]laneous
Total Ex_:n_es
$(112) $_00 $45z2 $(n2)
(280) 550 830 (2so)
8 ii0 102 8
(3o) 165. 195 (3o)
(5) 2].0 215 (5)
(380) 1250 1630 (380)
30 64o 61o 30
845 955 (11o) 845 955 (11o)
15o 11,o 1o 150 _0 I0
( ) denotes an unfavorable variance.
28O
SERVI CE
RSS N(_BER
_D(HIBIT Xll
TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
ShRVICE COST REPORT
MONTH FINDING JANUARY 31, 19xx
DIN.ECT DIRECT OPERATIONS
LABO____RR SUNDRY EXP_SES OVERHEAD
1450 $ 44.15 $ 21.30
]45] 46.20 19.20
1452 32.io 17.lo
1453 36.15 17.05
u 54 ]o 16.15
1455 36.&5 18.10
]&56 A1. ]O 18.05
1457 43.25 16.10
1A_8 44.50 18.10
]45_ 31.] 5 17.15
TOTAL mS $383. ]5 $178.3o
±_ . , . ...... .'.....
SDS NUMB"_
15 $ 796.81 $ 481.55
16 1025.25 &65 •iO
17 885. ]5 47 5.15
TOTAL SDG $2707.21 $1421.80
SPECIAL PROJECT
21
22
23
TOTAL SPECIAL
PROJECT
TOTAL SERVZCE
COSTS
$ 39.73
&1.50
28.89
32.53
25.29
32.80
36.99
38.92
40.05
28.03
$3_.73
$105.18
106.90
78.09
85.73
• 69.54
87.35
96.14
98.27
lO2.65
76.33
$906,18
..... _,, j.
$ 718.o3
922.72
796.63
$2437.38
J
$1996.39
2413.07
2156.93
$6566.39
$ 318.30 $ 96.15 $ 286.47 $ 700.92
iiO.20 56.30 99 •18 265.68
68.6O 13.2O 52.74 124.54
$ 487. }O $ 165.65
L_
$ &38.39
!
$1091.14
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FJ]_IBITXIII
TECHNICALINFORMATIONCENTER
REV}_UE- OOST REPORT
YFAR _DING DECEMBER 31, 19xx
CLIENTEI_ SERVICE
CLIF_T A
Rss 145o
_SS :[461
_SS 1492
RSS 1525
}_S ].585
hISS 1610
Total P_S
SDS Profile 51
SDS Profile_ 52
S_ Profil_ 53
SDS Profile 5&
Total SIS
Total Client A
_UE ACTUAL OOST DIFF_CE
$ 85.00
85.00
85.00
85.00
85.00
51O.0O
295.00
195.00
395.00
29>.oo
1180.00
1690.00
$ 95.10
105.20
62.90
60.80
72.00
98.oo
494.oo
31o.9o
185.60
386.40
335.2O
1218. i0
1712. lO
($1o.io)
(20.20)
22. i0
24.20
13.00
(13._)
16.00
(15.w)
9.40
8.60
(40.20)
(38.10)
(_.1o)
T
CIIF_T B
RSS 1522
RSS 1605
RSS 1626)
RSS 1681
RSS ]699
Total RSS
SIKS Profile 30
SDS Profile 3]
SDS ProFile 32
SDS Profile 33
SDS Profile 34
Total SDS
Total C]ient B
85.00
85.00
85.00
85.00
85.00
425.00
_95.00
195.00
495.00
295.00
295.00
1775 .CO
$22oo .co
denotes unl'avorable variance.
98.20
no.3o
69.15
165.10
62.15
504.9O
512.16
164.80
415.50
31o .20
3oo .40
17o3.06
$2207.96
(13.2o)
(25.30)
15.85
(8O.lO)
2.2.85
(17.16)
30.20
79.50
(_5.2o)
(5.40)
71.9&
($ 7.96)
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*EXHIBIT XIV
TECHNICAL INFORMATION C_I_TER
OVERHEAD ANALYSIS REPORT
YEAR _DING DECFMBER 31, 19xx
Actual. Direct Labor Costs Recorded $78,500
(lOST ITI_
Normal Capacity
Budget _-$8Q,,OOO
Adjusted Budget at Actual Budget
$78.500 Capacity Costs yariance
Variable Opns. Ovhd.
Engineer Reading Time
Indirect Engineer Time
Idle Time
Staff Meetings
Operating Supplies
Maintenance
Power
Postage
Misce i ]aneous
Total Variab]e
$ 4,b(_
12, DO0
6,400
2,400
8,000
1,600
3,200
1,600
2,4oo
_1,600
$ 3,925 $ 4,030
11,775 12,562
6,280 6,024
2,355 2,516
7,850 7,762
1,570 1,940
3,140 3,210
1,570 1,380
&0,820 41,734
($
(
(
(
(
105)
7s7)
256
161)
88
370,
70
190
__Ai
91&)
Fixed Opns. Ovhd.,
Su_ervi sion 18,0OO
Rent 6,000
Insurance 2,000
Oepre c iati on 3,600
Equi r,ment Rental "2,&00
Tei e phone 1,200
Misce] Ianeous 2.000
Total Fixed 35,200
Total Operation Overhead $761800
, ±
l_udgot Varianc_ (1 less h)
Ot,erations Overhead applied
at $.96 _r direct labor
cost or $78,50() x .96 -
18,O00 . 18,230
6,000 6,110
2,000 1,890
3,600 3,7]/,
2,400 2,56(?
1,200 1,155
2 aO00 2.612
35,200
(1)$76,O20 (4)$78,005
(2)$75 °3,60 (3)$75,360
( 230)
( no)
no
( 1_)
( 16o)
45
( 612)(1,-57r)
Velume Variance (I tess 2)
Total Oper. Ovhd. Variance (4 less-3)
( ) denotes um'avorable variance.
* ThJ s reF_rt
($66___0)
is based on the budget data of Exhibit VIII.
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